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Dedication

This book is dedicated to three groups. first to its readers in the hope
that they will find information herein useful in guiding professional prac
tice, second to those persons who strive mightily to conduct research in
sometimes uriewarding and hostile ...nvironments, and finally to my research

colleagues, with whom I have served at the State University of New York-
Brockport, University of Tennessee, and Ohio State University.
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Preface

My purpose in writing this monograph is to present selected, resekt..211-
based howledge that can inform the practices of teaching and teacher prepa
ration. To obtain the research aggregated and synthesized in this book, I
read both original studies and reviews. Where a seemingly good review
existed, it is summarized. Where such reviews did not exist, original studies
are reported in alphabetical order by author. In some instances, the research
reported did not include what one would consider to be critical informa
tion. the study's purpose, methodology (including descriptions of the sam
ple, instruments, treatments), and even the findings. Marsh (1987) provides
an enlightening discussion of the difficulty of obtaining this kind of litera
ture and its attendant limitations.

No attempt was made to judge the quality of the research. However, since
the major portion of it was published in refereed journals, it has undergone
the peer review process, thus establishing some measure of credibility. The
quality and generalizability of ed....ution research in general, and the re
search reviewed here in particular.. have been thoroughly argued by others
over the past several decades. Suffice it to say, almost all education re
search suffers scale shortcomings, and seldom is much of it widely gener
alizable. Nevertheless, it is some of the best knowledge we have. If
considered prudently, , it should enlighten us in way s that c.tn improve both
teaching and teacher preparation.

By juxtaposing the models '.'or conducting inquiry en teaching and teach
er education with a synthesis of research on what we currently know, it
is my hope that this book will make clear what yet we need to know and
thus encourage further inquiry.

Chapter One begins with the question. Why has there been so little in
quiry that informs teachers and teacher educators? One reason is that unt:1
recently no models have existed to guide such inquiry. Now, however, sever

al models for research on teaching and teacher eucation do exist. They
am presented here in a form that permits presentation of some of the re
search findings according to the categories of variables the models posit.

v



Chapters Two, Three, and Four summarize research that informs both
teaching and teacher education with the focus on what is known about ef
fective schools, tducational practices, and teaching. This research-based
knowledge is important to K 12 personnel because, within limits, it has
direct application in schools. At the same time, such knowledge, within
limits, has potential for teacher educators, who can use it to select preser-

:ce teachers, to design the teacher preparation curriculum, and to enhance
their own instruction.

Chapter Two, "The Search for Knowledge About Effective Schools," iden-

tifies the factors that research shows contribute to school effectiveness and
describes how effective school research is being done. The summaries of
the most significant research allow readers to judge for themseh es wheth
er the findings are generalizable to their workplace. The chapter concludes
with a discussion of some of the shortcomings of effective schools research
and o: how the research findings nuy be used by teachers and teacher
educators.

Chapter Three, 'The Search for Knowledge About Effective Education-
al Practices," presents a rationale for the importance of such investigations.
It synthesizes some of the earlier research efforts to identify specific exem
platy curricular and instructional practices. A major portion of the chapter
is devoted to four recent rev iews of research on effective K 12 educational
practice. The chapter concludes with a consideration of how to use the re-
search findings.

Chapter Four, "The Search for Knowledge About Effective Teaching,"
first considers the questions. What is an effective teacher? and Why is there
a never-ending search for effective teachers? It thca describes how inquiry
on teaching has been conducted and presents some of the more significant
findings. The chapter concludes w ith a discussion of some of the limita-
tions of such research and how the research can be used.

Chapter Five, "The Search for Knowledge About Teacher Preparation,"
reviews research on teacher educaton in four categories. What we know
about 1) preservice teachers, 2) curriculum and instruction, 3) members
of the education professoriate, and 4) the context in which teacher prepara
tion occurs.

Chapter Six, "Review and Recommendations," summarizes the material
presented in the previous fp, e chapters and concludes w ith the author's ob
servations and recommendations for action.

Donald R. Cruickshank
Ohio State University

7 January 1990
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The Need for Knowledge
That Informs Teachers and
Teacher Educators

Many kinds of knowledge serve to inform teachers and teacher educa-
tors. Knowing about what makes a school effective is one kind. Another
is lutowledge of what constitutes effective educational programs and prac
tices. A third is knowing what makes a teacher effective. These three kinds
of knowledge are of direct use for K42 practitioners. They also have val-
ue for teacher educators, since they help to define what knowlege and skills
preservice and 3. service teachers need to have and thus serve as a basis
for developing the teacher education curriculum. A fourth kind of knowl
edge is about the field of teaehei p.eparation itself. Clearly, access to these
four kinds of !znowledge should result in more effective K 12 teaching and
improved teacher preparation programs.

Needed: Models for Guiding Inquiry
in Teaching and Teacher Education

Knowledge production has not been a hallmark of the field of education.
Why is this so? Perhaps it is because until rei -..atly there have been no models

tc, guide inquiry in teaching and teacher education. Although knowledge
generation in education is rece:ving greater attention and seems to be in
creasing, it ha,T a long way to go.

If teachers and teacher educators are to have self respect and the respect
of other professionals including the general public, their prepration must
be based on verified knowledge km. wledge that is held :n high regard
and that informs practice. Were this so, we would have no more "What
do you do? I'm just a teacher" dialogues. Were this so, we would not be
subjected to the kind of teacher bashing one fv..is in such reports as The

Miseducation of American Teachers, Crisis in the Classroom, and A Nation

1 1 I



at Risk. Were this so, we would hav... no trouble deciding which books to
ave if thc education library were on fire.

Why isn't this so? Why are thc enormous enterprises of teaching (approx
irnately two million members and teacher education (approximately 1,200
colleges and universitie ,..:cpating well over 100,000 teachers annually)
not dr:ven by an adett. Ite body of verified knowledge? Answers can bc
found by looking at the history of teacher education in this country.

Historically tcachcr preparation wa., largely thc responsibility of normal
sch9ols and later teacher.. colleges. These institutions were committed to
teaching, not rcscarch. Thc academic faculty in these instit...ions were cx
pected to teach teachers. They were not cxpcctcd to engage. in knowledge
production, and few did so. Moreover, thc professional education faculty
were often doctrinaire and prone to promoting their own particular educa
tion ideology. Thcir clas4es in pedagogy amounted to little morc than shar
ing their personal experiences along with a sprinkling of low to" adv:ce.
Thus for several generations pres, x teachers, somc of whom would
themselves bccomc teacher preparers, were not exposed to much beyond
ideology and personal experience. They were taught that teaching %as mcrc

I. mattcr of knowing your subject matter and having y our heart (ideolo
gy) in thc right place. The-heart would guide thc hand. Thc apprenticeship
called student teaching was thc culminating event in preserv ice teachers'
prcparation to see whether they coaid relate to child:en, develop a lesson
plan, and manage a classroom. Said another way. . thcrc was more form
than substance to t making of a teacher.

A szcond reason why teaching and teacher education may be less well in
formed by research is the background of teacher educators. In many cases they

have been suceessful elementary or sceundary st.hool teachers and believe they

Amid mold future teachers in their own image. Their ia .ecr goals arc likely
to he guided neither by theoretical interests nor by the propagation uf knowledge

that might inform and perhaps alter teacher preparation programs.

Once prospective teacher educators cnter doctoral programs. other inhi
bitors are evident. Generally, , they have not tocen expo! :t1 to research 'ra
ditions as undergraduates or in thcir master's degree programs. Most did
nut have to w rite a master's degree thesis, so thc doctoral dissertation is
thc first signifkant scholarly task they have faced. It is little wonder that
they approach that task with great trepidation or that thc result i. often rktivc
and held in low regard by faculty in other di.ciplines accustomed to seeing
more sophisticated products.

To complicate matters, adv isors of doctoral students in education often
have done little research beyond thcir on dissertation and are inhibited

122



from doing so because of heavy teaching loads and large numbers of ad-
visees. Moreover, both doctoral students and their men_Jrs may have no
rigot..m.... course requirements that would facilitate the conduct of inquiry

Su.prisingiy, there are no standards that prospective teacher educators must
meet relatmg either to the field of teacher education or to the conduct of
inquiry in the field.

Still another factor contributing to the lack of support for research that in-

forms teaching and teacher education is the failure to reward such efforts
Although universities expect, even demand, that faculty conduct research, it
frequently must be accompF died as an add-on to regular dutie... Few univer

sities, even those with research centers, give researchers reduced teach-
ing, advising, or service responsibilities unless they can buy released time by

obtaining funding outside the university . Relatedly, , a research publication

may be equated with simply publishh.g any type of article. Thus the price
may be too high to engage in knowledge generation. Adding to the prob-
lem is the practice by a few select research universities of promoting their
most competent and productive researchers to administrative positions.

Given the paucity of research that informs teaching and teacher prepara-
tion, it is no surprise that few outlets exist for publishing research. A
researcher may have only one or two true research journals in which to
place a report of a study. A rejection due to lack of journal space or even
on grounds that the inquiry may have some methodological flaw s can be
enough to dissuade further effort.

A further limitation is the lack of funding for research on teach:ng and
teacher education. It has been a long time since federal funding agencies
have supported such inquiry in a systematic way. . Unfortunately, , the avail-

able funding, which is inadequate by any standard, is directed to one or
two places. In the absence of research monies, schools of education cajole
faculty to apply for funds a vailable for traig and dissemination activi
ties for which, in some cases, no empirical s, pport exists.

In addition to the above limitation amt.'. -...amings that contribute to
the relatively low status of research a teat hitt, and teacher education, two
others are noteworthy. First, tht. e are many who believe that teaching and
teacher education are just too complex phenomena to study systematically
Second, until recently there have been few models to guide research in these
areas. While acLepting that teaching and teacher education are complex
phenomena, it does not follow, then, that researchers should not attempt
to understand and cxplain ti.:m using a variety of models that suggest vari
ables for study or hypotheses to test. We simply cannot accept that teach
ing and teacher eduLation defy straightforward attempts to understand them

3 13



Models with Promise to Guide Inquiry
in Teaching and Teacher Education

One of the most promising developments in education is the advent of
models that attempt to define the variables extant in teaching and teacher
education and that suggest potential areas of inquiry that can inform teachers
and teacher educators.

Dunkin and Biddle (1974) explain why creating a model to study a com-
plex phenomenon such as teaching is important. "To set up a model for
something complex is often the first step in the development of a genuine
theory concerning it" (p. 3:). Here a model means a preliminary represen-
tation that tries to capt..re the essential features of some complex phenome
non. The model attempts to account for the essential parts of a phenomenon
and the relationships among the parts. Thus a model of teaching would seek
to describe the major variables operating during the act . f teaching, while
a model of teacher education would identify the priacipal elements of that
fie:1 and their relationships. Once a model is developed and consensus is
established regarding its validity, then it can be used to guide imoiry.

Models for the Ltudy of teaching. A prototypical model of teaching was
suggested by Mitzel (1960). He proposed that Laching as a phenomenon
must take into account three sets of variables, teachers and pupils, their
interactions, and the product of those interactions. Dunkin and BiC "..; (1974)
expanded on Mitzel's model as shown in Figure 1.

This model, after Mitzel, presents the four major variable types. pres-
age, context, process, and product. Presage vanable.s are those that influence
teachers and their tetching behav ior and fall into three subtypes. forma
ti ye, experiential, and properties (primarily psychological). They are the
variables that a researcher can study to predict (presage) teacher behav ior.
The arrows on the model indicate a linear effect of the variables on each
other and eventually on the teacher's classroom behavior.

Two types of context variables appear in the model. 1) pupil and 2) school
and community. The arrows on the model indicate how pupil formative
experiences influence pupil "properties" or attributes, which, in turn, in
fluence pupil classroom behavior. The other context variable, school and
community, operates in the same way, influeming the characteristics and
artifacts of the classroom, which, in turn, have a bearing on teacher and
pupil classroom interactions.

The process variables are behaviors displayed in the classroom as teak.hers

and pupils interact. Examples of such behav iors are teadrer talk and pupil
response. According to the model, such interactions result in hanges in
pupil behavior.

14 4



Figure 1. A model for the study of classroom teaching.

I PRESAGE VARIABLES I

TCACHER
Fonnativa *--...."-**-TEACHER
Experiences

Social class
sex
Age

Training
Experiences

University
attended
Training.
program
features
Practice.
teaching
expr.ences

TEACHER ,,,
Properties \

Teaching skills
Intelligence
Motivations
Personality
traits

CONTEXT VARIABLES

PUPIL
Formative
Experiences

Social class
Age
Sex

PUPIL
-it- Properties

Abilities
Knowledge
Attitudes

SCHOOL AND.........r.CLASSROOM
COMMUNITY CONTEXTS

Climate Class size
Ethnic composi Textbooks
lion of comm. Educational
Busing television
School size

PROCESS VARIABLES

THE CLASSROOM
TEACHER
Classroom
Behavior>( Observable

--0- Changes in
Pupil Behavior

PUPIL
Classroom
Behavior

I PRODUCT VARIABITESI
Immediate Long-term
Pupil Growth --It- Pupil Effects

Subject-matter Adult
learning
Attitudes
toward
subject
Gro rth of
other skills

pers:rnality
Professional or
occupational
skills

From Dunkin and Biddle, The Study of Teaching. New York: Holt, Rine-
hart and Winston, 1974. Used by permission.
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Finally,, product variables include the ty pes of changes in pupil behav ior
that result from the process vari-bles. These ma:, be either immediate or
long term.

The essence of this inquiry model is that tlkee sets of input variables in-
fluence the fourth, or product variabk . Furttcr, each set of variables in-
cludes subsets, vhose influence i., lima; and one directional. Suffice it t.)
say, any first effort to develop an inquiry model for a phenomenon as corn
plex as teathing is bound to be scr. dniz,--:.. This has happened, and soc.t.
refinements and ahemati. modds were proposed (Centra and Potter 1980,
Doyle 1977; Eriekson 1976, Fisher and Berliner 1979, Harnishfeger and
Wiley 1976; McDonald and Elias 1976, Medley 1982, and Shulman 1986).
Figure 2 dcpicts the version of a model for the study of teaching propt sed
by McDonald and Elias.

In this model the terms used to describe the variables have changed and
new variables have been added. For example, the terms "teacher formative
experiences" and "teacher trainiag experiences" have been changed to
"teacher's characteristics," "teacher's knowledge of subject," "teacher's knowl-

edgt Jf teaching," etc. New variables added include "organizational struc-
ture" and "principal's and teacher's perception of organization." Additionally,,
the model indicates (with two-way arrows) that sortie variables influence
each other, for example, "teacher's attitudes" and "student's attitudes."

Another alternative to Mitzel and Dunkin and Biddle's process-product
model is Medley's (1982) model, depicted in Figure 3 on page 8.

In his model, Medley replaces the process-product models with what he
calls the "triangular design." He describes his nine-variable design thsly..

The five cells in the top row define five types of variables, each of
which has been used at one time or another as a criterion for evaluat-
ine teachers. The four cells in the second row define four additional
types of variables that affect the outcomes of teaching and that are not
controlled by the teacher. [Arrows indicate flow of influer.e.] . . .

The effectiveness of a teacher [as judged by the pupil learning out-
comes] depends then on at least eight other kinds of variables. . . .

It is the aim of research in teacher effectiveness to clarify the contri-
butions of all eight. . . .

The general strmegy for the research is to interrelate variables in
adjacent cells, taking into account variables [in the lower ro s] that
directly affect the relationship. . . .

The influences of variables in any one variabic ',box] are assumd
to exert direct influence only on variables in the cell directly connected
to them by an arrow, thus re-existing teacher characteristics and teach-
er training are assumed to affect teacher competence directly and to
affect other variables only indirectly. (pp. 1899-1901)
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From McDonald, F. and Elias, P., "A Report on the Results of Phase
Two of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study," Journal of Teacher
Education 27 (Winter 1976). Used by permission.
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Figure 3. Structure of teacher effectiveness.
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Mod,fied from Medley, D., "Teacher Effectiveness." In Encyclopedia of Educational Research,
edited by H. Mitzel, New York: Free Press, 1982. Used by permission.



Medley goes on to suggest four different types of research invuhing one
of the four categories of independent variables. In Type L research, the
dependent variable is any specific pupil learning outcome. The "t-iangulat
design" independent variables are the juxtaposed categories of "pupil learn
ing experiences" and "individual pupil characteristics." In contrast to much
earlier research, for Medley the unit of analysis is the pupil. The intent
of Type L research is to discover what kinds of learning experiences most
likely will result in the specified learning outcome with a pupil of a partic-
ular disposition.

Type P research triangulates the dependent variable, some kind of "pupil
learning experiences," with the independent variables, "teacher perform-
ance" and the "internal content" (such characteristics of the teacher's class
as size, average ability, ethnicity, etc.). In Type P research, the teacher
is the unit of analysis, with the intent of the research being to discover which
teaching strategies are most effectiv e in providing pupils in a particular ty pe

of classroom with a specified learning experience.

Type C research triangulates the dependent measure uf "teacher perform-
ance" with the independent variables "teacher competenciec and "external
context" (such char.zteristics of the school as resources available, relation-
ship with the community, etc.). Again, the unit of analysis is the teachei
The intent of Type C research is to discover what teacher competencies
(knowledge, skills, and values) are required to implement a particular teach
ing strategy in a particular setting. Medley maintains that Types C, L, and
P research are critical for making decisions about the objectives of teacher
education and certification.

Finally, Type T research triangulates a specified "teacher competency"
with "pre-existing teacher characteristics" and "teacher training." The unit
of analysis here is the preserv ice teacher. Type T research provides insights
into how to select and prepare teachers to master the competencies of ef
fective teaching.

Each of these models (Dunkin!Biddle, McDonald:Elias, and Medley)
does seem to haN e identified the essential elements influencing teaching and
learning. They represeru somew hat different perceptions of what these
elements are and of their relationships, but there is enough commonality
to permit researchers to isolate a goodly number of variables for study, ,
which can lead to the improvement of teaching and the preparation of
teachers.

Table 1 lists a number of the Nariables organized into categories, which
are drawn in part from Dunkin and Biddle (Figure 1) and McDonald and
Elias (Figure 2). Other variables could be added under each category. .



Table 1. Variables that may infuence pupil learning and/or satisfaction.

I. Teacher Variables

A. Formative experiences
1. Social class
2. Age
3. Sex
4. Others

B. Training experiences
1. College/university attended
2. Training program emphases
3. Student teaching and other field experiences
4. Others

C. Attributes
1. Teaching aptitudes and skills
2. Intelligence
3. Motivations
4. Personality traits
5. Knowledge of subject
6. Knowledge of teaching
7. Time spent in class preparations
8. Knowledge of learners in class
9. Expectations for self and students

10. Attitudes
11. Others

II. Czntext Variables (conditions affecting teacher)

A. Pupil formative oxperiences
1. Social class
2. tie
3. Sax
4. Acceptance by others
5. Others

B. Pupil school experiences
1. Past school success
2. Number and kinds of schools attended
3. Kinds of i( arning experienced

a. Discovery learning (inductive)
b. Reception learning (deductive)
c. Other kinds

4. Others

20
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C. Pupil attributes
1. Abilities
2. Knowledge
3. Attitude toward school, etc.
4. Motivation
5. Awareness of and acceptance of learning objectives
6. Readiness for established curriculum
7. Perception of relevance of lessons
8. Expectations for self and others
9. Behavior

10. Cognitive style
11. Others

D. School and community contexts
1. Emotional climate
2. Ethnic composition of community
3. Busing
4. School size
5. Principal's style
6. Support for innovation
7. School organizational structure
e Othsrs

E. Classroom contexts
1. Class size
2. Instructional media (textbooks, television, computers)
3. Instructional tine and efficient use of it.
4. Student absences and tardiness
5. Similadty of learners' abilities
6. Physical environment (temperature, lighting, noise, space, aes-

thetic atmosphere)
7. Others

11. Process Variables (what teachers and students do in the classroom)

A. Teacher clasKoom behavior/performance
1. Teacher's presentation style

a. Clarity
b. Variability
c. Enthusiasm
d. Task-oriented, busineseike behavior
e. Opportunity to learn criterion material
f. General indirectness, that is, use of student ideas
g. Criticism
h. Structuring comments

Ile. 4
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i. Questioning techniques
j. Level of difficulty of instruction
k. Others

2. Teaching strategy
a. Didactics (direct presentational style)
b. Heuristics (inquiry, discovery style)
c. Philetics (personal, dealing with learners' feelinc states)

3. Using appropriate learning principles
a. Adjusting goals for learners of different abilities
b. Varying activities
c. Pacing
d. Cueing
e. Practice
f. Reinforcing correct responses
g. Rewarding learners for achieving objectives

4. Organization of content
a. Organized logically, for example, by cognitive levels such

as in Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives
b. Organized psychologically such as Gagne's learning

hierarchy

i.:. Pupil learning strategies, for example, for basic learning tasks (repe-

tition), complex tasks (copying, underlininc)

C. Pupil behavior
1. Relaxed anxious
2. Motivated nonmotivated
3. Adaptive none( Iforming
4. Structured unstructured
5. On task off task

IV. Product Variables (outcomes of teaching)

A. Immediate pupil growth
1. Subject matter learning
2. Attitudes toward subject matter
3. Growth in other skills

B. Long-term pupil effects
1. Aduit personality
2. Professional or occupational skills

With the three models of teaching presented in Figures 1, 2, and 3 and
the list of promi.:ng variables in Table 1, researchers have a structure within
which to to engage in se% eral types of inquiry on teaching, namely desc rip
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live, correlational, and experimental. To illustrate, a researcher might de
cide to study a teacher behavior such as "clarity." The first task would be
to establish an operational definition of clarity. Tais could be done by ask
mg K-12 pupils to pnwide anecdotal descriptions. (When this has been done,
analyses of pupil descriptions of teacher clarity indicate that it the inter
mediate inference lev el they provide for pupil understanding, explain or
demonstrate how to do work through the use of examples, and structure
Instruction and instructional content in logical ways.) Next, the researcher
would spend time in the classroom to see if teacher clarity is observable
using the pupil anecdotal descriptions. (In the case of clarity, it has been
determined that there are 29 low, inference behav iors that identify clear teach

ing. Most of them have been observable, for example, "teaches step-by
step.") If it is, the researcher then Nu6ld need to use some typc of instrument

to measure the extent to which teacher clarity is associated with r.,pil learn
ing and satisfaction. (In the ease of clarity, an instrument containing the
clarity behaviors has been validated. Teachers' performance on the clarity
instrument is compared with pupil classroom achiev ement. A strong, posi
five association has been fceind to exist.) Finally, if it can be shown that
strong enough associations do exist, the researcher could set up an ex
perimental study Jing teaching episodes in which some have clarity and
some have lack of clarity. . In this way it can be determined whether teacher
clarity does, indeed, influence pupil outcomes. (Again with clarity, , pupils
intentionally would be given clear or unclear teaching, and the effects of
that teaching on their achievement would be measured.)

Models for the study of teacher education. As with models for the study
of te4ching, there are models evolving for the study of teachei education.
Cruickshank (1984) offers one model shown in Figure 4 on page 14. It uses
six variables. 1) teacher educators, 2) preserv ice teacher education students,
3) contexts where teacher preparation takes place, 4) content or e teacher
preparation curriculum, 5) instruction in the teacher preparation program,
and 6) student outcomes. Each of the first five variables influence o some
degree the sixth, the outcome or response yang'

In the model, teacher educators (1) include all those involved in preser
N we teacher preparation including education professors, academic profes
sors, and cooperating teachers in K 12 schools. Teacher education students
(2) are those involved in th: preservice pn gram. These two groups inter
act in the contexts (3) of teacher preparation, which include the col-
lege/university campus, K 12 schools, and community agencies if used.
These interactions rev olve around the preserv ice teacher education curric
ulum (4) including professional studies, on-campus and off-campus clini
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Figure 4. A model showing relationships among thG
primary variables extant in the field of teacher education.

1

Teacher
educators

2
Teacher

education
students

3
Contexts
of teacher
education

4
Content or
curriculum
in teacher
education

5
Instruction &
oganization
in teacher
education

6
Outcomes
of teacher
education

From Cruickshank, D., "Toward a Model to Guide Inquiry in Preservice
Teacher EduLation." Journal of Teacher Education (1984). Used by per-
mission.
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cal and laboratory everiences, and eduLauon. The interactions re

lated to instruction in teache, education (5) reNolve around the nature of
the instructional experiences, that is, whether they arc real, icarious, or
abstract (Cruickshank 1985). The outcome *ariable k6; wught is the prepa
ration of able teachers who can foster pupil learning and sLisfaction,
however defined.

The two-way arrows indicate the reciprocal nature of the interactions.
For example, It is assumed that teacher educators influence presen ice teach
er education students and they, , in turn, influence teacher educators.

Table 2 offers a further breakdown of the five principal explaziatory vari
ables posited to exist in the field of teacher education. This list is not inclu

sive; other variable categories could be added.

Table 2. Explanatory v.ylables within the field of teacher education and
suggested subcategories.

I. Teacher Educators

A. Formative Influence
1. Farniiy background
C. Socioeconomic background
3. Education background
4. Others

B. Personal characteristics and abies
1. Activity/energy level
2. Physicel/mental status
3. Expectations of self, program, teaching
4. Self-confidence
5. Academic success
6. Social success
7. Values/attitudes
8. Others

C. Professional characteristics and abilities
1. Ability to bring about achievement and satisfaction in preser.

vice students
2. Ability to teach preservice students the behaviors requisite for

brinoing about pupil achievunent and satisfaction in K-12
classrooms

3. Ability to establish mutually satisfactory relationships with
professional colleagues

4. Level of interest in teaching teachers
5. Knowledge of subject
6. Others

D. Teaching styles, behavior..
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II. Preservice students

A. Formative influences
1. Family ba yound
2. Sex
3. Socioeconomic background
4. Life experiences, work, hobbies
5. Education background ( schools attended, programs taken, aca-

demic achievement)
6. Mental abilities
7. Others

B. Personal characteristics and abilities
1. Age
2. Sex
3. Socioeconomic status
4. Activity/energy level
5 Physical/mental status
6. Sar-confidence
7. Academic success to date
8. Success In peer relationships
9. Values and attitudes toward schooling and learning

10. Learning styles
11. Others

II. Context of teacher education on campus and in the field

A. Instittftional characteristics
1. Size
2. Composition
3. Organization including administration-to-faculty .atio
4. Leadership style
5. Fiscal support and services provided
6. Rewards provided
7. Emotional climate

B. Classroom characteristics
1. Physical condition (size, temperattne, fighting, aesthetic

atmosphere)
2. Equipment
3. Others

IV. Content of teacher education curriculum

A. Sources
1. State government
2. Federal government
3. School districts and teachers in those districIa
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4. Schools or departments of education in college/universities
5. Teacher unions (NEA, AFT)
6. Teacher education professional associations (ATE, AACTE)
7. Accrediting agencies (NCATE) and learned societies (NCTE,

NCSS, NCTM, etc.)
8. Naturalistic events (social change, etc.)
9. Individual teacher educators

10. Philanthropic foundations

B. Nature of content
1. General education
2. Professional education

a. Content for teaching specialty
b. Education in the undergirding disciplines of education (psy-

chology, sociology)
c. Teaching and learning theory
d. Humanistic and behavioral studies (foundations area)
e. Practicums of various sorts

C. Amount of content

D. Order or sequence of content

V. Instruction and instructional organization in teacher education

A. Instructional alternatives
1. Direct experience teaching in natural classrooms
2. Direct experience teaching in on-campus settings such as

microteaching, simulations, and reflective teach;ng
3. Vicarious experience using protocol materials
4. Vicarious experience using films and novels about teaching
5. Abstract experiences using reading and discussion about

teaching

B. Organization for ;nstruction
1. Independent learning such as programmed instruction,

computer-assisted instruction, tutoring
2. Interactive group experiences such as team learning
3. Whole-class activity

C. Student-teacher ratio

Other models that illuminate and promote inquiry in the field of tead....i
education are those of Zimpher and Ashburn (1985) and Katz and Rath,
(1985). Zimpher and Ashburn suggest the variables of teacher education
students, teacher preparation units, teadier preparation programs (includ
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ing faculty, curriculum, instruction), program outcomes, teaching, and
pupils. A limitation of their model is that because it lacks narrative descrip-
tion, some variables are unclear, and no attention is given to the interrela
tionships among the variables. Katz and Rath offer what they call the
"parameters of teacher education programs." The parameters include goals,
candidates, staff, content, methods, time, ethos, regulations, resources,
evaluation, and impact. This model does offer a narrative description and
thus comparisons can be made with the Cruickshank model. Such compar-
ison suggests the possible addition of goals, regulations, and evaluation to

the Cruickshank model.
In the Katz./Rath model, goals are described as to their nature, explicit-

ness, and acceptance. Regulations are described as the requirements that
students must meet to graduate and to be certified, or that an institution's
programs must meet to 5e approved by state agencies or accredited by the
National Council for Accre,Ltation of Teacher Education. Evaluation refers
to the efforts eu assess the extent to which the program is achieving its goals
and whether the goals are valid. For example, are graduates competent when
they go out into the field? The other Katz!Rath parameters are identical
to Cruickshank's six variables or subsumed within one of them.

As with research on teaching, ir , .y in teacher preparation can be
descriptive, correlational, and experimer..al. To illustrate, by taking the vari-

able "te.. ..er educator" and a characteristic thereof, such as the ability to
engender reflection in preserv ice teachers, first we would need to describe
precisely what teacher educators do when they encourage preserv ice teachers

to be reflective. Preserv ice teachers would serve as informants to obtain
this descriptive data. Next, we would see whether that teacher educator
behavior is correlated strongly with preserv ice teacher learning and satis
faction. If so, then a controlled, experimental study can be done to deter-
mine whether preserv ice teachers wo -king with teacher educators who
engender reflection learn more and are more satisfied than are preserN ice

teachers who do not.

Summing Up

Inquiry on effeuive schooling, educational practices, teaching, and teacher
education is essential to improving the practice of two million K 12 teachers

and to the preparation of more than 100,000 persons graduating from preser
v ice programs each year. Unfortunately, such inquiry is seriously lacking
due to a number of conditions that are difficult to overcome. However,
through the use of one of more of the models described in this chapter,
it is now possible , conduct inquiry into thcse complex phenomena.
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2
The Search for Knowledge
About Effective Schools

Perhaps the single event precipitating a flurry of research related to teach-
ir.g and schooling was the publication in 1966 of Equality of Educational
Cpportunity (U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare), com-
monly referred to as The Coleman Report after its chief investigator, James
Coleman. This research was un..:ertaken at the behest of Congress in re-
sponse to Section 402 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which required that
a survey of elementary and secondary schools be undertaken "concerning
the lack of availability of equal educational oppo: nity by reason of race,
color or religion." Four questions determined the type uf data collected for
this study: 1) To what extent are racial and ethnic groups segregated? 2) Do
schools offer equal educational opportunity? 3) How much are pupils learn-
ing as measured by performance on achievement tests? 4) What relation
ships exist between pupil achievement and the kinds of schools they attend?
In the context of this chapter, the last question is the most important one
to pursue.

Most everyone agrees that schools and teachers do make a difference in
the lives of children. Generally, , children who attend school regularly and
longer achieve more in school and in life. But for the researcher, the c,riti :
cal question is, "Does going to a particular school or having a particular
teacher make a difference?" Conventional wisdom says that it does, and
Coleman found that this seemed to be true. Hatvever, when he investigated
why this was true, he found, not surprisingly, , that what accounted for most
of the differences in pupil achievement among schools was attributable to
one factor, the socioeconomic status (SES) of the pupils and the communi
ty. In other words, pupil achievement is closely tied to SES.

What was surprisin and disconcerting io many educators was Coleman's
fiading that standard measures of school quality (class size, quality of text
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books, physical plant, teachers' experience, library size, etc.) affected pu-
pil achievement very little. Thus according to the report, schools bring lit-
tle influence to bear on a child's achievement that is independent of (aot
related to) that child's socioeconomic background. Said znother way, , pupils
in high SES communities consistently out-perform their counterparts in low
SES communities, even when special efforts are made to improve condi
tions in the latter.

Reanalysis of the Coleman data by Jencks et al. (1972) and a more re-
cent study by WrIberg and Fowler (1987) similarly found that SES "over-
whelms all other variables in its power to predict student achievement'
(Bracey 1988, p. 376). Thus pupil achievement mostly seems to be deter
mined by chance (where and to whom a child is born). This factor looms
monumentally and seems inherently unfair.

Coleman also reported that schc Is with pupils 3f similar SES composi-
tin similaey. That is, wiulin ,:imilar SES schools he found little
difference among pupils' achievement scores on tests of verbal read

ing cemprehension, and math skills. In other words, one high, mcdium,
or low SES school seems to be about as good as another in terms of in
fluencing pupil achievement. Coleman makes the point clearly:

The first finding is that the schools are remarkably similar in the
effect they have on n'ie achievement of their pupils when the vioeco-

nomic background of the pupils is taken into account. It is known that

socioeconomic factors bear a strong relationship to academic achieve-

ment. When these factors are statistically controlled, however, it 41-

pears that differences between schools account for only a small fraction

of differences in pupil achievement. (p. 30)

However, , Coleman goes on to say:

Improving the school of a minority pupil will increase his achieve-

ment more than will improving the school of a white child improve
his. In short, whites and to a lesser extent Oriental Americans an. less

affected one way or the other by the quality of their schools than are

minority pupils. (p. 30)

According to Coleman, when SES is controlled the other dSsimilarities
among st,hools account for only a smaP amount of the differences in pupil
academk achievement. But not to be overlooked are the characteristks that
accounted for the small difference. What are they : Coleman points to sever
al. the qu dity of teachers (their erbal skills, level of education, and ley el
of educa.ion of their parents), the educational aspirations of pupils, the pupils'

sense oi efficacy (having some control over their destiny), and, to a lesser
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extent, the existence of science laboratories in the school. With regard to
the differences, Coleman noted that minority pupils, w:th the exception of
Asian Americans, are further disadvantaged by having teachers of less "qual-

ity" and by having lower educational aspirations and a lower sense of
efficacy.

Responses to the Coleman Report

From the accounts of the Coleman study reported in newspapers and jour-
nals, the general public might well have concluded that schools and teachers

did i ot make much of a difference in the achievement of students. Conse-
quer dy, , educators and researchers were quick to launch a rebuttal to Cole
man's findings. Such rebuttal was presented, among other places, in Do
Teachers Make a Difference? (Bureau of Educational Personnel Develop-
ment 1970). This report called for improved, more accurat,' models and
equations of school effectiveness variables and for direct observation of
teacher and pupil classroom behavior to determine precisely what it is that
teachers do that relates to pupil achievement and satisfaction. Specifically,
the chapter by James Guthrie reports results of 19 studies done prior to
1970 wherein investigators tried to "prohibit student socioeconomic (SES)

related factors from contaminating analysis of school service effects"
or to partial ot the "Nariance accounted for by the SES of parents" (p. 32).
Guthrie concludes that there is a substantial degree of consistency in the
findings from the 19 studies:

The strongest findings by far are those which relate to the number
and quality of the professional staff, particularly teachers. Fifteen of
the [22] studies we review fmd teacher characteristics, such as verbal
ability, amount of experience, salary level, amount and type of aca-
demic preparation, degree level, job satisfaction, and employment status

(tenured or untenured), to be significantly associated with one or more

measures of sipil performance. (p. 45)

Guthrie's summary of research represented a more optimistic report. It
bolstered the v:ew of educators that schools and teachers can and do make
a difference, and it spurred researchers skeptical of Coleman's findings to
initiate fiirther inquiry. . The thrust of this research was to identify mostly
low SES urban schools that seemed to be succeeding and to study the chard:.

teristks of these schools that seemed to be associated with their success.
If schools hay ing these characteristics were successful in overcoming the
effects of pove -ty on their pupil populations, then they could be considered
exemplary, , and perhaps other schools could be helped tc zcome more like

them.
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Conducting Effective Schools Research

Researchers have used different criteria when judging whether a school
is effective. One group of researchers that includes Klitgaard and Hall
(1974), New York State (1974), Madden et al. (1976), Austin (1978), Ed-
monds and Frederickson (1978), Wellisch et al. (1978), Rutter et al (1979),
California Assembly Office of Research (1994), Hal linger and Murphy
(1985), and Stedman (1987) defined effective sools as those in which
pupils achieved significantly above average on teas of basic skills com-
pared to similar schools or to schc,ohi that had scored near or even above
national norms for several years. These effective schools were termed "over-
achievers" or "outliers" in that they produced more pupil learning than nor-
mal for similar schools and, in some cases, even more than for higher SES

schools.

Like Coleman, another group of researchers analyzed randomly selected
schools across all SES populations looking for relationships between input
factors and output factors. For example, Brookover et al (1979) studied
relationships between school personnel, school social structure, and climate

on pupil achievement, self-concept, and self-reliance. These relationships

were studied in 91 schools with data aggregated across all schools, in majori-

ty black schools, and in majority white schools. Biniaminov and Glasman
(1983), Harnisch (1985), Saka (1989), and Yelton, Miller, and Ruscoe
(1989) used similar research strategies.

A third group of researchers exemplified by Weber (1971) asked for nomi-
nations of schools judged effective by others and studied them. Fiaally Ed
monds (1979) and Brookover and Lezotte (1979) identified and examined
schools that improved over time and compared them with schools that did

not.

What Have We Learned from Effective Schools Research?

Following are summaries of 22 effective school studies presented in
aronological order. It is important to note that these studies examine many
different variables in different contexts. For example, Weber was inter
ested in effectiveness of teaching reading in elementary inner-city schools,
whi1e Harnisch sought to determine general factors related to effective high
schools. Taken as a whole, eilese studies can enlighten both inservice and
preservice teachers as to what makes schools effective. However, readers
are cautioned to be mindfui of the correspondence between the samples stud

red and their workplace before drawing any implications for their own school

or teaching practices.
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Study 1. Weber (1971)

Purpose. To determine characteristics of inner-city elementary schools
successful in teaching beginning reading.

Sample. Third grades with very poor children in four inner -city schools.
two in New York City, one in Kansas City, and one in Los Angeles. These
wet selected from 95 nominated nationally as being truly "inner city" and
successful in teaching beginning reading according to an independent test
Weber administered. The third-grade median reading achievement scores
in each of the four schools was equal to or exceeded the national average,
and the percentage of nonreaders 1n them was unusually low.

Method. Obsenational information obtained during two, three-day N isits
to each of these schools.

Findings. Eight school and program characteristics were noted across the
four schools:

1. strong leadership,
2. high expectations,
3. good atmosphere (er:Lfrly climate, sense 4 purpose, relatively quiet,

pleasure in learning),
4. enphasis on reading,
5. extra reading personnel,
6. use of phonics,
7. individualization (modification of assignments), and
8. careful and frequent evaluation of pupil progress.

Conclusion. Within limits, the attributes of et ,"ective schools can be gener
alized.

Study 2. Klitgaard and Hall (1974)

Purpose. To identify schools most successful in teaching math and be-
ginning reading across grade levels.

Samn. rourth- and seventh-grade pupils in Michigan, second through
sixth-grade pupils in New York City, Project Talent high school pupih.

Method. Reading and math achievement scores cn staadardized tests we, e
examined to see if, over the years, certain schoo:s (controlled for SES )
produced more achievement than chance would predict.

Findings. Eight of 161 Michigan schools were considered outstanding, that

is, overachieving. Most were rural. Thirty of 627 schools in New York C:ty
wei outstanding. However, the attributes of these schools were not repcited.

C.onclusion. Outstanding schools can be identified according to criteria
employed. They will be few in number.
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Study 3. New York Office of Education Performance Review (1974)

Purpose. To ident:4 factors that may influence reading success in urban
elementary schools.

Sample; Two New ....tsrk City elementary schools in Manhattan, one rela-
tively high achieving, one low achieving in reading. Schools were matched
for median family income, percentage of families on welfare, pupil ethnic
ity, percentage of pupils eligible fnr free lunch, and pupil mobility.

Method: Case study.
Findings: Factors associated with the high achieving school were:

1. positive principal-teacher interaction,
2. frequent informal classroom observation by principal,
3. set of guidelines for schoolwicli: practices in reading instruction,
4. attention given to atmosphere clnducive to learning, and
5. open communication with parents and community.

Study 4. Madden et al. (1976)

Purpose. To identify attributes that differentiate more effective elemen
Lary schools from less effective ones in California.

Sample. 21 pairs ot o.lementaly schools matched on the basis of pupil
charewteristics but diffen.., on standardized achievement measures.

Method: (indeterminable from my source)
Findings. In the more effective schools:

1. teachers reported receiving more support,
2. there was an atmosphere conducive to learning,
3. principal had more influence on educational decision making,
4. there was more monitoring of pupil progress, and
5. there was more emphasis on achievement.

Study S. Coulson (1)77)

Purpose. To study the impact of Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) pro-
grams designed to overcome the isolation of minority pupils during desegre

gation.
Sample: Schools across U.S. involved in racial desegregation.
Method: (indeterminable from my source)
Findings. Improved achievement in desegregated st,hools v.as .nore likely

to be found where principals:

1. felt strongly about instruction;
2. communicated their instructional viewpoints to tt achers in discu

sions and conferences after classroom observation;
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3. took a dominant role in program planning, evaluation, and selecting
instructional materials; and

4. emphasized and maintained academic standards.

Study 6. Austin (1978)

Purpose. To determine distinguishing characteristics of higher and low-

er achieving schools.
Sample: 30 "outlier" schools (18 high achieving, 12 low achieving) selected

using statewide accountability data.
Method: (indeterminable from my source)
Findings: In higher achieving ht.:I-tools, principals:

1. were stronger leaden, parucipating n. fully in instruction;
2. had higher expectations for themselves :hers, and pupils; and
3. were oriemed toward cognitive rather thu affective goals.

Study 7. Edmonds and Frederickson (1978)

Purpose. To determine attributes of effective sc'tools serving poor
children.

Sample. The main sample was 20 elementary schools in Detroit's Model
Cities Neighborbod.

Method: Analysis c: data from the 20 Detroit schools, reanalysis of 1966
Equal Educational Opportunity Survey, , analy sis of differences between sev

en effective and aix less effective elementary schools in Lansing, Michi
gan. Data from the Detroit sulools was juxtaposed with othe: data to generate

the findings.
Findings: Effective schools a re characterized by leaders who:

1. promote an atmosphere that is erderly without rigidity, quiet with-
out repression, conducive to the business at hand;

2. frequently monitor pupil progre,z;
3. require staff to take responsibility for instruction.: .:ffectiveness,
4. set clear goals and learning objectives;
5. have a plan for resulving achievement problems in reading and math.

and
6. demonstrate strong leadership, managenumt, and instructional skills

Study 8. Wellisch 4 al. (1978)

Purpose. To evaluate the impact of the Emelt _ncy School Aid Act
(ESAA).

Sample: (indeverminable from my source)
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Method. Leader behavior in nine elementary schools tha. mdde signifi
cant gains in reading and mathematics achievement was compared to izad
er behavior in 13 less effective schools.

Findings. In successful schools, teachers rcNried that their principals.

1 felt strongly about instruction, had definite. views, and promoted those

views;
2. regularly reviewed and discussed teacher performance;
3. felt responsible for decisions regarding instruction, selecting instruc

tiooal materials, and plar :ling piograms for the entire school; and
4. provided extensive coordination of instructional programs or delegated

others to do so.

Study 9. Brookover et al. (1979)

Purpose: To determine the importance of certain inputs on school
outcomes.

Sample. Primarily fourth- and fifth-grade pupils in 68 randomly selected
schools in Michigan.

Method: Looked for relaa....hips between and among school input vari
ables (personnel, school social structure characteristics, and school climate
characteristics) on sLhool outcome variables (achievement in math:reading
at fourth grade, self-concept, academic ability, and self-reliance). The meas
ure of achievement was performance on the Michigan SLhool Assessment
Test (mostly reading and math).

Findings: They are r imerous and include:

1. Most of the differences among schools in terms of achievement in
math and reading and pupil self-concept, perception of academic abil
ity, and self-reliance are explained by the following factors:
a. personnel inputs (pupil SES, racial composition of the school,

teacher salaries, teacher experience and advanced education,
teacher tenure in the present school, school size, average daily
attendance, and pupil-. cssional staff ratio);

b. school social structure characteristics (teacher satisfaction, par
ent involvement, principal involvement in instruction, openness
of the school's organization, personalization and individualiza-
tion of ins:ruction); and

c. school climate characteristics (pupil efficacy, pupil perception
of oil. s' expectations and evaluations of them, principals' per-
ception of their own and others' perception of behavior).

2. The above is even more true in majority black sc..00ls.
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3. The most powerful indicators are SES, racial composition, and pu-
pil, teacher, and principal perceptions of expectations.

4. In black schools only, teacher salary, experience and degrees, class
size, and parent involvement contribute positively to achievement.

Conclusions. The expectations of teachers and principals affect pupil
achievement positively. Certain low SES schools do well when the school
climate is favorable, that is, when schools assume all pupils can learn, they
expect all pupils to learn. They reinforce learning and they re-teach when
necessary.

Study 10. Brookover and Lezotte (1979)

Purrose. To determine relationships among school social struaure, school
climate, and programmatic or personnel changes and their effect on con
sistent patterns of improvement or decline in reading achievement.

Sample. Eight elementary schools, of which six were "improving" and
two were "declining."

Method: Case study.
Findings: In improving schools, principals were more likely:

1. to be instructional leaders,
2. to be assertive in that role,
3. to be disciplinarians, and
4. to assume responsibility for esaluating &hies ement of basic ir.struc

tional objectives.

In declining schools, principals:

I. were more permissive,
2. emphasized informal relationships with teachers,
3. put more emphasis on public relations and less on esaluating instruc

don in basic skills.

Stndy 11. Edmonds (1979)

Purpose. To detern.ine differences in leadership between "improsing" and

"maintaining/declining" schools.
Sample. Nine elementary schools in New York City that demonstrated

substantial improvement in reading achiesement oser a four year period
were matched with "maintaining/declining" schools.

Method: (not identifiable from my source).
Findings: Teachers in improving schools reported:
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1. effective instructional coordination within grade and schoolwide,
2. regular administrative response to teacher problems,
3. useful faculty meetings,
4. staff interaction on curriculum,
5. adequate inservice training,
6. effective communication with principals, and
7. orderly school atmosphere.

Study 12. Rutter et al. (1979)

Purpost. To determine similarities and dhTerences among secondary
schools serving like urban populations and to determine which school charac-

teristics were associated with academie and social success.
Sample: 20 inner-city secondary schools in London, England.
Method: Prior to entering secondary school, 10-year-olds were assessed

for their intellectual level, reading attainment, school behavior, and family
background. Four years later the same pupils were assessed in terms of
their achievement and delinquency rates.

Findings:

1. The 20 schools differed significantly in input. For example, some
schools admitted many more boys with reading and behavior
problems.

2. There also were differences in output. For example, schools with
the most advantaged pupils were not nece.ssarily those with the best
outcomes.

3. Even among schools with similar inputs, there were significant differ
ences in outcomes.

Conclusion. School factors affect pupil behavior and achievement.

Study 13. Rutter et al. (1979)

Purpose. To study 12 of the inner-city schools from the sample above
in greater depth.

Sample: 12 of the 20 London secondary schools from Study 12.
Method. One-week observations in each school in average-ability,, third

year classes. Lessons were tape-recorded and pupils responded to ques
tionnaires. The classroom observations and tape recorded lessons were al a
lyzed with attention to. whether the focus was on subject matter, pryil
behavi,.., or some other activity, whether the teacher interacted with the
class and, if so, with the whole class or with individuals, use of praise or
punishment, expression by teacher of positive or negative feelings toward
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pupils, task engagement by pupils, frequency of off task pupil behaviors, and

playground behavior. These data were compared to five outcome measures.
attendance, pupil behavior, achievement, employment, and delinquency.

Findings:

1. School.. that had received the most disruptive pupils from primary
schools did not necessarily have the worst classroom behavior.

2. Schools that had frequent homework assignments tended to have
higher achievement, although the overall amount of homewo:k as-
signed was not great.

3. Higher teacher expectations correlated positively with better atten-
dance and higher achievement.

4. The proportion of the week devoted to tc...=whine was associated A ith

higher pupil achievement.
5. Teachers in more successful schools spent a higher preportior. of

time with the whole class.
6. Schools where lessons started promptly had better outcoints and bet

ter pupil behavior.
7. Reward, including praise, tended to be more associated with posi

tive pupil outcomes than did punishment.
8. In schools with better Ittendance and academic achievement, pupils

reported they could talk to staff about personal matters.
9. Schools in which a higher proportion of pupils had s -;hool responsi

bilities had better classroom behavior and academic success.
10. In general, individual schoils performed about the same on all out

come measures. For example, schools in which pupils had above
average attendance also had above average achievement and behavior.

Conclusion. Secondary schools w ith selected characteristn.s do influence
pupil behavior, achievement, and attendance.

Study 14. Venesky and Winfield (1979)

Purpose. To determine the factors contributing tu at.ademit. at.hievement
in schools serving low SES pupils.

Sample. Two elementary school:, in an industrial ...., in the Atlantic coastal

area serving primarily low SES pupils that were deterr.Lred to be success
ful at teaching reading.

Method. Data were gathered through extensive ... ten iews, Llassroom ob
servations, and analyses of school -ecords print.ipals memos, and reading
specialists' logs. These data were integraed with data from similar studies
of low SES, high achieving schools.
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Findings. Three primary factors related to success in teaching reading
were:

1. an achievement orientation by the principal or another influential per

son in the school district,
2. censistency of instruction across grade levels, and
3. buildingwide focus on adapting instruction to student needs.

Study 15. Biniaminov and Glasman (1983)

Purpose: To determine the influence of a few school variables on pupil
achievement in secondary schools in Israel.

Sample: Stratified random sampling of 32 of 572 secondary schools in
Israel. Stratification was based on public-private ownership, type of school
(academic or vocational), and sizJlocation of the town.

Method. Correlations were made to investigate the relationship between
a small set of school organizatim 31 factors and pupil achievement. The fac-
tors ;iicluded. the level of disadvantaged pupils in a school, the proportion
of school monies provided and a :ually spent directly on the disadvantaged,
and teachers' length of experience in the same school. The measure of pu-
pil achievement was the proportion Jf 12th-graders successful in attaining
a government certificate (diploma).

Findings. Teachers' length of experience in the same school seems to be
the only input variable positively and directly associated with the outcome
variable, attaining a government certificate. School officials tend to spend
money on facilities, equipment, small class size, and extracurricular ac
tivities. Schools receiving more money because they have more disadvan
taged pupils spend proportionally less of it directly on those pupils. Other
relationships are weak.

Study 16. California Assembly Office of Research (1984)

Purpose. To determine the attributes of effective high schools enrolling
low-ability pupils.

Sample. 79 California high schools enrolling low-ability students.
Method. A comparison was made of two subsets of 79 high schools en

rolling low-ability pupils. The first subset of 58 schools enrolled a high
proportion of pupils with very limited reading ability ant: chronic truancy. .

The second subset of 21 schools also enrolled low ability pupils although

a smaller proportion but was significantly more successful in graduating
pupils able to enter the workforce or college.

Findings:
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1. Low achieving schools tended to have more than 1,500 students and
be located in inner cities with large Hispanic and black populations.
Students' families were low SES, with 36% on welfare. About 80%
to 90% of pupils were reading at 4th- to 5th-grade levels.

2. The faculty at higher achieving schools "shared a common se-se of
purpose," which guided curriculum development and influenced class-
room and administrative procedures.

3_ Teachers at higher achieving schools diagnosed pupil strengthslweak

nesses at entry and used the diagnoses for assigning pupils to pro-
grams that targeted needed skills.

4. At higher achieving schools faculty reviewed the curriculum regu-
larly and tried to expand it to include vocat:onal training, art, dra-
ma, music, and foreign language.

Study 17. Hal linger and Murphy (1985)

Purpose. To identify factors that are associated with successful reading
programs in two overachieving elementary schools.

Sample: Two elementary schools in California (one middle class, one
upper-middle class) that were considered instructionally effecthe based on
pupil performarce on an annual statewide test during the California As
sessment Program. For three consecutive years reading achievement in these
schools exceeded expectations based on the sot.ioeconomic bakground of
students.

Method. Two days were spent collecting data at each school. Teachers
and principals were interviewed. Classroom observations focused on speufit,
classroom practices. direct instruction, type of behavior management, re
ward system, student involvement, curriculum, frequency and extent of
teacher monitcring, and provision (," feedback on student progress and home

work. School documents such as school handbooks were inspected.
Teachers, students, parents, and principals were surveyed to elit,it their per
ceptions of the educational program.

Findings:

I. School policies and practices supported reading instruction.
2. One-and-a-half hours per day were given to reading and la. page

arts activities.
3. All students received 50 minutes of teacher-directed reading i-

struction.
4. Teachers described numerous efforts to integrate reading instruc-

tion with content studies.
5. Each school used a single (although different) basal reading series.
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6. Teachers used additional reading materials such as skill building
materials and literature books.

7. Several teach...rs developed remedial programs to supplement or re-

place the basal serkg.
8. Students frequently read during free time. When assignments were

completed, students could go to the library to sign out a book. Also,

classrooms had a supply or books at various levels of difficulty.
9. Schools had full-time librarians who supported classroom instruction.

10. All classes went to the library weekly.
11. Students kept logs of books they read and were recognized for reach-

ing milestones.
12. Both oral and written book reports were used.
13. Homework focused on reading and was assigned ex ny weeknight.

14. Reading classes were not interrupted.
15. Parents were expect:ti to attend conferences twice a year.
16. Teachers reported the reading prot,ram was coherent and coor-

dinated.
17. Someone in each school, the principal or "faculty leaders," provided

leadership to the reading program.

Study 18. Harnisch (1985)

Purpose. To determine factors associated with effective high schools.
Sample: 18,00C public high school pupils who completed a battery of

academic skill tests in 1980 as sophomores and then took the same battery

in 1982 as seniors.
Method. A number of instruments were used to collect data from school

administrators regarding school characteristics and instru, tional practices
Also, instruments were used to collect information from students. All data
were subjected to statistical correlations.

Findings:

I. Schools with more high SES pupils tend to obtain higher test scores.
2. Schools IA ith greater academic emphasis tend to have higher achieve

ment scores.
3. Schools reporting fewer disjpline problems show greater achieve-

ment gains.
4. Number of courses pupils take (beyond remedial courses) is posi

tively associated with higher test scores in the senior year.
5. Pupils with a high sense of efficacy (feel respnnsible for personal

success or failure) have higher verbal, science, and composite test
scores.
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Study 19. Stedman (1987)

Purpose: To identify low inference descriptions of school practices as-
sociated with "remarkable schools."

Sample: Public schools located mostly in impoverished i.ommunities that
had "turned in remarkabl . /erformqnces" and that had for several years
&cored near or above national norms.

Method: Analysis of case studies appearing in the effective schools liter-
ature that, for the most part, provided detailed descriptions of school or-
ganization and practices.

Findings:

1. Schools acknowledged and fostered the ethnic and racial identity
of pupils.

2. Schools communicated with and involved parents.
3. Teams of teachers and parents shared in school governance.
4. Programs were academically rich, varied, and demanding.
5 Teachers were strategically assigned with the best teachers targeted

for lower grades or involved in remedial work. On-the-job inser-
vice training was utilized extensively.

6 Pupils were provided close, personal attention by using volunteers
(thus lowering pupil-teacher ratios), ability grouping, before- and
after-school tutoring, and by increasing time devoted to certain
subjects.

7. Pupils were given responsibility for day-to-day school activities in-
cluding cafeteria supervision, school ground cleanup, safety, etc.

8 Good behavior resulted from effective school organization and posi-

tive learning environments rather than from the imposition of rules
and rigid discipline.

9. Schools tried to head off academic problems by providing special
instruction pi omptly and by alerting parents early if learning prob-
lems arose.

Study 23. Miller et al. (1988)

eurpose. Part of a larger effort to determine what factors might be as
sociated with school retention and dropout of at-risk pupils.

Sample: Six male stuaents three I Warning disabled (LD) and three non-

learning disabled randomly selected from 10th- and 1 lth grade pupils in
regular and vocational education tracks i.. an unidentified junior senior high
school located in a blue-collar community of 24,000. The community is
63% white and has an average family income of $17,000.
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Method: Target pupils, their teachers, and classes were observed in Eng
lish, math, and social studies for three consecutive days each month be
tween November 1986 and May 1987. Data were collectcZ for a !otal of
59 observations in special educat n classrooms and 152 regular class -oon
Additional data were collected through puil interviews and analysis of .eat h
er plans, pupil assignments, and school policies.

Findings:

1. A phenomenc.. of "accommodation" was noted; that is, the school
and teachers willingly made efforts "to adjust tne demands of school
life to bring them more into correspondence with the realities of
adolescent life." An example of accommodation is modifying the
school and classroom demands made of pupi:s and helping pupils
meet them. Accommodation appears to maintain, or at least does
not help to improve, pupil academic d;sengagement. Instructional
accommodations appear more commonly in regular than in special
education classes. Personal accommodation by which a teacher
responds to personal needs of individual students is more common
in LD classes.

2. Unintended side-effects of accommodation seem to be:
a. pupil expectation that accommodations will always be made,
b. failure of pupils to beznme actively engaged with and to under-

stand class work, and
c. pupil boredom and apathy.

Conclusion. Accommodation may serve to kecp at risk pupils in school,
however, it seems to have negative side-cffects.

Sty.dy 21. Saka (1989)

Purpme. To identify factors associate:1 with pupil achieliement in read
ing and math.

Sainple: 165 public elementary schools in Hawaii.
Methcd: A number of variables that other studies had found to be as

sociated with school effectiveness were studied to see if they were associated
with Hawaiian ripil achievement scores on Stanford Achievement Tests.

Findings. The following variables were significantly relat to pupil suc
cess in both reading and math unless otherwise noted:

1. greater teacher experience,
2. lower percentage of pupils receiving public assistance,
3. lower percentage of special education pupils,
4. lower percentage of pupils with limited ability in English,
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5. lower percentage of pupils with language needs (and reading scores),

and

6. lower percentage of pupils with language needs (and math
achievement)

Conclusion. The percentage of pupils in a school with language needs
prior to receiving formal education, the percentage of teachers in a school

with less than five years of experience, and the percentage of pupils receiv ing

public assistance explain the most significant amounts of variation in aLhieve

ment on reading and math scores.

Study 22. Yelton, Mier zoci Roscoe (1989)

Purpose. To explore the relationship between school climate variables
and reading and math achievement.

Sample. K-12 teachers in 88 predominantly white, rural Kentucky elemea

tary, middle, and high schools.

Method. Data was obtained from a statewide survey that asked teacher

respondents to i idicate their degree of agreement w ith stattme:-.:s related

to "school learning climate, teacher expectations for student achievement,

and sense of efficacy ." That data was correlated with school SES variables

and reading and math achievement results. The strongest ,..orrelates and other

factors were placed in a path mode for elemental), middle, and high school

levels.

Findings include:

I . Teachers positive expectations, ,M* the extent to which teachers ex-

pect pupils to learn now and in the future, were highly correlated
with elementary school reading and math achievement.

2. Community educational level, percentage of subsidized lunches, and

;nstructional leadership all are significantly related to either emphasis

on achievement, safe and orderly environment, or heterogeneous

grouping in both elementary and middle schools.
3. Subsidized lunch has a significant relationship with teaLher expet.

tations at the element,. y level.
4. In elementary schools, both emphasis on achievement and efficacy

are related to teac'aer expectations, which in turn is highly related

to math aitd reading achievement.

5. In high school reading and math, subsidized lunch is negatively re

lated to emphasis on achievement and positively related to safe and

orderly envirch.ment, while instructional leadership is positively
related to safe and orderly environment.
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Conclusions. The SES composition of the school affects teachers' expec-
tations of pupil performance. In elementary schools instructional leader
ship seem; to result in "emphasis on achievement" and does have an impact
on both teacher expectations and achievement. Efficacy and expectations
are causally related in some way across all levels of schooling.

Although each of the effective school investigations summarized here has
somewhat different purposes, samples, and methods, there is sufficient
agreement in their findings to -rovide some tentative conciusions about the

characteristics of effective schools. Table 3 on pages 38 and 39 shows which

studies support similar findings.
With regard to a principal's attributes contributing to effective schools, the

following seem to be supported by research. fosters clear academic goals and

communicates high expectations that pupils will achieve them, is deeply involved

in the school's instructional program, demonstrates strong leadership and
management skills, and regularly monitors what teachers and pupils are doing.

The attributes of teachers in effective schools are somewhat less clear
since the school is the unit of measure. However, they seem to include hold-
ing high expectations for pupils, individualizing :nstruction, evaluating pupils
frequently, , and communicating regularly with parents. (Chapter Three will
deal in greater depth with research or teacher effectiveness.) Overall, ef-
fective schools seem to have an orderly climate. Finally, , when keeping pupils

in school is the hoped-for result, then accommodation makes a difference.

Some Limitations of Effective Schoolg Research

As with most research in education, the research on effective schools has
its ...ethodological shortcomings. Some of these have been identified by ,
among others, Cruickshank (1986), Cuban (1983), Farrar et al. (1984),
Firestone and Herriott (1982), Good and Brophy (1986), Purkey and Smith
(1983), Ralph and Fenaessey (1983), Rogers (1982), Rowan et al (1983),
and Stedman (1987). Following are selected criticisms.

1. When exemplary schods are nominated by others, bias is a major con
cern. Schools may be touted as exemplary by enthusiast.... school district
administrators without cortoborating evidence. Some schools tha j be rid
ing on past reputations but are no longer truly exceptional.

2. When schools nominated as exemplary are observ ed, the observation
usuaily is for only brief periods. Thus there may not be longitudinal data
showing that such schools are effective over time.

3. When schools are informed that they are to be involved in effective
schools research, there is the possibility that test data used as a criterion
measure might be inflated by teaching to the test.
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Table 3. Comparative findings of school effectivenbss research.

Principals:
1. Hold clear academic goals/high expectations.
2. Provide instructional leadership.

oo 3. Demonstrate strong leaderzhip/management.
4. Regularly monitor staff and studen'^
5. Positive interactions with teachers.

Teachers:
1. Maintain good communication with the principal.
2. Hold high expectations.
3. Have fewer years of teaching experience.
4. Have more years of teaching experience.

School or Classroom Climate:
1. is orderly and cOnducive to learning.
2. Promotes students feelings of efficacy.
3. Emphasizes cognitive goals.
4. Provides for student responsibility in school affairs.
5. Maintains high expectations.
6. Is accepting and supportive.
7. Promotes diversity.
8. Promotes a common sense of purpose among faculty and staff.
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Cuniculum:
1. Staff frequently interact and review the curriculum.
2. Curriculum is coherent and coordinated.
3. Schools use different but single basal series.
4. Reading is emphasized.

x x
x
x
x X

5. Student development is emphasized.
6. There Is integration among subjects.
7. Teacher-developed remedial programs are used.
8. Students visit the library weekly.

Instruction:
1. Is individualized.
2. Is coordinated grade and school wide.
3. Includes frequent homework.
4. Utilizes pruventive policies and techniques.
5. Makes use of reinforcement rather than punishments.
6. Maximizes Inst.' uctional time.

tA 7. Includes diagnostic approaches.
%o 8. Is supported by librarians.

9. Includes oral and written book reports.
10. Includes reinstruction when needed.
11. Is the responsibility of staff and they are held accountable.
12. Utilizes student logs.
13. Frequently makes use of supplementary materials.

,
X

X

X

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

X

X

X

X

14. Uses phonics.
15. Emphasizes whole class techniques. x

X

Evaluation:
1. Students are frequently evaluated.
2. Classrooms/teachers are regularly observed.

Special or Extra Staffing:

x

x

x
x

X

Other:
1. Open communication with parents is maintained.
2. Inservice and faculty meetings are frequent and productive.
3. Willingness of school and teachers to make compromises for pupils.

x
x

x

x x
x
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4. Schools are often designated as effective based on a single outcome
measure (usually scores on standardized tests), and they tend to score high
on that measure. The same schools might not be judged effective if other
outcome measures are used. The National Center for Educational StatistiLs
provides 54 alternative outcome measures that, in addition to test scores,
includes Carnegie units earned, graduation rate, pupil teacher ratio, class
size, teacher abilities, and pupil attendance, among ot rs (ASCD Update,
January 1985). Cohen (1988) likewise offers a choice of alternative out-
come measures including teenage pregnancy rates, dropout rates, employ
er satisfaction, and parent involvement. (See Study 20 above fur a description

of the investigation cf a school with lower than expected dropout rate.)
5. Sometimes the must common variables or oatcomes measured are not

well defined operationally. A practitioner or another resea::her .aay not
be clear as to what investigators mean by "clear academic goals, high ex
pectations, strong leadership, or orderly Llimate." Thus when trying to draw
some implications from the findings of research for a school, or when design

ing further inquiry, we may be at a loss as to how to proceed. Relatedly,
different resea...hers choose to observe different aspects of schooling. Thus
all potentially promising effectiveness variables are stutimi in different
amount and degree, and some surely have not been subjectcd to investiga
tion as yet.

6. Another lim:tation is that only a small sample of schools has been stud
ied overall, and most studies are conducted in lov, SES sLhools located in
urban communities.

7. When data are aggregated at thz school or district level, we do not
know what variables are most influential at different grade levels, in different
subject areas, or with different pupil subpopulations. . it becomes dif
ficult to generalize from effective schools research.

Given these limitations, the ..ndings of effective schools research must
be viewed tentatively. Nevertheless, for the most part these studies Lon
firm what we share as professional v, isdom. Therefore, they hoe v alue
for teachers and teacher educators.

How Effective Schools Research
Informs Teaching and Teacher Education

Given the inquiry models of teaching and teaLher eduLation presented
in Chapter One, one can conceive of several ways that effective schools
research can serve to inform preserv ice and inset-v.1,e education. Most ut
viously,, it has implications for teaching and school practiLe, for the teaLh
er preparation curriculum, and for teacher educator preparation.
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Clearly, , both preserv ice and inservice teachers should be aware of the
Individual studies and the tentative aggregated findings Teachers can profit
from reflecting on research done in schools similar to their own. For ex
ample, inner-city, , elementary teachers could profit substantially from th.
studies of Weber, Klitgaard and Hall, New -:ork Office of Education Per
formance Review, Madden et al., Edmonds and Frederickson, and others
On the basis of these studies, several school d'stricts and state education
agencies already have undertaken se.!!.)ol improv ement programs with

moderate (Stedman 1987,. In addition, some staff developers have
des;gned frameworks for thinking about the relative importance of the v ari
ables operating in identified effective schools (Murphy et al. 1985).

For students in preservice programs, these studies provide insights into
characteristics of schools and instructional practices that will be helpful in
their future work. Among other things, preserv ice students will become
aware that schools increasingly are being held accountable. Moreover, they
will learn what schools are being held accountab*- for and how accounta
bility is determined. They will become familiar with the current knowl
edge base of what constitutes effective schooling and also the limitations
of such knowledge. With this knowledge, they can begin to reflect on how
It might be transformed into school practice. For example. How can schools
and teachers help pupils to master basic skills? How can clear school and
auademic missions be established and maintained? How can strong instruc
tional leadership be supported? How can pupil progress be frequently moni
tored? How can positive school climate be established? Knowledge of the
effective schools research and reflecting on it using the above questions
should help make preserv ice students mure thoughtful and prudent in mak
ing decisions as they enter the profession.

Sadly,, the research on effective schools .eldom is addressed in the prepa
ration of teacher educators. No mandates exist that teacher prepa,ers study
what constitutes effective schooling, however defined. Moreover, little con
s lsus exists about what the knowledge base should be for those w ho pre
pare our teachers. Mostly we presume that completion of the doctorate in
any area of education is sufficient. Bat wiThout a solid knowledge base,
It is doubtful that teacher preparers can du more than share their personal
experience and ideology (Dunkin and Biddle 1974). Teadier eduLators need

tu know what i.s known in order to prepare other, to work effectively in

the schools.

Even though the know ledge base accumulated to date lb fragmentary and
incomplete, and even though much more needs to bc known about the
phenomenon of schooling, enough is know a and should be used to guide



policy and practice in schools and teacher education institutions. The chal
lenge, then, is to infuse this knowledge into the curriculum of both teachers
and teacher preparers. Being informed about effective schools research per-
mits us to reflect on it, to scrutinize how it is conducted and whether it
is valid, and finally to ask ourselves how it may serve us better.
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3
The Search for Knowledge
About Effective
Educational Practices

There long has been a keen interest in identifying specific curriculai and
inst Acticnal practices that are effective in accomplishinz school goalb. The
reasons for this interest are many. To begin with, educadon is a vast enter
prise. However, it must be more than big business, it must be good busi
ness. If students spend more than 12,000 hours in formal education before
graduating from high school, that time should be well spent. Doubts anse
about whether that time is spent well when, for example, comparative studies

of mathematics achiev ment in 14 industrialized nations rank U.S. eighth
graders in 12th place (Stevenson 1983). A secoad reason is that the citizens
expect schools to use the most effective means to prepare the next genera
tion to contribute to the nation's social and economic well-being. The mcst
important reason of all is that our children desen e to have the most effec
tive educational practices in order to gain the knowlege, skills, and atti-
tudes that will serve them now and throughout their lives.

Efforts to Aggregate Research on Effective Educational Practices

Over the past four decades, there have been several efforts to identify
specific, effective educational practices, K-12. In the 1950s the National
Education Association began its popular What Research Say. the Teach
er series (NEA 1954-67). These concise booklets summarized research on
a variety of topics of direct interest to teachers. The sr4es included titles
on the teaching of reading, arithmetic, spelling, and handwriting, report
ing pupil progress, homework, science instruction, clas.rozm organization,
group processes; and many others.

In 1961 two well received compilations of educational practux were Bni.1

ell's Commissioner's Catalog of Educational Change (1961) and Trump and
Baynham's Guide to Better Schools (1961). lhe Brickell work was a post-
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Sputnik survey of schools in New York State designed to document the ex
tent t which new practices were being used. He reported that many changes
had been made in the teaching of foreign languages, blience, mathematics,
English, and social studies but noted that "very few of the programs had
been adequately evaluated" (p. 29). Among the specific educational prac
tices that were being used were. individualization, non graded classroom
organization, Cuisenaire rods, television, team teaching, programmed spell
ing, house plans, flexible grouping, new math, new science, honor. pro-
grams, language development, dual progress, early foreign language,
summer enrichment, Saturday seminars, acceleration, adv anced placenimt
courses, teacher aides, non-Western studies, loplin Plan, Great Books, lay
readers for evaluating student writing, and outdoor education.

The Trump and Baynham p,' tion, Guide to Better Schools, is a call
for change advocating such , as independent study, r.e of inquiry
learning, use of discussion, h an relations training, team teaching, use
of teacher assistants, and flexible scheduling of classes.

In School Curricu:am Reform (1964), Goodlad des ;ribed a Nal iety of in-

novative educational practices instituted to improve K-I2 course offerings
in such subject fields as mathematics, physics, biology,, chemistry,, elemen
tary school science, social sciences, English, and modern foreign languages.
Many of the practices reported were from the federally funded curriculun .
development projects of the late Fifties and early Sixties. University of Il
linois Committee on School Mathematics, School Mathematics Study Group,

Physical Science Study Committee, Biological Sciences Curriculum Study,,
Chemical Bond Approach Project, Elementary School Scieme Project, High
School Geography Project, and the English Composition Project.

Unruh and Alexander (1970) enumerate other "innovative" practices in
secondary education including individualized instruction, Independent study,,

student-planned forums, out-of school time projects, human relations work
shops, team learning, independent study,, travel study, , work study, , com
munity study, aesthetic education, school within a school, multiple tracking,
year-round schooling, differentiated staffing. programmed instniction, simu
lation and gaming, and educational television.

Callahan and Clark (1977) added to the list of promising educational prac

tices w ith computers, education vouchers, degregation, and mini-courses.
Two rich sources of data on educational practice indicating continuint, .ntei

est in this topic are the four I, e:ame Encyclopedia of EduLational Researtb
(Mitzel 1982) and the Handbook of Researcb on Teadung (Wittnxk 1986).

The sources cited above by no means pray ide an exhau. ve list of educa
tional practices of inteiest to teachers and teacher educators. Suffice It to
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say, , there are many educational practices, so many in fact that it can be
confusing to teachers and teacher educators as to which to use or to recom
mend. There are almost limitless possibilities for practices relating to w hat
to teach, how to teach, how to organize the curriculum, what materials and
technology to use and how to use them, how to organize pupils for instruc
tion, how to organize the school, how to report pupils' progress, how to
allocate staff, and so on.

What Educational Practices Are Validued by Research?

Many of the reported K-12 educational practices are touted as useful, in-
novative, even exciting. They are presumed to be beneficial, but are they? In
recent years several researchers have conducted studies to determine the ac
tual or observed effectiveness of a variety of education practices (Walberg
1984, Ellson 1986, U.S. Department of Education 1986, Slavin 1987, Slavin
and Madden 1989). The rest of this chapter is devoted to a review of these
reseacners' work as they addressed the question, "What is an effective educa
tional practice?" The reader should keep in mind that each of them uses
a :,omew hat different definition and approach .n addressing the question

Walberg (1984)

Walberg begins by positing a "thcory of educational productivity ." It goes
something like this. Traditionally she expected outcomes of education and
schooling are either affective, behavioral, or cognitive learning. The
researcher's task is to determine what variables or factors have "causal in
fluences on pupil learning." Walberg identifies nint :actors that fall into
three larger clusters as follows:

I. Student aptitude including a) abilty and prior achievement as meas
wed by standardized tests, b) developmental stage (chronological
age or level of maturation), and c) motivation and self-concept,

2. Instruction including a) amount of time pupils engage in learning
and b) quality of the instructional experience; and

3. Environment including a) home, b) classroom sccial group, c) peer
group outside of school, and d) use of out-of-school time, specifi
cally leisure television viewing.

Using this model, Walberg and his colleagues synthesk.d nearly 3,000
mecca of research that bore on the three clusters and nine factors srbsun-..ed
therein, conducted case studies oflapanese and American classmms, and
analyzed three large statistical data sets (Natiunal Assessment of Educational
Progress, High School and Beyond, and the International Study of Educa
tional Achievement). Several different kinds of findings are presented below
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According to the investigators, ti. hree clusters of nine factors are each
and all "powerful and consistent in influencing learning" (p. 22). However,
some of the factors may substitute for others. "[1]mmense quantities of thne
may be required for a moderate amount of learning if motivation, ability, ,
or instructional quality is minimal" (p. 22). Moreover, Walberg feels many
of these factors can be influenced, that is, they are alterable by teachers
and/or parents.

For example, the 12 years of 180 six-hour days in elementary and
secondary schools add up to only about 13 percent of waking, poten-
tially productive, time during their first 18 years of life. If a large frac-
tion of the student's waking time normally under the control of parents
. . . were to be spent in academically stimulating conditions in the home

and in the peer group, then the total amount of the student's total learning

time would be dramaucally raised beyond the 13 percent. (p. 22)

Cif particular interest here are Walberg's conclusions with regard to the
effects of various aspects and methods of instruction. Table 4 depicts the
relationships he found between various instructional practices and lamming
stated in terms of tenths of standard 0.eviations. According to Slav in (1987,

p. 112), an effect size of 1.0 would indicate that pupils in the treatment
groups gained ane standard deviation more en the criterion measure than
did pupils in cortrol groups. Typically,, this is equivalent to gaining one
or two grade-level equivalents.

Several things are worthy of comment. First, some of the "effect" sizes are
quite large. Romineat is the use of "reinforcement" for correct performance.
Walberg notes that in studies in which use of reinforcement is compared
w ith its non use, the mean difference between the experimental and ,ontrol
groups is an average of 1.17 standard dev iatioas. This means that when pupils

who are provided with reinforcement are ...ompared w ith pupils who are not,
the pupils differ markedly, with the mean perforntance of reinforced learn
ers being more than a full standard deviation higher on the performance
measure (for example, arithmetic). That is a whopping difference! Anothei
practice with large instructional effects (.97) is the use of "cues and feedback,"

which also are supported by what we know from the psychology of learning.

Additionally, , large instructional effects are associated with "acceleration"

(1.0), that is, providing advanced work for K-12 pupils with high intellec
tual aptitude and uutstanding 'est scores, and with "reading training" (.97).
The latter involves coaching in such skills as adjusting reading speeds, skim
ming, and fmding answers to specific questions.

Since normal effect sizes are around .20, a number of Walberg's findings
point to promising practices that teachers and teacher edueators should
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Table 4. Relationship of educational practices to pupil learning.

Method Effect
Reinforcement 1.17

Acceleration 1.00

Reading Training .97

Cues and Feedback .97

Science Mastery Learning Qi

Cooperative Learning .76

Reading Experiment .60

Personalized Instruction .57

Adaptive instruction .45

Tutoring .40

Instructional Time .38

IndMdualized Science .35

Higher-Order Questions .34

Diagnostic Prescriptive Methods .33

individualized instruction .32
individualized Mathematics .32

New Science Curricula .31

Teacher Expectations .28

Computer Assisted Instruction .24

Sequenced Lessons .24

Advance Organizers .23

New Mathematics Curricula .18

inquiry Biology .16

Homogeneous Groups .10

Class Size .09

Programmed instruction .03
Mainstreaming .12

know about and be skilled in using. These include. cooperative learning
in sm 11 groups, mastery *learning, personaliztA instruction, a.4d tutoring.

l'vit_erate to small effects on instruction are associated with certain post
Sputnik science and mathematics curricula, with higher teacher expecta
tions (;onfirming effective schools research reviewed in Chapter Two), and

ith the use of advanced organizers (relating material to be learned to that
which already has been learned).

On the other hand, Walberg found no support in the studie., he revi._ wed
on educational practices related to academiL learning fur redt ,..ed class size,
programmed instruction, and mainstreaming. Also of interest are Walberg's
conclusions with regard to the effects of etn, uonmental factors (home, class
room, peer group, and television viewing). These factors may also be amena
ble to alteration to some extent. Table 5 lists the effects of environmental
factors on pupil learning.
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Table 5. Relationship of environmental factors to pupil iearning.

Method Effect
Gr,..ded Homework .79
Class Morale .60
Home Interventions .50
Home Environment .37
Assigned Homework .28
Socioeconomic Status .25
Peer Group .24
Television -.05

Once more, there are practices that would seem to be most promising,
particularly "homework" (.79) that is graded or commented upon, 'class
morale" (.60) perceived by pupils as high, and "home interventions" (.50)
that are intended to improve pupil learning in the home (parent-child dis
cussions about school assignments), and time for lcisnre reading and reduced

television viewing (-.05).

Ellson (1986)

Our second research reviewer, Ellson, defines an effective educational
practice as one that satisfies the relative production ratio of 2.0 or more,
that is, when two educational practices are compared, one must be 100%
or more better than the other in achieving one of three teacher productivity
indices: teacher effectiveness, cost efficiency, or cost effectiveness.

Ellson's approach was to identify 75 research studies, "largely ignored,
that report great differences in one or more of the three indices of teaching
piJductivity." Ellson found 125 educational practices that met the 2.0
criterion.

lie grc-ped them into two categories refle ;ting somewht different char-
acteristics. The first category is conventional teaching with four variants.
1) aug=nted conventional teaching, 2) k.unventional tutoring and conven
tional tutoring as a supplement to corventional teaching, 3) content mod:1i
cation in conventional tenching, and 4) wocedural modification of
conventional teaching. The second category is nonconventional teaLhing
with three variants. 1) programmed learning, 2) progiammed teaching, and
3) performance-based instruction and design.

Conventional teaching is defined as teaching procedures generally ac
ceptable and in common Jse that are teacher-centerccl, that is, the teacher
or tutor is almost entirely responsible for how the teaching is done and to
a lesser extent is responsible for choosing the curricular material:, ur deciding
what will be taught.
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Augmented conventional teaching occurs %hem t-onventional teaching is
supplemented by additional resources. These might include spe -ial equip
ment and materials, personnel or funds to make the work of teachers easier
(for example, by hiring teacher aides to perform non- instructional tasks thus
making more time available for instruction and individualization), reduc
ing class size or the teacher-pupil ratio, modifying content, and increasing
morale, salaries, and the quality and qualifications of the teacher force.
Educational practices that exemplify augmented conventional teaching in
elude. the College-Bound Project Method, the Fernald Method, R-3 Pro-
gram, Montessori Method, Enriched Curriculum, Diagnostically Based
Curriculum and Success Environment (see Ellson, pages 113-114, for
descriptions). These practices, among other things, require smaller class
es, make extra time available for instruction, and make use of aides, in-
dividualization, and a wide range of teaching materials.

Results of studies of augmented conventional teaching suggest that if funds

are available for implementing such practices, the results would, mong
other things, increase I.Q. scores, reduce classroom disruptions, increase
grade-level scores on tests of reading and arithmetic, and improve scores
on pupil tests of anxiety.

Tutoring, as defined by Elison, occurs when non professionally trained
instructors, including students viol king under a teacher's direction, impro
vise teaching and sometimes improvise materials. Educational practices ex
emplifying tutoring include. Youth Teddies Youth Program, Morgan and
Toy's work, and the work of Deutsch (see Ellison, page 115, fol. des-
criptions).

Results of the use of tutoring supest benefits in the form of improved
pupil reading, spelling, and arithmetis. as well as benefits for the tungs them

selves.

Content nodification in conventional teaching is essentially convention
teaching wherein the curriculum is reorganized or varied in some spe

cial way to give it a different emphasis. However, instruction is still
(..onventional in that it is teacher-centered. Examples of this category of
edui,ational practm ..i..:ade..wbstituting the International Teaching Alphabet
for the standard one, using the Algorithmization Technique for teaching
Russian grammar, ibmg the Language Stimulation Method. -nd using "sight"
word instead of phonics in teaching read:ng (see Ellson, page 115, for
descriptions).

Results of studies reveal that use of the Algorithmization Technique was
productive and that use of Language Stimulation was assodated ith pupil

gains in both I.Q. and psycholinguistic ability.



Procedural modification of conventional teaching occurs when a rela-
tively simple modification occurs in a teacher's skill, practice, or outlook.
Examples given include Rosenthal's "Pygmalion effect," whereby a teacher's
optimistic outlook and expectatior learner success results in greater pu
pil achievement, and the Community Integrated Procedure, wherein the
eLl..ement of disachantaged children in socioeconomically integrated Jasses
results in enhanced language performance.

Ellson also placed some of the 75 "neglected" research studies in the "non

conventional teaching" cluster with its three variations. programmec: learn
ing, programmed teaching, and r:rformance based instruction and design.
In this cluster, detailed decisions, dealing for the most part with what and
how to teach, are made by instructional systems desibners who write the
curriculum and the instructional program. In these variations instruction
is program-centered, and teachers must follow detailed prescriptions.

The first variation, programmed learning, is dned as self-instruction
whereby the pupii interacts with materials in a predetermined, detailed way. .

The subject matter to be learned is reduced :o small bits of information,
and positive reinforcement is commonly offered as each bit of information
is successfully learned. This variation has characteristics similar to the con
vontional recitation method in that it employs questions, answers, praise,
or i-elearning. Programmed learning is the major means of instruction in
most extension or distance education programs and is the method of choice
in Britain's Open University,, where .,tudents appear to learn as well as stu
cleats who are conventionally taught, yet the costs arc one-third of those
for conventional instruction.

Programmzd teaching, the second v ariation, includes group instruction
and tutoring in which teachers or tutors follow a tightly structured program
and script. The rrerequisite knowledge is covered in the teaching maten
als. So-called "teacher-proof" programmed teaching assumes that if the pro-
gram is followed explicitl: :hen learning is maximized. Educational
practices assigned to this variation include. the Bell System First-Aid and
Personal Safety Course, Telepac Programs, Peer Mediated Instruction Tech
niques, and perhaps most familiar, Bereiter and Englcmann's Direct Instil'.
tion Method (descriptions are found in Ellson, page 118). Evaluations of
the use of these instructional methods support their supenonty by such meas
urcs as gains in mean scores and reduction in the time required to learn
the criterion content.

Elison's third variation of nonconventional teaching i.,,trfonnancc-based
instruction and design , in which instructional objecti es are carefully speu
fied and instruction is geared to achieving those objectives. Learning is mom
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tored constantly, , and instruction is altered if necessary in order to achieve
the objectives more efficiently. Revision and refinement are ongoing. Ell
son's examples include 16 reported by Taylor dealing with military train
ing curricula, Sherrill's Military Court Reporting, and Meleragno's Early
Reading (descrintions are found in Ellson, pages 120-21). Evaluations of
these methods of in.truction report relative production ratios of more thar
2.0 for most of them.

Overall, Ellson notes that in only 26% of tbe studies comparing con-
ventional with nonconventional teaching practices did the conventional
demonstrate superiority either in terms of teacher effectiveness, cost effi
ciency, or cost effectiv cuts. He leaves us with the question, "Why are we
not teaching as well and a., economically a.s the state of the art or tectnolo-
gy permits?"

Slavin (1987)

Slavin and his associates have evaluated practices used in school districts
to improve the achievement of students at risk of school failure. According
to Slavin. "With few exceptions, the programs we located that presented
consistent and convincing evidence of instructional effectiveness look Lom
pletely different from traditional . . . Chapter 1 models" (p. Ill). (Chap-
ter 1 refers to those federally sponsored programs intended to help
academically at-risk students from falling behind.) In general, the most e,
fective programs are those that are des;gned so that teachers ..an meet a
wide range of pupil needs. They include "continuous progress programs"
and "cooperative learning programs."

Continuous-progress programs enable pupils to proceed at their own pace
through a series of well -defined objectives. Pupils at similar levels of
achievement Lie ta-ight in .rnall groups. Regrouping is frequent, e'en acro..s
grade levels. The programs cited for convincing ev idence of instructional
effectiveness are. DISTAR (grades K-6 reading and math), U SAIL (grades
1-9 reading and math), PEGASUS-PACE (grades K-8 reading), Project
INSTRUCT (grades K-3 reading), GEMS (grades K-12 reading), and Early
Childhood Preventative Curriculum (grade 1 reading).

Cooperative learning programs involve a small group of heterogeneous
students organized as a learning team. Thc students work together and re
ceive recognition based on their team effort. Similar to continuous progress
programs, the pupils proceed at their own rates in "skill based subgroups."
Programs cited of this sort are. Team Accelerated Instrvction (grades 3 6
math) and Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (grades 3 5
reading and writing).
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Another category of effective instructional practices Slav in calls "inten
sive supplemen:ary models." These offer high quality instruction for rcla
tively short periods and usually supplement regular classroom instruction.
Included in this category are preventive tutoring, remedial tutoring, and
computer -assisted instruction. Preventive tutoling uses specially trained
adults to work one-on-one with, for example, at-risk, first-grade pupils.
Remedial tutoriag uses aclult volunteers or older students to work with rupils

needing remedial help in basic skills. Computer assisted instruction uses
time with a computer program, normally fur additional drill and practice
in reading and math.

Programs cited in the three subsets of the intensive supplementary cate
gory are. preventive tutoring programs, including Programmed Tutorial
Reading (grade i reading), Prevention of Learning Disabilities (grades 1 2
reading), Wallach Tutorial Program (grade 1 reading), and Reading Recov
ery (grade 1 reading), remedial tutoring programs, including Training for
Turnabout Volunteers (tutors from grades 7-9, pupils in grades 1-6 read
mg and math), School Volunteer Development Project (grades 2-6 re.iding
and math), and Success Controlled Optimal Reading Experience (;rades
1-6 reading arl,1 math), and computer assisted instruction programs, Licht('
In Computer Curriculum Corp. Study 1 (grades 1-6 math, 3-6 readin, and
language), Computer Curriculum Corp. Study 2 (grades 3-6 math). Com
puter Curriculum Corp. Study 3 (2-9 reading), and Basic Literacy Through
Microcomputers (grades 1-3 reading). Clearly, , the large number cf non
conventional teaching programs cited as effectiv e would seem to suppor:
and strengthen the findings of Ellson (1986) and Slavin and Madden (1989).

Slavin and Madden (1989)

For programs in elementary reading and mathematics to be considered
effective, Slavin and Madden state that they must meet three criteria.

I. The program could be replicated in other schools.
2. The program had to have been evaluated for a semester or more

and had to have been compared to a control group or to have shown
convincing evidence of year-to-year gains.

3. The program had to provide effects of at least one-quarter of a stan
dard deviation difference to be con.idered educationally as well as
statistically significant (pp. 5-6).

Programs meeting these criteria were organized into three categones.
prevention, classioom change, and remcdiation. Prevention programs tended
to be for preschool, kindergarten, and first grade and prov ided intensive



instruction early in ()icier to prey ent the need for later remediation. Kinder

gr rten programs making the cut include. Alpha Phonics, Astra's Magic
Math, MECCA, TALK, MkRC, and PLAY. First-grade programs cited
are Programmed Tut rial Reading, Prevention of Learning Disabilities Nev.
York, Wallach Tutorial Program, Reading Recovery , and Early Childhood
Prevention Curriculum. Slavin and Madden did note that such programs
tended to have more immet;iate than lasting effects on pupils, that is, the
effects diminish unti; by the second or third grade they wash out.

The classroom change category is compiised of "instructional methods
with a demonstrated capacity to accelerate student aehievement, especially
that of pupils at-risk." It includes comMuous progress programs and cooper
ativ e learning. Effective continuous progress programs include most of those

cited in Slavin's 1987 findings. DISTAR, U-SAIL, PEGASUS-FACE, Proj
ect INSTRUCT, and GEMS. An additional one is ECRI (grades K-3 read-
ing). Effective cooperative learning progrems eited here and also in Slav in's
1987 rev iew include Team Accelerated Instruction and Cooperative Inte
grated Reading and Composition. Additional ones cited in Slav in and
Madden (1989) a.e Student Teams Achievement Divisions (grades 3 5 math)
and Companion Reading (grade 1 reading).

Remediation (supplementary:remedial) programs arc those must uften used
with pupils who arc behind in basic sk.:1s. They inelude remedial tutoring
programs and computer assisted instruction. Effective tutoring prugrams m
elude those cited by Slavin (1987). Training fur Thrnabout Volunteer, School
Volunteer Development Project, and Sueeess Controlled Optimal Reading
Experience. Effective eomputer assisted programs also eited in Slav in's (1987)

review include Computer Curriculum Corp. and Basic Literacy Through
Microcomputer. Additional ones are Los Angeles Unified School District
(grades 1-6 math, grades 3-6 reading, language), Lafityette Parish Title 1

(grades 3-6 math), and Merrimack Education Center (grade., 2 9 reading).
Slavin and Madden conclude that there are general principles that charae

terize effective educational programs for pupils at risk. They are compre
hensive and include manuals, curriculum materials, and lesson guides.
Effective preventive and remedia: programs are intensive, using one un
one tuturing or individually adapted eomputer assisted instruction. Effee
tive prugrams frequently monitor pupil gains and modify instruetiun md
grouping arrangements to meet individual needs.

What Works (1986)

A fourth effort to identify promising educational practiees is found in
a report issued by the U.S. Department of Education, titled Hat Works.
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Research About Teaching and Learning (1986). In this report, effectise
educational practice is based on "knowledge drawn from contemporary rc
search and from opinions of distinguished thinkers of earlier times." In thc
casc of opinion, thcrc must be professional consensus for a practice to be
considered effective.

Essentially What Wurks enumerates 41 "findings" about how best to teach
and to ;mprovc karning. Thc findings arc grouped under tnrec headings.
home, classroom, and school. Each finding is presented on a separate page,
commenteu 3n, and references supporting it arc pros ided. An example of
a finding reported from What Works appcars as Table 6.

Table 6. Example of a finding fror Wiat Works (1986, p. 36).

Tutoring

Research Students tutoring other stwients can lead to improved aca
Finding. demic achievement for both student am tutor, and to posi

tive attitudes toward coursework.

Comment. Tutoring programs consistently raise the achievement of both
the students receiving instruction and thoso providing it. Peer
tutoring, when used as a supplement to regular classroom
teaching, helps slow and underachieving students master
their lessons and succeed in school. Preparing and giving the
lessons also benefits the tutors themselves because they learn

more about the material they are teaching.
Of the tutoring programs that have been studied, the most

effective include the following elements:
highly structured and well-planned curricula and instruc-
tional methods,

instruction in basic content and skills (grades 1-3), es-
pecially in arithmetic, and
a relatively short duration of instruction (a few weeks or
months).

When these features were combined in the same program,
the students being tutored not only learned more than they
did without tutoring, they also developed a more positive at-
titude about what they were studying. Their tutors also learned
more than stuo3nts who did not tutor.

References. Cohen, P.A., Kulik, J. A., and Kulik, C-L. C. (Sumi -I 1982).
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Findings." American Educational Research Joumal, Vol.
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The 41 findings from Ka; Works (1986) are listed below in the three
aforemeationed categories, home, classroom, and schools. The reader is
directed to the original report for delAiled desc,iptions and supporting
references.

Home:

1. Curriculum of the home. Parents are their children's first and most
influential teachers. What parents do to help their children learn is
more important to academic success than how well-off the family is.

2. Reading to children. The best way for parents to help their children
become better readers is to read to them even when they arc very
young. Children benefit most from reading aloud when they dis-
cuss stories, learn to identify letters and words, and talk about the
meaning of wiyxds.

3. Independent reading. Children improve their reading ability by read
ing a lot. Reading achievement is directly related to the amount of
reading children do in school and outside.

4. Counting. A good way to teach children simple arithmetic is to build
on their informal knowledge. This is why learning to count every
uay (Meets is an effective basis for early arithmetic lessons.

5. Early writing. Children who are encouraged to draw and scribbie
"stories" at an early age will later learn to compose mom. easily,
more effectively, , and with greater confidence than children who do

not have this encouragement.
6. Speaking and listening. A good foundation in speaking and listen

ing helps children become. better readers.
7. Developing tale .. Many highly successful individuals have above

average but not extraordinary intelligence. Accomplishment in a par
ticular activity is often more dependent on hard work and s If-
discipline than on inn -te ability.
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8. Ideals. Belief in the value of hard work, the importance sif personal
responsibility, and the importance of education itself contribute to
grcater success 511 school.

Classroom:

9. Getting parents involved. Parental inv,.,ement helps citildren learn
more effectively. Teachers who are successful at involviri ,nrents
in their children's schoolwork are successful becaue they work at it.

10 Phonics. Children get a better start in reading if they are taught phon-

ics Learning phonics helps them to understand the relationship be-
tween lams and sounds and to "break the code" that links the words
they hear with the words they see in print.

11 Reading comprehension. Children get more out of a reading assign-
ment when the teacher precedes the lesson wIth background infor-
mation and follows it with discussion.

12 Science experiments. Children learn science best v hen they Rre able
to do experiments so they can witness "science in action."

13 Storytelling. Tdling yoAng children stories can motivate them to
read. Storytelling also introduces them to cultural values and liter-
ary traditions before they can read, write, and talk about stories by
th, mselves.

14 Teaching writing. The most effective way to tcach wnung is to teach
it as a process ,-.4 brainstorming, composing, revising, and editing.

15 Learning mathematics. Children in early grades learn mathematics
more effectively when they use physical objects in their lessons.

16 Estim .. Although students need to learn how to find exact an-
swers tt. .tthmetic problems, good math student also learn the skid
of estimating answers. This skill can be taught.

17 Teacher expectations. Teachers who set and communicate high ex-
pectations to all tl.eir students obtain greater academic performance
from those students than teachers who set low expectations.

18 Student ability and effort. Children's understand;-g of the relation-
ship between being smart and hard work changes as they grow older.

19 Managing classroom time. How much time students art actively en-
gaged in leartlinz contributes strongly to their achievement. The
amount of time available for learning is determined by the Inst.-tic-
tional and management skills of the teacher and the priorities set
by the sche,- administraticn.

20 Direct instn.... ,on. When teachers explain exactly what students are
expected to learn, and demonstrate the steps ,.. Jed to accomplish
a particular academic task, students learn more.
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21. Tutoring. Students tutoring other students can lead to improved aca-
demic achievement for student and tutor, and to positive attitudes
toward coursework.

22. Memorization. Memorizing can help students absorb and retain the
factual information on which understanding and critical thought are
based.

23. Questioning. Student achievement rises when teachcrs ask questions
that require students to apply, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate in-
formation in addition to simply recalling facts.

24. Study skills. The ways in which children study influence how much
they learn. Teachers can often help children develop better study
skills.

25. Quantity of homework. Student achievement rises significantly when
teachers replarly assign homework and students conscientiously
do it.

26. Quality of homework. Well-designed homework assignments relate
directly to elasswork and extend students learning beyond the class
room. Homework is most useful when teachers carefully prepare
the assignment, thoroughly explain it, and ghe prompt comments
and criticism when the work is completed.

27. Assessment. Frequent and systematic monitoring of students'
progress helps students, parents, teachers, administrators, and policy

makers to identify strengths and weaknesses in learning and
instruction.

Schools:

28. Effective schools. The most Important charactem)tics of effective
schools are strong instructional leadership, a safe and orderly cli-
mate, schoolwide emphasis on basic skills, high teacher expecta-
tions for student achie%ement, and continuous .,ssessment of student
progress.

19. School climate. Schools that encourage academic achiewment fo-
cus on the importance of scholastic success and on maintaining or-
der and discipline.

30. Discipline. Schools contribute to their students' academic achie%e
ment by establishing, communicating, and clforcing fair and zon
sistent discipline policies.

31. Unexcused absences. Unexcused absences deacase iblien parents
are promi,,ly informed that their children are not a:tending school.

32. Effective principals. Successft principals establish policies that
ate an orderly environment and support effective instruction.
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33. Collegiality. Students benefit academically when thtir teachers share
ideas, cooperate in activities, and assist one another's intellectual
growth.

34. Teacher supenision. Tearhers welcome professional suggestions
about improving their work, but they rarely receive them.

35. Cultural literacy. Students read more fluently and with greater un
derstanding if they have background knowledge o." the past and
present. Such knowledge and understanding is Med cultural
literacy.

36. History.. Skimpy requirements and declining enrollments in histor
classes are contributing to a decline in student" -ow ledge of the
past.

37. Foreign languages. The best way to learn a toreign language in
school is to start early and to study it intensively over many years.

38. Rigorous courses. The stronger the emphasis on academic courses,
the more advanced the siloject matter, and the more rigorous the
textbooks, the moie high school students learn. Subjects that are
learned mainly in school rather than at home, such as science and
math, are most influenced by the number and kind of courses taken.

39. Acceleration. Advancing gifted students at a faster pace results in
their achieving more than similarly gifted students who are taught
at a normal rate.

40. Extracurricular activities. High school students who complement
their academic studies with extracurricular activities gain experience
that contributes to their success in college.

41. Preparation for work. Business :ders report that students with solid
basic skills and positive work attitudes are more likely to find and
keep jobs than students with vocational skills alone.

(Excerpted from What Works, pp. 7-62)

A revised edition of What Works published a year later (1987) contains
an additional 18 findings, which are listed below under the same three
categories.

Home:
1. Television. Excessive television viewing is associated with low aca-

demic achievement. Moderate viewin.s, especially v, hen supervised
by parents, can help children learn.

Classroom:
2. Cooperative Learning. Students in cooperative learning teams learn

to work toward a common goal, help one another learn, gain self
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esteem, take more responsibility for their own learning, and come
to respect and like their classmates.

3. Solving word proble..... Students will become more adept at solv
ing math problems if teachers encourage them to think through a
problem before they begin working on it, guide them through the
thinking process, and give them regular and frequent practice in solv
ing problems.

4. Vocabulary instruction. Children learn vocabulary better when the
words they study are related tc familiar experiences and to knowl
edge they already possess.

5. Illustrations. Well-chosen diagrams, graphs, photos, and illustra-
tions can enhance students' learning.

6. Reading aloud. Hearing good readers read aloud and encouraging
students repeatedly to read a passage aloud helps them become good

readers.
7. Attaining competence. As students acquirc knowledge and skill, their

thinking and reasoning take on distinct characteristics. Teachers who

are alert to these changes can determine how well their students are
progressing toward becoming competent thinkers and problem solvers.

8. Behavior problems. Good classroom management is essential fol
teachers to deal with students who chronically misbeha e, but such
students also benefit from sp,cific suggestions from teichers on how
to cope with their conflicts and frustrations. This als,, helps them
gain insights about their own behavior.

9. Purposeful writing. Students become more interested in writing and
the quality of their writing improves when there are significant learn
ing goals for writing ,.signments and a clear sense of purpose for
writing.

10. Teacher feedback. Constructive feedback from teachers, including
deserved praise and specific suggestions, helps students learn, as
well as develop positive self-esteem.

11. Prior knowledge. When teachers introdu,... new subject matter, they
need to help students grasp its relationship to facts and concept, they
have previously learned.

School:
12. Character education. Good character is encouraged by surround

ing students with good adult examples and by building upon r....ural
occasions fcr learning and practicing good charac:er. SkillfW edu
cators !..low how to organize their schools, classrooms, and lessons
to foster such examples.



13. Libraries. The use of libraries enhances reading skills and encourages

independent learning.
14. Attendance. A school staff that provides encouragement and per-

sonalized attention and monitors daily attendance can reduce unex
cused absences and clas.nutting.

15. Succeedirig in a new school. When schools provide comprehensive
orientation programs for students transferring from one school to
another, they ease the special stresses and adjustment difficulties
those students face. The result is apt to be improved student per-
formance.

16. Instructional support. Underachieving or mildly handicapped stu-
dents can benefit most from remedial education when the lessons
in those classes are closely coordinated with those in their regular
classes.

17. Mainstreaming. Many children who are physically handicapped or
have emotional or learning problems can be given an appropriate
education in well-supported regular classes and schools.

18. School to work transition. Handicapped high school students who
seek them are more likely to find jobs after graduation when schools

prepare them for careers and private sector businesses provide on-
the-job training.

(Excerpted from What Works, 2nd edition. pp. 13-76)

Many educators would sa) the findings reported in ghat Woat.: are mostly
common sense and, for the most part, are less controversial than some of
those presented in the other reviews in this chapter. For example, the find-
ing that children improve their reading ability by reading a lot is not likely
to be disputed, but Walberg's finding that class size is not directly associ-
ated with pupil learning would not be accepted by many educators.

Some would say What Works is partly moralistic and perhaps reflects
political ideology. "Belief in the value of hard work, the importance of per-
sonal responsibility, , and the importance of . lucation itself contributes to
success in school." Nevertheless, this compilation of research from the
Department of Edikation does prov ide a my nad of seemingly reasonable
and, according to the compiler, validated educational practices.

Limitations of Research on Effective Educational Practices

As with mut-h educational research, and specifically with that reported
in this chapter, there are shortcomings. One is using limited dependent meas

ures to determine effectiveness usually standardized test scores in bask
skills. Another is overgeneralizing from small samples. A third is trying
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to determine the effects of practice by using r1N, e rage measures for a v. hole

school or a whole class rather than disaggregating data for subgroups or
even individuals. A fourth is overdependenc) on correlational studies. Most
of these limitations are endemic to educational research.

Another limitation deserves special mention, since it is directly relevant
to some of the research reported in this chapter. This is the practice of selec-
tively reporting research that promotes one's personal or political bias and
excluding that which fails to support or even contradias it. For example,
Glass (1987) is critical of the U... Department of Education's iiihat Works
for failing to report many significant research findings because, according
to Glass, they either did not mirror the conservative educational policy of
the Reagan administration or they would require substantial financial sup
port for their implementation. Glass charges that What Works gives too much

credibility to researci, and opinion that supported the federal eduLation agen

da at the time (herd viork, self-discipline, teaching of phonics, and solid
basic skills) while omitting research and opinion net in federal favor (open
education, cooperative learning, social promotion, and small class size).

One unfortunate outcome of selective repor.Ing of research is that prac
miners wanting to improve practice might undertake to implement researLh
findings without having the complete picture.

How Research on Effective Educational Practices
Can Inform Teachers and Teacher Educators

By nowing the research on what constitutes the most effective educa
tional practices, teachers can evaluate their own practiLes and perhaps modi
fy them. As intelligent consumers of research, teachers can help to guide
the development of policy and pi actice in their own schools and school sys
tems. There exists no "consume:. union" for teachers, which subjects educa
tional practices to rigorous scientific scrutm, . By knowing the research,
teachers have a basis for assessing the claims of produLers of instn.tional
materials as well as those ot the advocate: particular Instructional
method.

For teacher educators, knowledge of the researt h on effective educational

practices is esseraai in theit preparation of teachers. The teacher piepara
tion curriculum must acknowledge and espouse the best practices.

General methods courses should focus oil research-based praLtices as
reported by Walberg, Ellson, Slavin Ind the U.S. Department of Educa
tion. These include reinforcement, acceleration, cues and feedbaLk, cooper
alive learning, pers.malized instruction, adaptive instruction, tutoring,
graded homework, class mora1e, and home intervention, also nomonv en
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howl teaching practices auch as programmed learning, programmed teadi
ing, and performance-based instruction deserve attention.

Similarly, special methods courses in various subject areas should focus
on research-based practices. Reading Training, Science Mastery Learning,
College-Bound Project Method (Math-English), Algorithmization Technique

(Russian), and so on. The Encyclopedia of Educational Research (Mitzel
1982) and the Hatu:book of Reaearch on Teaching (Wittrock 1986) are ad-
ditional sources for mformation on effective practices fur teaching content
areas.

Furthermore, since both teachers and prospective teaLhers are influenced
by what is published in professional journals, the authors w ho write for
these journals and the editors who select what is published hav e an obliga
tion to incorporate research-based practiLes wherever it is appropriate.
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4 The Search for Knowledge
About Effective Teaching

An effective teacher is one judged by significant others as meeting their
expectations or needs. Significant others include pupils, parents, colleagues,
adminvarators, and the public at large. However, perceptions of what con
stitutes teacher effectiveness may differ from one group to another.

For pupils, effective teachers are those who help them succeed academi
cally or socially and who make school a satisfying workplace. Parents un
doubtedly feel much the same. Colleagues cr peers tend to extol teachers
who teach the way they do or who hold a similar teaching philosophy. . Su
pervisors or administrators generally laud teachers who are liked by 1...ipils,
parents, and peers, who get results as measured by learning gains, and who
maintain orderly classrooms with minimal disruptions. Finally, , the public
at large mostly is concerned with pupil learning gains and minimal disrup

tions both in school and outside.
The public is particularly laudatory of teachers who, without benefit of

special resources, a. ercome seemingly extraordinary obstacles to help their
pupils succeed, thus demonstrating that other teachers could make a differ
ence, too, if they tried harder or were more creative. Tvvo prototypes are
Marva Collins and James Escalante. CJ1Ens' accomplisl nents with black
children from Chicago's slums were heralded in a telel, ision special titled
"Marva." Escalante, an East Los Angeles mathematics teacher whose mostly

Hispanic students surpassed all expectations on A national calculus exami
nation, was the subject of the fl 1 m Stand and Deliver and the book Escalante .

The Best Teacher in America (Mathews 1988).
These varying expectations ,aake the definition of an effective teacher

difficult. Also, aefinitions of teacher effectiveness often are bound by time
and place. In Aher words, as priorities in education change, different kinds
of teachers move into and out of the effective teacher "spotlight." Since
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Sputnik and the Coleman Report (sc.L. Chapter Two), the spotlight has been
on teachers who are good at producing gains in academic achievement, par

r.c.0 lady in the basics.
The never-ending search for effecthe teachers stems from the strongly

held belief that these teachers hme a significant impact on at least the short
term outcomes of schooling, namely pupil learning and satisfaction. As a
consequence, school systems want to recruit as litany of these kinds of
teachers as they can find and then retain them. At the same time, teacher
education imtitutions are challenged to prepare more of them. To do so,
they must have information regarding how effective teachers teach and w ha,
they are like as persons. The latter is critical for selecting candidates r
preserv ice teacher education, the former is essential for establishing the
content of the teacher preparation curriculum.

Research Approaches for Identifying Effective Teachers

Attempts to identify effective teachers have fol1J.ved two approaches reflect

ing distinctly different eras in the history of research on teaching (Cruick
shank 1986). The first approach, used prior to about 1960, focud primarily
on it,entifying teacher traits or ch.racteristics considered exemplary in the
view of administrators and supervisors. Medley (1982) suggests the work
of Kratz (1896), Charters and Waples (1929), Hart (1936), Boyce (1915), Barr
(1935), and Barr and Emans (1930) as being representative. The questions
investigated during this period included. To w hat extent do teacher e%a1ua
tors agree on the characteristics of good teachers! To w hat extent do ad
ministrators agree when evaluating the same tea, her? Can &ood teachers
be separated from poor ones on the basis of such characteristics and ratings?

Barr and his colleagues (1961) examined and synthesized the numerous
lists of exemplary characteristics of ...achers contained in teacher rating
instruments of the time and grouped them into 15 categories. buoyancy, ,
consideration, cooperatheness, dependability,, emotional stability,, ethical
behavior, expressiveness, flexibility, forcefulness, judgment, mental alert
ness, objectivity, personal magnetism, physical drive, and scholarship.

The problems w ith rating scales of exemplary characteristics are legion
(Howsam 1960). Items on the scales were derhed subjectively, often based
on personal bias. The items were nut necessarily agreed on by persons oth
er than those de% ising the ruling scale, thus contributing to low reliability. .
Also, the meaning of items on a scale was frequently vague. Take, for ex
ample, one of Barr's 15 categories such as "buoyancy." Because the term
is vague, raters must guess its meaning. Different raters with somew hat
different perceptions of the meaning of this term will produce different teach
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er ratings. To avoid this problem calls for more precise, lower inference
concepts, or the higher inference term r.ust be opuationally defined. Ad
ditionally, the scale items typically were ne related to pupil learning out
come measures and thus had low validity.

Research using such rating scales to determine who are goot: tLachers and
to differentiate between good and poor ones produced mostly disappointing
results. Notably, multiple raters often failed to rate the same teacher similarl),

and teachers judged a priori to be good could not be distinguished from poor
teachers Jn the basis of such ratings. By the end of the first era of research
on teacht effectiveness based on rating aales of teacher traits or charac
teristics, the liter-ture is sprinkled with conclusions such as the follcwing.

"There is no general agreement as to v. constitutes the essentia-
characteristics of a competent teacher" (M.. ... and Wilder 1954, p. 3).

* "People -annot expect to be in close agreement when they evaluate
teaching" (Howsam 1960, p. 11).
"Traits or characteristics, taken by themselves, cannot be used to pre-
dict teacher effectiveness, nor have msearchers been successful in com

bining the traits in such a way that they produce a useful index"
(Howsam 1960, p. 26).
"Few, if any, , facts are now deemed established about teacher effec-
tiveness and many forme: findings have Am repudiated. It is not an
exaggeration to say that we do not know today how to select, train
for, or evaluate teacher effectiveness" (Biddle and Ellena 1964, p. vi).

With th, onset of the Sixties, research on teacher effectiveness took a
different approach (Cruickshank 1986). Rather than looking for teacher
characteristics or traits assumed to be important for teaching, researchers
turned their attention to identifying specific tea.her behav iors present or
operative when pupils were slcceeding. Several things abetted this new ap
proach to studying tea,her effectiveness. First, there was strong motiva
tion to counter the Cokman Report findings and prove that teachers, indeed,
do make a difference. Second, as noted in Chapter One, several models
for guiding research appeared that could be used to study direct and in
direct relationships between and among the prinopal variables operating
in the teaching-learning env ironment (Dunkin an:, Biddle 1974, McDonald
and Elias 1976, Medley 1982). Third has been the advent of many class
room observation instruments to study teacher and learner behavio:s.

The advent of instruments to record speufic classroom behav iors and
thus permit systematic analysis of what a teac'aet and, pupil does has been
a significant development in studying teacher effcoveness. With these ob
servation instruments, it is possible to determine ...At and to what extent
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teachers peiform a group of precise aaions and the extent to nhkh per
forming these achy, related to other desirable attendant classroom etent.

and/or to pupil le. ..o. For example, these instruments permit observers

to record reliably sti,h things as the incidence of leacher talk" and to note
its relationship to 1)411 :earning. It was found that teacher talk constitutes

one-half to two thirds of all classroom interaction time, that student teachers

talk less after teaching for a time, and that the amount of teacher talk is
not closely related to pupil learning (see Dunkin and Biddle 1974).

What Have We Learned from Research on Teacher Effectivenkss?

Following arc 10 reviews of research on teacher effectiveness compiled

in the Seventies and Eighties. As in Chapter Two, they arc presented in

chronological order.

Rosenshine and Furst (1971)

Purpose. To identify teacher behaviors consistently associated with pu

pil learning.
Method. Aggregated and rev iewed 50 studies designed to find out what

teacher classroom behav iors (variables) arc associated with pupil learning.

Findings. Three sets of findings are reported. 1) variables found to be
most promising, 2) le andbles found to be somewhat promising, and 3) sari

ables for which there is little or no support.

1. Most promising teacher behavior v,riables
I. Clarity. Seven studies investigated this variable and all found it to

have a strong, positive relationship to pupil learning.
2. Organization. Six studies found a strong, positive relationship to

pupil learning.
3. EnthusLsm. Five studies found a strong, positive relationship to

pupil learning.
4. T A-oriented, achievement-oriented, and/or businesslike behav ior

Of seven studies, six found a strong, positive relationship to pupil

learning.

5. Student opportunity to learn the criterion material. Of four studies,
three found a strong, positive association to pupil learning.

6. Variability. The number of studies analyzed and the number find

ing strong, positive relationships a,- not reported.

H. Somewhat promising teacher behavior variables
I. Use of pupil ideas. Of eight studies, seven found positive relation

ships with pupil learning. None found strong, positive relationships.
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2. General indirectness. a category Rosenshine uses for investigations of
classroom emotional climate. Five studies found positive relationships
with pupil learning. A sixth study noted a strong, positive mlationship.

3. Ratio of indirect to dimct behaviors (see Amidon and Flanders 1963)
is the incidence of one set of teacher behaviors termed "indirect"
(acceptance of pupil feelings, praise and encouragement, acceptance
of pupil ideas and questions) compared to a second set of behaviors
termed "direcr (lecturing, giving directions, criticizing, and justifying
authority). Of 13 studies, 11 found positive relationships with pupil
learning. Another study found a strong, positive relationship.

4. Supportiveness. Four studies. It is unclear how many found positive
relationships.

5. Criticism. Of 17 studies, 12 found a negative association and five
a strong, nerative relationship to pupil learning. Thus absence of
criticism is a somewhat promising variable.

6. Use of structuring comments. Rosenshine does nut pros idc data for
this category.

7. Types of questions asked. Rosenshine and Furst did not report thc
total numbcr of studies but noted that three indicated a strong, positive
association between usc of higher -order questions and pupil learning.

8. Probing questions. The description prov ided is not sufficient to de
termine the number of studies or the number hav ing associations
or strong associations with pupil learning.

9. Difficulty of instruction as related to ability of learners. Of four
studies, two showed a positive association and two showed a strong,
positive association with pupil learning.

III. Tee-her behavior variables for which there is little or no support
Rosenshine and Furst prov idt. a Lt of other teat.her and pupil variables

for w:iich they could find no suppor.. Two things are worthy of note. First,
the amount of a quality seems to be less important than its appropriate use.
For example, the amount of praise is less important than how and when
it is used. Second, some of the variables have nut been investigated suffi
ciently. However, Rosenshine 4,nd r:rst believe that preliminary find
ings should be reportea to guide practitu. ners and researt,hers. Follow ing
is the list of variables for which them i little or no support.

1. nonverbal approval (amounO
2. praise (amount)
3. warmth (rating)
4. flexibility (amount)
5. teacher talk (amount)
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6. pupil talk (amou..:)
7. student participation (rating)
8. teacher-pupil interactions (amount)
9. pupil absence (amount)

10. teacher absence (amount)
11. teacher preparation time (amount)
12. teacher experiences (amount)
13. teacher knowledge of subject (amount)

Comment. Heath and Nielson (1974) fault the ro iew of Rosenshine and
Furst for several critical, and statistical inconsistencies and then
conclude in accordance with Coleman a. J others that "given the well
documented, strong association between student achiev ement and variables
su h as socio-economic status and ethnic status, the effects of techniques
of teaching on achievement are likely to be inhe:ently (p. 481). How

ever, other reviewers mostly support the methodology and finding. of this
aggregation of studies.

Dunkin and Biddle (1974)

Purpose. To produce a non-technical textbook on teaching based on the
findings of research rather than on common sense and personal beliefs

Method. Aggregated and reviewed more than 2,000 studies that dealt
mostly with some common aspect of teacher behavior (use of criticism\
or some classroom phenownon (discipline)

Findings:
1. Teacher use of criticism is to be avoided.
2. To maintain pupil involvement and to avoid pupil deviancy during red

tations, teachers should demonst:ate momentum, with itness, group alert
ing, smoothness, accountability, , ov erlapping, and a fence and challenge

arousal. Brief definitions of these teacher behav iors follow, but the reader
is referred to the original investigator for fuller descriptions of these
phenomena (Kounin 1970).

Momentum refers to the teacher's pacing of a lesson In order to cover
the lesson objectives without digressions or distraction by pupils.

With-itness refers ,o the teacher's skill in being alert to all that is going
on in the classrooi .egardless of how many activities are taking place

Group alerting refers to C.- teacher's efforts to secure pupils' attention
and keep them on their toes, including those who don't volunteer.

Smoothness refers to a teacher's abil ty to move from one activ it) to an
other without being distracted by irrelevant matters.

Accountability is the degree to which teachers hold pupils accountable
and r..sponsible for their performance.
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Overlapping is the ability to handle more than one matter at the .arne
time, such as dealing with an interruption while maintainint: the lesson flow. .

Valence and challenge refer to a teache;'s efforts to geneeate pupils cn
thusiasm and get them involved in their lesson.

3. To maintain pupil involvement during seatwork, teachers should use
ariety in teaching methods, grouping arrangemen! , and use of materiaL

and should demonstrate smoothness, dence and challenge arousal, and
with-itness. To avoid 1,11pil distraction during seatwork, caehers alsc show
demonstrate momentum, group alerting, and overlapping.

4. Acceptable classroom behavior is reinforced by appropriate use of
praut, material incentives, iesponse manipu!ation, and peer manipulation_
Response manipu:ation refers to teachers not allowing pupils to do things
they prefer until after they have completed assigned t?...ks. Peer inanipula
tion refers to using peer pressure to get all members of a group to perform
in order to receive rewards or praise.

5. Use of small groups should be encouraged only w hen broup activ ities
arc supervised to keep pupils on target.

6. Use of more active roles for pupils is recommended.
7. Increase teacher clarity and reduce vagueness.

Cruickshank (1976)

Purpose. To compare and contrast result: of relatively large-scale, fed
rally funded research on teaching reported at the Research on Teacher Ef

fects Conference held at the University cf Texas in November 197.
Meth, Research reported in conference papers presented by Berliner

and Til.unoff, Brophy and Evertson, Gage, McDonald, Stalhngs, and Ward
and Tikunoff were compared in terms of their purposes, methodologies,
variables studied, and results. (Condensations of the papers appear as arti
des in the Spring 1976 issue of the Journal of Teacher Education).

Findings:

1. Correlates of reading improvement

As reported by Berliner and Tikunoff:
I. Second and fifth-grade reading improvement is associated w:di teachers

who are more satisfied, accepting, attentive, encouraging, optimistic,
democratic, aware of pupil developmental levels, 4.. unsistent in controlling
the class, tolerant of race and class, equitable in dividing time among pupils,
and know ..,Igeable about teaching reading. Additionally, , th y provide murc

structure for the learner, capitalize on unexpected eve s`low more
warmth, wait for pupils to answer questions, make pur:is res ,r..1;hle for

thlir work, use more praise, adjust to the learner's rate, mon.tor, use less
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busy work, make fewer illogical statements, are less belittling, less har
rassing, less ignoring, less recognition seeking. Their pupils move around
more, are more cooperative, more engaged, manipulate the teacher less,
and are less defiant. Classrooms are more convivial and involve other adults
to help during instriction.

2. Effective second-grade compared with effective fifth-grade teachers
use more positive reinforcement, move around more, are more open, ask
more opcn-ended and interpretive questions, are more trustful, call MOIL

pupils by name, are more polite, and use more teacher-made materials. They
promote less competition, do less stereotyping, less moralizing, less polic
ing, less rushing, less shaming, are less concerned about time, and are less
sarcastic.

3. Effective fifth-grade teachers compared with effective second-grade
teachers tend to defend their pupils, utilize pupil peer teaching, do less
drilling, and exclude or banish pupils less.

As reported by McDonald:
1. Second-grade reading instruction is enhanced :4 use of small-grow

instruction, use of a variety i-if instructional materials, constant teacher
monitoring and corrective feedback, ability of the teacher to maximize di
rect instructional time and to maintain a high leNel of interaction with pupils
not in the reading group.

2. Fifth-grade reading instruction is best accomplished where teachers
spend considerable time explaining, questioning, and stimulating cognit. _

processes, where there is considerable independent work, and where the
teacher uses instructional variety.

As reported by Stallings:
1. First- and third-grade improvement in reading is associated with. the

length of the school day and time spent on reading, greater interactions be
teen adults and pupils, positive pupil reinforcement, task persistence as
exhibited by pupils working by themselves, and use of textbooks and pro-
grammed workbooks.

11. Correlates of language arts and mathematics improvement
As reported by Brophy:
1. Second- and third-grade teadiers whose pupils do well in both lan-

guage arts and math seem to take into account pupil socioeconomic status
(SES). In high SES schools effective teachers are task-oriented and keep
pupils on task, have high expect-tions, are demanding and critical. They
"push" pupils and teach in traditional ways. In low SES schools effective
teachers have high expectations for pupils, are more supportive, encourag-
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ing, and affectively oriented, are willing to I. each, take up pupils pt..r
sonal matters, and look for materials that work.

111. Correlates of math improvement

As reported by Berliner and Tikunoff:
1. Second- and fifth-grade math improvement :s associated with teachers

who are more accepting, attentive to learners, consistent in controlling the
classroom, knowledgeable about math, optimistic, and polite. They raoni
tor learning, ask more open-ended questions, adjust to the learner's rate,
capitalize on unexpected events, call pupils by name, make pupils respon-
sible for their work, and provide more structure. They are less abrupt and
belittling, do not seek reccgn:tion, do not banisl. or exclude pupils, use
less "busy work," make fewer illogical statements, do not treat the clas.,
as a whole, and use less sarcasm and snaming. Their pupils are more cooper
atie, engaged, and less defiant. Classrooms dre more cooperathe and con-
vivial, and other adults are used to help with instruction.

2. Effective second-grade compared with effective fifth-grade math
teachers are more democratic, encouraging, warm, flexible, and satisfied.
They are more aware of pupils' developmental levt.ls. They are more equita-
ble in dividing time among pupils, move around more, use more praise,
individualize, use pupil peer teaching, and wait for pupils to answ er sues
tions. They show more warmth, are not influenced by the way pupils ha, e
bt.. a characterized in the cast, do =lot place undue emphasis on quietne,
care tess about being liked, are less distrustful, harassing, ignonng,
ing, and are less concerned about time.

3. Effective fifth-grade teachers compare.' ith effective second-grade
teachers use more positive reinforcement and less nonerbal control be-
havior. Their pupils are less manipulative.

As reported by 'Donald:
I. Effective wan-id-grade math instruction is characterized by more time

spent on math, more monitoring of indi% idual pupil work, keeping pu?Ils
on-task, and teaching a wide variety of content and skills.

2. Effective fifth-grade math instruction includes use of both small group
and whole-class teaching and use of a Nariety of iristructional techniques.

As reported by Stallings:
!. First- and third-grade rn.,,h instruction szems to be enhanced by a longer

school day and more time spent on matil learning, by frequent use of text-
books, programmed workbooks, Cui .enaire ro.ts, and Montessori materi-
als, alsc when teacher and pupils often dis..uss mathematics, when instruction
is systematic, and when teachers i ovide immediate leinforcement.
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2. Small-groip instruction is more effecthe in first grade and large group
instruction is more effective in third grade.

As reported by Ward and Tikunoff
1. Fourth- and fifih-grade pupils who are bw grade level in mathei t-

ics are not significantly aided by tutoring. (This finding is in contrast to
support for tutoring reported in Chapter Two.)

Medley (1977)

Purpose. To provide teacher educators access to the re v-Arch-based find-
ings about effective teaching.

Method. Reviewed 289 studies that purportedly dealt witn how the be
havior of effective teach Jiffers from that of ineffective teachers. Applied
four criteria in selecting usable studies. 1) the findings had to be generaliz
able to some population of teachers larger than the sample from which the
data was obtained, 2) t' z. findings had to be statistically significant ( + or

.387) and pnakally significant in terms of substantial improvement in
pupil achievement and perhaps with cost-benetits as wen, 3) the findings
had to be based on long-term pupil gains in achievement areas recognized
(IS important to education, and 4) the proLess measurcs or :ndependent vari
ables studiexl had to be low enough inference that they Lould be reproduced,

that is, they had to be defined ?erationally. Only 14 of the 289 studies
met all four criteria.

General findings:
1. A competent teacher of subjec. matter is likely to dex elop positiv e

pupil attitudes toward school.
2. Teacht..rs who achieve maximum pupil gains are also likely to im

prove pupils' self-concepts.
3. Behaviors of effective teachers of readint, and mathematics in the

first three grades are very similat
4. Behavior patterns of teachers eff..,:tive with low SES pupils differ

considerably from those of teachers effective with high SES pupils
(one so dy only).

Specific findings for ei:ective teachers of low SES pupils. These teachers.
1. Devote more time to task-related, academic achy ities and less time

to deviancy control.
2. Spend more time with large groups than with small groups.
3. Assign more seatwork.
4. Individualize assignments more.
5. Ask more questions of a lower order, factual nature.
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6. Are less likely to simplify, discuss, or use pupil answers.
7. Have fewer pupil-initiated questions and comments.
8. Keep interaction at a low level of complexity and pupil initiative.
9. Have less deviant or disruptive pupil behavior.

10. Use less criticism and have a more varied repent:ire of control tech-
nique .

11. Give pupils less freedom to govern their activities.
12. Maintain an environment that, if not always quiet, is at least free

from disruptive pupil behavior.
13. Spend more time and effort supervising individtud pupil work.
14. If primary teachers, are more likely to ask a quest:on and then te

choose a non-volunteer to answer (a form of "group alerting").
15. If primary teachers, pay mc and closer attention to individual

pupils.

Specific beha, :trs of effective teachers of upper elementary trades. These
teachers:

1. Talk more.
2. Keep pupils on task.
3. Are less permissive.
4. Permit pupils to initiate more interchal.ges.
5. Ask easier questions.
6. Manage with less effort.
7. Are more selective with criticism.
8. Attend to pupils less closely.
9. Favor less xaditional materials.

10. Are more traditional, 13ss exciting.

Gage (1978)

Purpcx5e. To identify correlates of teaching effeet.....ness that could be
included in a Stanford University experimental teacher education program.

Method. Four major studies were reviewed. Brophy and Evertson t1974),
McDonald and Elias (1976), Soar and Soar (1972), and Stallings and
Kaskowicz (1974).

Findings. Gage makes the following inferences as to how third grade
teachets can maximize achievement in reading and mathematics fo. chil
dren with either high or low academic orientations.

1. lc.ey should have a system of rules that allows pupils to attead
their personal and procedural needs without having to ...heck ith
the teacher.
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2. They should move. around the room frequently to monitor pupil work

and communicate to them regardiAg their behavior.
3. They should minimize the need for giving directions and classroom

organization by placing such information, including the daily work
schedule, on the chalkhoard.

4. They should ensure that all pupils participate equally in answ ering
questions.

5. They should ensure that independent work is interesting, worthwhile,
and capable of being completed without tou much teacher direction.

6. When teaching reading, teachers should give frequent, brief feed-
back and provide fast-paced activities.

7. Teachers shuuld maximize academic learning time by actively en-
gaging pupils in productive work.

Borich (1979)

Purpose. To report the most parsimonious and practical implication for
teacher edmation based on five prmess-product studies investigating rela
tionshins between teacher behav iors anti elementary .A..hool pupil ai..hiee
ment on standardized tcsts of reading and math.

Method. Five studies were reviewed. Brophy and Evertson (i974), Good
and Grouws (1975), McP maid et al. (1975), Soar and Soar (1972), and
Stallings and Kaskowicz (1974). The findings are summarized and then Loin

pared. Consistent and disparate findings are noted.
Findings:

From Brophy and Evertson (1974)
I. Keep pupils actively inv,
2. Establ;sh flexible rules for order.
3. Use mild, non-physical punishment.
4. Take responsibility for pupil achievement or lack of it, have high

expectations.
5. Vary the difficulty of the lesson as necessary.
6. Call on pupils systematically rather than randomly.
7. Give credit for partially correct answers.
8. Give feedback.
9. Encourage question asking.

For low SES pupils:
1. Be warm and encouraging.
2. Provide adequate pupil response time.
I Present information in small chunks at a slow pace.
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4. Stress factual knowledge.
5. Monitor pupil progress.
6. Minimize interruptions.
7. Provide smooth tram:itions.
8. Provide help immediately to those who need it.
9. Use special materials to meet individual needs.

For high SES pupils:
1. Correct wrong or poor answers.
2. Ask difficult questions.
3. Follow the curriculum.
4. Assign homework.
5. Let pupils initiate questions and projects.
6. Encourage she reasoning out of answers.

From Good and Grouws (1975)
1. Maximize whole-class instruction.
2. Maintain a relaxed atmosphere.
3. Establish work and success standards for pupils and maintain them.
4. Provide feedback.
5. Ask clear questions.
6. Limit use of praise when performance is poor or when pupil expec-

tations are low.
7. Enrnurage pupil-initiated contacts with teacher.
8. Maintain a classroom free of major behavk-ral problems.

From McDonald et al. (1975)
I. naimize direct instruction during second-grade reading by using

small-group procedures and by maintaining a high levd of interac-
tion with individual pupils.

2. Maximize content coverage in second-grade math instruction.
3. Reduce group work and increase individual monitoring of pupils

earing math instruction in fifth grade.
4. Discuss, explain, question, stimulate daring fifth-grade reading.

From Soar and Soar (1972)
I. Use moderate ;ontrol techniques.
2. Vary structure. Increase it for LA'', _ind decrease it for higher cogni-

tive objectives.
3. Vary teacher-pup; Interaction according to pupils' needs and

abilities.
4. Increase positive affect fc:. low SLS pupils. Lower it for high SES

pupils.
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From Stallings and Kaskowicz (1974)
1. Maximize instructional time.
2. Use systematic instruction (present content, ask question., wait for

responses, provide feedback, guide pupils to correct responses).
3. Encourage discussion of mathematics material.
4. Encourage and praise pupils with low mathematics achievement.
5. Use textbooks and programmed workbouks for math instruction.
6. Encourage task persistence during math instruction.
7. Use a wide variety of instructional materials.
8. Encourage pupil accountability.

Good (1979)

Purpose. To summari what is known about effectiveness among elemen

tary teachers.
Method: Reviewed selected studies.
Findings:

1. Teachers' managerial abilities are positively related to pupil achieve-
ment in every study. However, although managerial skills are neces-

sary, they are not sufficient to ensure pupil learning.
2. Teachers manage classrooms so as to maximize pupa task involve-

ment and to minimize disruption.
3. Teachers who structure and monitor learning do better at teaching

basic skills.
4. Direct instruction is associated w increased pupil learning gains.

Direct instruction implies orderly classrooms, persistence on aca-
demic tasks, active involvement with pupils, and a structured learn-
ing situation.

Emmer and Evertson (1982)

Purpose. To identify what is knoNn about the behav ior of teachers who
are effective classroom managers.

Method. Aggregated studies wherein teacher behav iors were identified
that were related to high lo els of pupil nolement in cla s. aCti% ities, min
imal amounts of pupil behav ior that interferc with or do -ipt instruction,
and efficient use of instructional time.

Findings:
1. During recitations pupils are more involved and lcs prone to

behavior when teachers exhibit momentum, with-itness, smoothness,

and group alerting.
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2. During seatwork pupils are less prone to misbehavior when teach-
ers exhibit with-itness, momentum, and smoothness. Pupils will be
more involved in their work when teachers provide variety in
seatwork.

3. Pupils are more likely to be on task during activities led and paced
by the teacher than during independent seatwork.

4. Teacher behaviors associated with greater pupil involvement in les-
sons include use of more feedback, more focused and substantive
interaction with academic content, greater structuring during math
instruction, and use of prompting, structured transitions, questions,
incentives, and appropriate pacing.

5. When beginning the school year, elementary teachers establish be-
havio:al expectations for pupils, monitor behavior regularly, deal
with inappropriate bamvior promptly, provide clear directions and
presentations, listen, and express feelings.

6. When beginning the school year, junior high teachers se, Nork ex-
pectations and standards, establish appropriate behaviors, monitor
and deal with inappropriate behavior promptly, accept and use pu-
pil ideas, and joke and smile.

Stallings (1.982.,

Purpose. To review studies that isolate effe4tive strategies for helping
low-achieving secondary school pupils.

Method: Reviewed selected studies.
Findings:

1. In a study of 102 junior high school mathematics,'F .ish classroonL,

effective classroom managers had clear plans ft.. first day. Spe-

cifically, they:
a. made procedures, ndes, and consequences clear.
b. held pupils responsible and accountable.
c. were skillful in oroviding instruction and information.
d. were skillful in organizing multiple instructional activities.
In a study of 14 secondary schools, more effective classroom
managers were:
a. efthent in making assignments and dispensing materials result-

ing in more instructional time.
b. were prompt in starting class and ontinued teaching until the

end of class.
c. when working with pupils who read lx,low fourth grade level,

were likely to spend more time in oral reading in small groups
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and to devote to more time to use of examples and proviumg
explanations (clarity), reviewing, and discussing.

d. were more likely to use oral instruction when introducing new
work, to discuss and review, to provide directe,: practice, to
question, to acknowledge correct answers and correct wrong
answers suppotthrely, and to include all pupils.

3. Effective classroom managers use certain school procedures to help

low-achieving pupils. They include:
a. maintaining classroom climate that is friendly, competitive, and

with high expectations.
J. whole-class teaching with pupils sometimes leading, giN ing

reports, reading aloud.
c. keeping intrusions to a minimum.
d. assigning pupils to smaller, homogeneously grouped classes.
e. giving pupils grades based on progress rather than on attain-

ment of grade-level standards.

encouraging parent interest and participation in their child's pro-
gram and progress.

Porter and Brophy (1988)

Purpose: To synthesize research on good teaching, especially from the

work of the Im,itute fc; Research on Teaching at Michigan State University..

Method. I&-tification of a number of macro-level findings from research

on teaching conducted since 1976 at the Institute for Research on Teaching.

Findings:

1. Effective teachers have the ability to plan and negotiate a number of

classroom goals. They seem to be able to accomplish both academic

and socialization goals. They int_grate content and skills learning.

2. Effective teachers know their subjr-t and their pupils, they display
instructional and classroom management skills and other behaviors
associated with effective pedagogy.

3. Effective teachers accept personal responsibility for pupil learning
and behavior. They engage in corrective, problem-solving ap-
proaches vith Ealing pupils rather than punishing them for their
shortcomings.

4. Effective teachers make clear what is to be learned and how it re-
lates to what has been learned previously or what will be learned
in the future.

5. Effective teachers explicitly model and instruct pupils in i forma-
tion processing, sense-making, and pr, blerr -solving. They show
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pupils how to think and give them opportunities to do so. They mon-

itor comprehencicn regularly.
6. Effective tet.chers anticipate and correct misconceptions pupils have

about their world.
7. Effective teachers carefully select and use instructional mat.:riai,

to fit the curriculum goals and pupil characteristics. They clarify
and expand on such materials to enrich the curriculum.

8. Effective teachers are reflective. They take time to think about what,

why, and how they are teaching.

Table 7 on pages 84-85 indicates which studies had similar findings.

Summary of Effective Teaching Research

The effective teacher behaviors identified in the 10 studies summarized
here can be organized into seven clusters. 1) teacher eharacter traits, 2)
what the teacher knows, 3) what the teacher teaches, 4) what the teacher
expects, 5) how the teacher teaches, 6) how the teacher reacts to pupils,
and 7) how the teacher manages the classroom. Follow ing is a discussion
of each of these clusters, which can serve as a tentative listing of the aria-

Wes constituting teacher effectivenesf.
Teacher character traits. A large number of items associated with teach

er effectiveness identified in the various reviews of research are teacher
character traits. They sugge .. that teachers are effective when they are. en-
thusiastic, stimulating, encouraging, warm, task-oriented and businesslike,
tolerant-polit'-tactful, trusting, flexible-adaptable, and democratic. Also,
they hold high expectations for pupils, do not seek per,onal recognition,
care less about being liked, are able to overcome pupil stereotypes, are less
time-conscious, feel responsible for pupil learning, are able to express fcel

ings, and have good listening skills.
What the teacher knows.. 1 he reviews of research suggest that effective

teachers iv. io know many things and be skilled in using that knowledge.
Specifically, , effective teaehers are knowledgeable in their subject fields (dis
puted by Rosenshine and Furst 1971) and possess a b.zat deal of factual
information. In addition, many kinds of knowledge and skill are inferred
in the clusters that follow.

What the teacher teaches. The reviews of researeh suggest that effeetive
teachers ensurt coverage of the criterion material for which pupils are at.
countable and go beyond it to provide maximal content coverage.

How the teacher teaches. This cluster inclu.es a large number of effec
live behaviors related to the act of teaching. The reviews of research sug
gest that effective teachers demonstrate clarity, , provide variety, , establish
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and maintain momentum, make effectise use of small groups, encourage
more pupil participation, monitor and attend L.' pupils, and structure teach

mg and learning. Also, they take advantage of unexpected events (teach-

able moments), monitor seatwork, use both open-ended and lower-order
questions, involve pupils in peer teaching, use programmed materials and
manipulatives, use large-group instruction, avoid -omplexity by providing
information in small chunks, use less busywork, and use fewer traditional
materials. Additionally, they show pupils the importance of what is to be
learned, demonstrate the thinking processes necessary for learning, antici-
pate and correct pupil misconceptions, and ire reflective about what they
are doing with respect to teaching and learning.

What the teacher expects. Two items fall into this cluster: establishing
expectations for pupils and holding them accountable, and encouraging par

ent participation in the pupil's academic life.
How the teacher aacts to pupils. The rr iews of research suggest that

effective teachers are accepting and supportive, deal with pupils in a con-
sistent manner, make little but judicious use of pupil criticism, demonstrate
with-itness (aware of what is going on), make judicious use of praise, use
incentives, adjust to pupil developmental :evels, indis idualize instruction,
ensure equitable pupil participation, direct questions to non solunteers, know

all of their pupils' names, use appropriate wait-time when asking questions,
use prompting, give immediate feedback to help learners, are aware of and

sensitive to learning differences among SES or cultural groups and adjust

to these differences.
How teachers manage. The seventh cluster of effectisc teacher attrib-

utes is gleaned from reviews of research dealing with classroom manage
rnent. Effective teachers demonstrate expertise in planning, have strong
organization from the first day of class, are prompt in starting classes, make
smooth transitions, are skillful in overlapping or handling two or more class
room activities concurrently, , use group alerting especially to ins olve pupils

who don't volunteer, are persistent and efficient in maintaining time-on
task, and minimize disruptions. Also, effective teachers are accepting of
some "noise" in the classroom, have a repertory of control teclui:;lies, use
...aid forms of punishment, maintain a relaxed atmosphere, and hold pupils

to work and success standards.

Shortcomings of Teacher Effectiveness Research

Research on teacher effectiveness has a number of limitations. A majnr
one is the lack of agreement on the outcome variable to determine effec

tiveness. What is the primary role of teachers? Is it to instruct, to counsel,
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Table 7. Pr mIsIng teacher effectiveness variabkis in the order of their
denotation In the text.

"'.gy: + indicates support
- innicates negative support

NS indicatos "not sure"
' contingencies affect use of

Effective teachers seem to demonstrate

1. Clarity
2. Organization (clarity of)
3. Enthusiasm (also valence-challenge

arousal)
4. Task-orionted, businesslike behavior
5. Provisic:i of opportunity for students to

learn criterion material
6. Variability/variety
7. Criticism (negatively related)*
8. "Seatwork variety and challenge"
9. "With-itness"

10. "Smoothness" (of transitions)
11. "Momerr i" (pacing)
12. "OverlappIngness"
13. "Group alerting"
14. "Accountability"
15. Praise'
16. Use of material incentives
17. Use of small groups'
18. Use et more pupil participation/

in.eraction*
19. Acceptance-support
20. Attending/monitoring behavior
21. Awareness at and adjustment to de-

velopmental levels
22. Consistency in controlling
23. Encouragement
24. Tolerance-politeness-tact
25. Optimism
26. Equitableness of pupil participatiul.
27. Knowledge ef subject
28. Structure'
29. Ability to capture and use unexpected

events (teachable moments)
30. Warmth
31. Wait-time
32. Individualization
33. Less "busy-work"
34. Tirmron-task persistence and efficiency
35. Use of independent work'
36. Stimulation
37. Use of feedback
38. High expectations
39. Awareness of and adjustment to pupil

SES
40. Use of open-ended questions'
41. Call pupils by name
42. Less recognition seeking
43. Democratic style
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to manage, to bring about social change, tc, !vance the profession of teach

mg? Selecting one or another of these roles w ill make quite a difference
in the outcome vari:ble used to define effectiveness. Suppose the role of
the teachcr is to makc silool ,., satisfying W or kplace , as suggested by Banc

and Jencks (1972) Given that role, effective teaching would bc demon
stratcd by pupil sa...4action in and with school, and it might be measured
by pupil attcndancc and lack of tardines.,. However, suppose the role of
the teacher is secn pi-manly as one of instrieting, and effectiveness is meds
wed by pupils' academic gain on standardized tcsts. Gi..en the different
possible goals of teaching, we can see why thcrc might be some disagree
ment about which outcome variables arc mcasurcs of effectivenoss.

Another F' rtcoming of tcachcr effectiveness rcsearch is thc naturc of
thc population sampled. Because of federal priorities, the target population
of most government-subsidized studies has been mainly lov6 SES pupils at
thc eiementary level, and the teacher populations studied have been mostly
voluntecfs. Also, in some studies the sample of both pupils and teachers
has bccn qu:te small.

Still another sct of shortcomings have to do with methodological prob
lems. Among those mentioned in thc literature are. 1) disagreement regard
mg the unit of analysis titipil or teacher), 2) use of narrow outcome measures
(typically standardized tests Jf basic skills) that limit generalizability and
may not reflect what is taught in thc curriculum, 3) use of weak research
designs, 4) me of high inference independent variables, 5) limiting the study
of teachet behaviors to just frequency of occurrence rather than thcir ap
propnateness (quality and timing), 6) failure to take into account the ques
nonable stability of teacher behav lora over tuae, and 7) over-dependency
on correlational studies. (Correlatiunal studies on teacher behavior ty pi
call), fall in the .2 ..., range, which although positivc. is not particubry
strong.) The s:. shortcomings and others a. c discussed more fully in Berliner

k1976), Dunkin and Biddle (1971), Heath and Nielson (1974), Gage (1985),
Kennedy and Bush (1976), McBcc and Fortune (1978), Medley (1982),
Roseshine and Furst (1971), and Scriven (1987).

How Research on Teach,,:r Effectheness Ini Irms Teachers
and Teacher Educators

Despite thc shortcomings of teacher effectiveness research, it dues seem
to be finding its way into thc literature and thus influencing practice. For
example, thc Association for Superv isiot. .1d Curriculum Developi.lert has
publi vheci two research-based books on the topic. Effi.ente Instnalian ,'Lc% in

and Long 1981) and Using What We Knan Alma Teaching (Hosibri 1984).
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Also, the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Eduo.tion has pub
lished Essential Knowledge for Beginning Educators (Smith 1983) zad
Knowledge Base for the Beginning Teacher (Reynolds 1989). Perhaps most

significant is that the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Edu
cation in its Standards (1987) calls for all teacher education institutions "to
ensure that its professional education programs are based on essential know1

edge and current research findings" (p. 37).
In discussing how recently acquired iulowledge of effective teaching can be

applied, Gage (1985) notes it can be used foremost to improve pedagogy

the art and science of teaching since it, in part, answers the basic ques-
tion asked by both practicing and preservice teachers. -low should I teach?

The task now is not merely to get the word out about how research in-
forms teaching. Rather. It is to provide speA.S:, training opportunities where-
by preservice and practicing teadicrs gain both knowledge of and skill in
the behaviors reseaich has shown to be effecthe. We can no longer regard
the preparation of teachers as simply "education sans training" (Cruickshank
and Metcalf 1990). With a knowledge base for teaching and with the wide
sp,ead dissemination of that knowledge, perhaps we ;an convince others
in positions of power that teaching is a most complex and intellectualt
demanding profession, which deserves greater public respect and more
resources to do the job ci educating America's children and youth.
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5 The Search for Knowledge
About Teacher Education

Until recently, research on teacher education has been N irtually ignored

in the major compilations of research literature. For example, the Ency-
clopedia of Educational Research has had no section on the topic in either

its Third Edition (1960), its Fourth Edition (1969), or its Fifth Edition
(1982). Similarly, one will not find any attention given to the topic in the
International Encyclopedia of Teaching and Teacher Eduaition (1987). Nor
is attention given to the topic in the First Edition of Handbook of Research
on Teaching (1963). Not until the Second Edition was published in 1973,
do we find a chapter specifically devoted to the topic (Peck and Tucker
1973). Thirteen years later with the publication of the Third Edition we
find a contribution by Lanier and Little (1986). The periodical literature
also is devoid of such attention, an exception being a brief summation by
Koehler (1985). Thus this author's search, with the exception of the sum
mations by Lanier and Little and by Koehler, relies primarily on collecting
and reporting the work of individual investigators. Their work is summa
rued in this chapter, which is organized around the five primary variab!es
suggested by Cruickshank (1984). 1) preservice teachers, 2) preservice cur-
riculum, 3) preservice instruction, 4) the education professoriate, and 5)
the context of teacher preparation.

Neservice Teachers

Why Do Persons Elect to Teach?

In the past dozen years, a number of investigators have attempted to de
termine the reasons why preserv ice teachers choose to become teachers
Among them are Andrew (1983), Bontempo and Digman (1985), Book and
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Freeman (1986), Book, Freeman, and Brousseau (1985), Horton, Daniel,
and Summers (1985), Jantzen (1982), Joseph and Green (1986), Kemper
and Mangieri (1985), Research About Teacher Education Project (1987),
Roberson, Keith, and Page (1983), Wood (1978), and Yarger, Howey, and
Joyce (1977).

To determine the reasons for choosing a career in teaching, Andrew and
two colleagues analyzed papers written by 248 preservke teachers, mostly
sophomores, enrolled in the five-year program at the University of New
Hampshire. For their papers students were asked "to consider their per-
sonal values, goals, and attributes and their recent semester of experience
in teaching and to evaluate the possibility of teaching as a career." Prelimi-
nary analysis indicates the most important factor for those choosing to con-
tinue in the preservice program is "social service motivation," or wanting
to make a contribution in an area of social need. The second most impor-
tant factor is "enjoyment of children," and the third is "love of subject."
According to the investigators, motivating factors for .aales and females
differ, but the analysis is unclear regarding in what ways.

Bontempo and Digman sun eyed entry level education undergraduates
at West Virginia University. Reasons for choosing teaching as a career by
percentage are. enjoymmt of working with children (50%), desire to help
others learn (26%), interest in subject matter (20%), and the act of teach-
ing Itself (14%). The investigators note that 59% of the female subjects
compared with 37% of the males are confident about their choice of teach-

ing as a career.
Book and Freeman compared differences between 174 elementary and

178 secondary entry -level education majors at Michigan State University
Among the results reported are that elementary majors a.e more likely to
choose teaching because of their interest in children, while the secondary
majors choose teaching because of their subject matter interests.

Book, Freeman, and Brousseau determined reasons why education majors
choose teaching and conipared them with reasons non-education majors
choose other fields of study. . Subjects were 258 education majors and 146
non-education majors. The most con.mon reasons education majors choose
to teach are listed below by percentages:

"Through this career I can help others gain a sense of personal achiev e
ment and self esteem." (95%)

"I love to work with children." (81%)
"hrough this career I can help others gain knowledge and understand

ing of thingsi consider important." (79%)
"I can make better use of my abilities in this field." (75%)
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"This career provides an opportunity to apply what I have learned in
my major field of study." (63%)

"This career provides an opportunity to help others less fortunate than

myself." (53%)

By contrast, non-education majors choose their careers for the most part

because:
"I can make better use of my abilities." (80%)
"This career provides an opportunity to apply what I have learned in

my major field of study." (75 %)
"Salaries are at least elquate." (67%)

Horton, Daniel, and Summers at Indiana State University compared rea-
sons for choosing teaching as a career as expressed by secondary majors
a decade apart (1971-73 and 1982-83). Among other findings, these inves-
, igators concluded that the more recent group was more concerned for people

(48% compared to 19 %), less concern.xl with job security (2.1% compared
to 6.6%), and less influenced by former teachers they had had (6.2% com-
pared to 14.6%).

Jantzen investigated the reasons for choosing teaching as a career in
California from 1946 until 1979. Over the years he administered a 16-item
questionnaire listing "attractors" to teaching to presumably convenience sam
ples of preservice teachers. Jantzen reports significant shifts in the reasons
for choosing teaching over time. For example, in 1979, 95% of females
chose to teach because of special interest in young people, compared to
80% reportirg this reason in 1949. Among males, 95% chose to teach be-
cause it "oilers a reasonable assurance of an adequate income," compared
to 68% reporting this reason in 1946. Other Ifgh-ranking attractors include
"Teaching offers a lifelong opportunity to learn" (females 71%, males 67%),

"Teaching gives me an opportunit) to exercise individual initiative" (females
61%, males 66%), and "Enthusiasm of some former teacher" (females 58%,
males 61%). By contrast, some attractors are reported less frequently mer
time. For example, the attract;on of a long summer vacation is down for
both males and females, and assurance of an adequate income is way down
for females (only 24% in 1979 compared to 88% in 1951).

Joseph and Green asked 234 preservice teachers at a predominantly com
muter college to respond to statements of reasons for choosing teaching
as a career. The most common reasons selected were. desire to work with
people, to be of service, and to have a career that is absorbing and allows
for creativity (all more than 90%), desire to continue to be in a school set
ting (79%), teaching is time compatible and allows for vacations (48%),
and teaching has material benefits and is something to fall back on (34%).
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Kemper and Mangier; studied the interest in teaching of college bound high

school students and identified correlates of such interest. They administered
questionnaires to 4,349 juniors and seniors in urban, suburban, and rural
settings in seven states. The 35% who indicated they were either 'very" or "some-

what interested" in a teaching career reported three major factors related to that

interest, knowledge and skill in the subject they would teach (76%), interest
in the subject they would teach (68%), and desire to work with children or
young adults (64%). Notable were some of the sex differences among high
school students interested in teaching. For example, job security was rated
more important by females (62% compared to 40% for males) as was desire
to work with children (73% compared to 50% for males). Also, females were

more often influenced by a person who taught (45% compared to 14% for males)

The Research About Teacher Education Project used a sample of 876
preserv ice teachers selected from 76 member institutions of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. The subjects reported the
following reasons for choosing teaching as a career. helping children grow
and learn (90%), a challenging field (63%), work opportunities and condi-
tions of employment (54%), inspired by a teacher (53%), view teaching
as an honorable vocation (52%), offers career-related opportunities (44%),
able to be admitted to the program (41%), reputation of education on cam
pus (22%), and friends in the school of education (20%).

Roberson, Keith, and Page, using the 1980 Longitudinal Study data (Ric-
cobono et al. 1981), identified 688 high school seniors who intended to
become K-12 teachers. Then they used a path model to describe relation-
ships between and among 18 variables relate( to aspirations to teaching
as a career. Findings indicate that high school sem,. desiring to teach are
best described as being female, having a desire to work with people, and
hal, Mg been influenced to teach by former teachers. When compared w ith
pupils from the same population not intending to teach, they are less con
cerned with income and job security.

Wood used a sample of 52 eduation majors at the State University of
New N or k, Old Westbury College and asked them to respond tc the query, ,

"What prompted you to become a teacher?" The 73 responses (some provided
multiple reasons) fell Into eight categories as follow b. personal experience
with children (33%), liking children (27%), altruistic reasons (16%), in-
fluence of a relative (8%), respond to unjust criticisms of schools (6%),
job advantages (4%), influence of a former teacher (3%), and liking for
school and learning (3%).

When Yarger, Howey, and Joyce asked 2,200 preservice teachers their
reasons for choosing teaching as a career, the oNerwhelming reason gk en
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was desire to work with children. Other influential factors seem tu be working

hours, vacations, and security. Although respondents saw teaching as fulfil

ling, important, and challenging, they did not see it as having power or status.

Table 8 (p. 96) provides a rough extrapolation across studies of the rea
sons college-bound high school students and preserv ice teachers give for

choosing teaching as a career. It should be noted that the investigators usc:.'

different population samples and different data collection techniques.

Why Do Persons Choose Not to Teach?

This question is addressed somewhat by Andrew (1983), Book, Free-
man, and Brousseau (1985), Kemper and Mangieri (1985), and Nutter
(1983).

Andrew found that students undecided about whether to continue in the

preserv ice program at the Universqy of New Hampshire gave as their rea

sons. their own personal shortcomings (lack of confidence, lack of patience,

not liking children), low salaries, extra duties, and experience with poor
models (apathetic and la..y teachers). The preserv ice teachers who actually

quit the program reported they did so because of personal shortcomings,

concern about discipline-related problems, extra duties, low salary, , and

monotony.

Book, Freeman, and Brousseau in their study comparing education majors

and non-education majors cite the follow ing reasons for not considering
a career in teaching. inadequate salaries, 1.,k of job security, limited op
port inities for advancement, monotony and boredem, ntle satisfaction or

challenge, and lack of flexibility.
In the Kemper and Mangieri study u. high school students, the subjects

identified as having either no interest in teaching or no opinion one way

or the other reported that their reluctance to consider teaching as a career

was for the following r_ ,ons. low salaries, the need for more rapid salary

advancement than teaching permits, and greater opportunities in other fields.

Nut,er conducted a study at Ohio University to determine why preser

vice tea aers drop out of the program. Her study used -i questionnaire ad
ministered to a convenience sample of 42 program leavers. The reasons

given for leaving the teacher preparation program in order of frequency
were. greater interest in another field (82%), lack of job opportunities (71%),

low salaries (56%), lack of job security (38%), the low sta:us of teaching

(23%), and concerns about school discipline (21%).
From the studies reviewed above, a composite list of reasons for decid

ing not to enter a teacher preparation program or for dropping out uf a pru

gram include the following:
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Table 8. Reasons given most often by college-bound and preservice
teachers for choosing a teaching cat.oer.

Reasons

I have a social service (people)
oriertation

I am in1erested in and enjoy children

I love an academic subject

I want to help others learn

I enjoy teaching

I can use subject matter I know

I have teaching ability

I find Income from teaching adequate

I enjoy being associated with learning
and t chools

I cnn use my individuality, initiative,
creativity

I was influenced by significant others

I enjoy the hours and vacations

I find schools to be unjustly criticized

I think teaching is challenging/important

I think teaching could lead to another
career
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perceived personal shortcomings that woula seem to 3e detrimental
for successful teaching
inadequate salaries
extra duties
perception of teachers as apathetic, lazy
concern about school discipline
monotony and boredom
1ack of job security
limited opportunity for advancement
little satisfaction or challenge
lack of flexibility
interest in another field
low status of teachers

How Long Do Preservice Teachers Expect to Teach?

A few investigators have sampled the views of preservice teachers as to
hov. long they expect to stay in teaching. Ti ey include Bontempo and Dig
man (1385), Book, Byers, and Freeman (1983), Book and Freeman (1986),
Research About Teacher Education Project (1987), ano Sharp and Hirsh
feld (1975).

According to Bontempo and Digman, females in preservice education
expross a greater commitment to teaching than do males (59% female, 37%
male). Most of their subjects perceived themselves as remaining in the class
room or in education-related jobs throughout their careers, 51% saw them
selves as professionally active beyond age 65.

Similarly, , Book, Byers, and Freeman report that their subjects felt they
would remain in teaching. Of their sample of 473 freshmen and sophomores
enrolled in two entry level edut..ation courses at Michigan State link ersity
during 1981-82, 57% planned to teach 10 or more years. Of those preser-
vice teachers who expected to leave teaching, 25% woula do so to con
tinue their education, 42% to raise a family, and 21% to change careers.
Female preservice teachers whose mothers were not employed outside the
home were especially prone to report that they would leave teaching to raise

a family.
Book and Freeman, using a sample of 174 elementary and 178 second-

ary preservice teachers at Michigan State University, , found that upon en
tering the teacher preparation program, elementary majors were more
committed to teaching than were secondary majors. Of the elementary
majors, 38% reported that :calling was the onl; career considered com
pared to 23 % of the secondary majors. Also, only 13% of the elementary
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majors anticipated leaving teaching for other careers eompared to 48% of
thc sccondary majors.

According to thc Research About Tcachcr Education Project. -tudents
enrolled in teacher education programs v iew themselves preparing for
long-term carccrs in thc classroom, with nearly half believing the:. ..irccrs
will span 10 years or morc.

In the Sharp and Hirshfeld study examining thc prcjected career plans
of college freshmen in 1967 and thcn thdr actual first oecupational choices
on graduation in 1971, it was found that thc career- goals of students cntcr
ing education generally wcrc mere stable than those of students who indi
cated early intcrcst in othcr fields, and that 40% of thc cducation majors
planned to teach most of thcir lives.

What Are the Backgrounds of Preservice Teachers?

Several investigators have studied thc demographic characteristics of
teacaer education majors. They include Book, Bycrs, and Frccman (1983),
Book and Freeman (1986), Book, Frccman, and Brousscau (1985), Gal
luzzo and Mends (1989), kyce et al. (1977), Research About Teacher Edu-
cation Project (1987), Roberson, Keit..., and Page (1983), Sharp and
Hirshfcld (1975); and Yargcr, Howcy, and Joyce (1977).

Book, Bycrs, and Freenua identified thc following major uemographic
characteristics in their sample of preserv lee teachers. 94% Caucasian, 79%
female, 88% educamd in public high schools, 52% graduating in classes
with more. than 300, most receiv ed thcir K 12 educatio.. in the same school
district, and bJ% had experience in working with youth.

Book and Frccman report that thc background and experience of thcir
s..aiple of elementary education major:. diffzi from thc econdary majors
in the following ways. weaker in science and math, much more likely to
take remedial math in eullege, more likely to have worked with children
in both sellout, and non school settings and tu have worked with handicapped

youth, and more likely tu hav e graduatcd from smaller high schools. In
*.he total sample of both elementary and secondary majors, females are more

likely tu have studiud three ur murc years of foreign language in high .c.hool.
book, Freeman, and Brousseau found a majority of their sample of prcser

v ice teachers at Michigan State University to be female, Cath.asian, to come
from mlatively large families (53% from families with four or more children),

to come from families which both parents have earned some college credits

(57% of mothers and 67% of fathers), and to have experience working w ith
children. Additionally, they read for pleasure. Compared to non -edueation
majors, thcy arc less likely to comc from higher income families.
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Joyce et al. surveyed 2,200 preservice teachers from 175 teacher-pre-
paring institutions. The demographics of their sample are as follows 75%
under age 25, 30% married, 67% female, 87% Caucasian, 83% gradu-
ating from public high schools, 31% having father, who were self-employed

or professionals, and 36% hav:ng homemaker mothers.
The Resealch About Teacher Education Project (RATE) reported the fol-

lowing demographic characteristics for its sample of 876 secondary preser-

viLe teachers. Slightly more than three-quarters are female, 89% are
Caucasian, and 25% are married. At graduation their average age is 24
to 25. About 10% have an average age of 34 and are receiving their firs*
degree in education as post-baccalaureate students. Almost half are om-
muters, and 40% are transfer students. About one-half attend college with
in 50 miles of their homes, which are located in suburban or rural
communities. Three-fourths repor. outside employment. Very few report
foreign language fluency.

Oalluzzo and Arends (1989) in a later release of RATE data conclude
that white females constitute about two-thirds of all teaching majors and
white males about one-quarter.

Roberson, Keith, and Page, as do Joyce et aL, report the majority of
high school students intending to become teachers are female.

The Sharp and Hirshfeld study, , involving education majors enrolled be-
twe,n 1967-71, reports the following demographic characteristics. 80% of
those graduating are female, 70% of their fathers and 80% of their mothers
have a high school education, and most receive their teacher preparation
in small to medium-size, four-year colleges. Further, 80% receive paren-
tal financial support, 56% are employed while in school, and 26% have
federal student loans.

Yarger, Howey, and Joyce, using the same data source as Joyce et aL,
conclude that the typical presen ice teachcr is female, Caucasian, comes
from a small city or rural area, is monolingual, and attends coliege in her
native state, usually near home.

What Personal Characteristics Distinguish Presen ice Teachers?

Numerous investigations of presel vice teachers have studied their per
sonal attributes, such as academic and intellectual abilities, confidence and
adjustment, attitudes and values, and preferences. Among these studies arc
Bontempo and Digman (1985), Book, Byers, and Freeman (1983), Book
and Freeman (1986), Book, Freeman, and Brousseau (1985), Borko, La
lik, and Tomchin (1987), Callahan (1980), Carnegie Foundation (1986),
Cooperman and Klagholz (1985), Domas and Tiedeman (1950), Drab land
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and Greene (1980), Dupois (1984), Fisher and Feldman (1985), Frank
(1986), Gallegos and Gihcr:-. (1982), Guyton and Forokhi (1985), Henjum
(1969), Matczynski et al. (1988), Nelli (1984), Nelson (1985), Olsen (1985),
Phillips (1982), Pigge (1985), Pigge and Marso (1987), Research About
Teacher Education Project (1987), Richardson and Briggs (1983), Rober-
son, Keith, and Page (1983), Savage (1983), Sharp and Hirshfeld (1975),
Skipper and Quantz (1987), Stolee (1982), Vance and Schlechty (1982),
Weaver (1979); and Yarger, Howty, and Joyce (1977).

Studies ofacademic abaft). Two distinctly different bodies of literature
exist for this topic. One group of studies compares actual preservice teachers
with non-education majors. The other compares high school studeots who
say they intend to major in education ;n college with high school students
who state they Intend to major in a.eas other than education. The first group

of studies summarized below deals with preservice teachers.

Barger and Barges, reported in Matczynski et al. (1988), compared 3,831
edtRAion and non-education students at Eastern Illinois University on the
follow ing criteria. ACT scores, high school class rank, cumulative grade
point average, and grade point average in their upper division major. They
report the following findings. The mean cumulative grade point average
for education majors was 3.09 compared to 2.96 for non-education majors,
the mean upper division grade point average for education majors was 3 19

and for non-education majors 3.15. Education majors were slightly lower
in composite ACT scores d high school class rank.

At Michigan State University, , Book, Freeman, and Brousseav also com-
pared the academic backgrounds of education and non-education majors
The two groups compared were 258 students enrolled in an introductory
educational psychology class, who indicated either that teaching was their
only career consideration or that it was first choice on a list of career op-
tions, and 146 students enrolled in an introductory communications course
Comparison of the academic backgrounds of the two groups revealed the
high school academic preparation of members of the two groups to be simi
lar. Their high school gratie point averages were very close (114 for edu-
cation majors, 3.07 for non-education majors). About equal numbers from
both gro .ps were judged deficient enough to require remedial courses in
college. Education majors were more likely to read for pleasure and more
likely to have been elected to the National Honor Society.

reported in Matczynski et al. (1988), compared large numbers
of education and non-education students from 18 campuses of the Califor
ma State University syct.....i on the following criteria. cumulative grade point

average, grade poiat avera!,e in their majors, grade point average at :he
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beginning of professional education courses, and grade point av erage in
basic skills courses. On all grade point criteria, the education majors
achieved at or above the mean of non-education majors.

Dravland and Greene found education majors had higher b-rade point aver-

ages and a higher program completion rate than did non-education majors.

Dupois studied sophomores and juniors who had completed most of their
general education requilements and were beginning professional courses
at six large and small Pennsylvania institutions. When compared with non
education sophomores, she found them to be close to the level of reading
skills expected of sophomores in Pennsylvania and in the top half of col-
lege students nationwide. Nearly a quarter scored above the level of a col-
lege senior in reading, while only four percent had scores low enough to
indicate a significant problem. Within professional education, elementary
majors consistently outperformed secondary majors in study hab;'s and
attitudes.

Fisher and Feldman compared the academic ability of 2,100 education
majors and 6,760 non-education sta ients at Illinois State University between
1980-83. Cnteria for comparison included ACT scores, cumulative grade
point averages, and cumulative grade point averages for general studies and
for upper division courses. Education majors compared favorably on all
measures.

Guyton and Forokhi used a sample of 782 students from the three larbest
colleges (arts and sciences, business, and education) at Georgia State Univer-

sity and compared the students from the three colleges on several meas-
ures. With regard to grade point averages, at the sophomore level arts and
science majors had the highest GPA's (3.01). followed by education majors
(2.88), and business majors (2.60). Final GPA's upon graduation showed
eArcation majors to have the highest (3.3), followed by arts and science
(3.12), and business (2.72). S.,'nri.s on the State Regents Test showed negligi-

ble differences among the three groups.
Matczynski et al. compared eihicat:on majors with majors in arts and

sciences, business, communication and computer science, library science,
and nursing graduating from CI irion University in 1984-85. One compari-
son criterion w as the mean grade point averages ug-. 13 required general
education courses. Grade point averages for the non-edccation majors were
as follows, arts and science (2.70), business ( 2.62), communication and
computer science (2.69), library science (2.30), and nursinb (3.59). The
mean grade point average for education majors in the same general educa
tion courses was 2.78, thus placing them in second place behind nursing
majors. Additionally, , the Investigators compared arts and science majcrs



with secondary education majors in courses they took in common, that is,
the courses the secondary education majors took for their teaching major,
such as biology, , chemistry, , phy sics, earth science, English, and mathemat-

ics. Grade points earned in cominon courses by secondary edutmtion majors
compared with arts and L>cience majors were as follows (the secondary edu
cation majors' grade points are given first). biology 2.81 and 2.71, chemistry
2.83 and 231, English 3.0 and 2.72, earth science 3.37 and 2.54, math
2.34 and 2.97, and physics 3.0 and 2.01.

Similarly. Nelli compared grade point averages of secondary educat.
majors and non-education majors at the UniN:ssity of Kentucic in courses
taken in COMIMM (natural science., mathematics, foreign Lnguage, mu
sic, social sciences, En, lish, or art). It was found that secondary education
majors received grades equal to those rek.eiv ed by the nor. ,ducation majors.

Nelson used the National Longitudinal Study (NLS) data (see Riccobono
et al. 1981) of the high .,chool class of 1972 to find out how those who
entered t -.aching after college compared to those who clijse different careers.

The measures used to make the comparisons ircloded SAT, ACT, and NLS
tect scores and high school class rank. His findings snovved that non-teachers

ou.scored teachers on the following. SAT-Ne-bz" 489 to 459, SAT-math
528 to 486, ACT-English 20.1 to 19.7, ACT-math 22.6 to 20.1, NLS
vocabulary 5.27 to 5.07, NLS math 5.37 to 5A5, and class rank 69.5 to
68.8. By contrast, teachers outscored non-teaLhers on the NLS reading test

5.01 to 4.98.

At the University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Olsen compared 107 educa-
tion major, with 1,420 non education majors. Both voups had completed
their baccalaureate degree. On 1 i variabks, three statistically sign:ficant
differences were found and all favored educatian majors. They had higher
high school percentile ranks (taken from student transcripts), higher cu
mulativ e university grade point averages, and higher grades in a common
university course (English 101).

The Research About Teacher Education Project reached the follow ing
conclusions relative to the academic achievement of education majors.
Preserv ice teachers ha v c about the same ability as the general undergradu
ate population and upon graduation hae a Lumulathe grade point a ,erage
of around 3.0. They receive slightly higher marks in their ee zation courses
than in non-education courses. The typical teacher educa..on student is in
the top third of his or her high school class ar..1 falls in the average range
on SAT math and verbal tests.

Savage studied the academic qualifications of women choosing educa
non as a career compared w ith women choosing other fields of study. The
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sample included 1,081 women in seven fields of study who were followed

over four years of college. Of the seven fields. women in education ranked

sixth on scores and tied for last pla..e in high school class ranking
Women transferring into education had both higher SAT scores and higher

class rank than the mean of education majors.

Sharp and Hirshfeld report that the subjects in tneir study (college fresh-
men in 1967 who declared their intent to purdue a career in teaching and
upon graduation took teaching positions) when compared with "defeco:"
sirbjects who changed career goals to another field, were less likely to :lave
scored high and more likely to have sculed low on an academic index. R

edly,, subjerts ho scoied high on the academic index indicated the short-
est commitment to teaching as a career.

Stolee analyzed data on freshmen entering the Universits, of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee during 1980-1981. He concluded from these data that both the
high school percentile rank and SAT scores for the prospect, 4.zuration

majors were higher than those of the non-education majors. Acluitionally,
he reports that graduating eduLation maiurs had higher overall grade pin'
averages and that their grades in course:, outside of education were higher
with one exception (allied health).

The next set of studies reviewed compares the academic ability of high
school students who declare their intent to major in education with those
who do not.

Cooperman and Klagholz report that the 1982 SAT scores of New Jersey
high school graduates who planned to major 'in education w ere lower than

those of their peers planning to major in 22 of 24 fields. Furthermore, 60%
of high sc xrl senior who indicated interest in teaching and who were ad-
mitteu to New Jersey community and state colleges scored 399 Jr lower
on the verbal portion ot the SAT compared to the statewide avcra f 416

Roberson, Keith, and Page conclude that, "Mt appears that teaching aspir-

ants . . . are somewhat less able intellectually than their classmates" and
that "lower ability is a notable influence [more characteristic ofl females
ani blacks who aspire to teach, but not for white males" (p. 20). Howeiel ,
according to Teacher Education Reports (22 September 1988), the SAT
scores of high school students aviring to become teachers "has risen dr
matically in recent years" (p. 4). It goes on to quote the co-author of the
College Boanl's annual Profiles College-Bound Seniors. "In 1988, they ar .

much higher than at any year since we started tallying these partizular data."
Verbal scores were 11 points higher than in 1978 and mathematics scores
were 20 points higher than in 1987. Teacher Education Reports concludes
Eat the SAT gap between students stating they will major in education and



students stating non-education majors is the smallest since Educational Test

ing Service began such data collection. The latest combined SAT scores
for education majors is 849 compared to 904 for non-education majors.

Vance and Schlecty, as others, anaiy..ed data from the National Longitu-
dinal Study of 1,972 high school seniors. They compared seniors who later
completed college (although not necessarly as education majors) and en
tered teaching with non-education majors who entered other careers. On
the basis of their analysis of SAT scores, the investigators conclude that
teaching is more attractive to individuals with lower academic ability but
that education does attract and retain a proportional share of those in the
middle range of academic ability.

Weaver's study (probably the most quoted and creating the most con-
troversy) compared tht atmdemic qualifications of tullege-bourd high school
seniors who aspired to teath with those who planned other careers. On the
SAT, those aspiring to teach scored 34 points lower on the verbal portion
and 43 points lower on the ma.',..ematics portion. Overall, high school seniors

planning to study education had lower scores as a group than seniors plan-
ning to majo: in the six other majors (business administration and corn
merce, biological sciences, engineering fields, health and medical fields,
physical sciences, and social sciences). The investigator notes that ACT
data show essentially the same thing. Of 19 fields of study reported by ACT
for college freshmen in 1975 76, education majors were in 14th place i
English and tied for 17th place in math. For high school seniors participat
ing in the National Longitudinal Study (NLS), those intending to become
education majors ranked 14th and 15th out of 16 fields on SAT scores and
ranked 12th on grade point averages. Further, these aspiring education
majors were below the mean of all high school seniors on the NLS tests
in vocabulary, , reading, and math. Another bit of depressing news from
the Weaver study was the finding that an NLS sub-sample of education
majors graduating in 1976 who did not find or did not take teaching jobs
was, for the most part, more academically able!

In a related but somewhat different gtnre of studies, Gallegos and Gib
son ...ompared academit characteristics of et'ut.ation students graduating from

Western Washington University in 1969-7i with those graduating in 1979-81
and found the latter group superior to those a decade earlier on cumulativ e
grade point average, even though the median GrA at that institution had
declined over the 10-year interval.

Pigge compared the academic qualifications of tzather education gradu
ates who become full time teachers with those of teaches education zradu
ates who did not take teaching jobs (somewhat similar to the Weaver
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suo-sample described above). A questionnaire was mailed to 3,061 gradu
ates from the college of education of a medium-sized Ohio university be
tween 19E0-83. Of the more than 1,000 respondents, 55% became full-time
teachers within three months of graduation, 14% became substitute teachers,
12% could not find teaching jobs, and 19% chose other fields of work.
After comparing such things as high school class rank, university grade
point averages, and ACT scores, Pigge concludes that the most academi-
cally able do not choose to embark on teaching careers. Rather, they either
continue their education or enter other fields of employment. The least aca-
demically able were those who could not find teaching jobs and those who
were substitute teachers.

A st mmary of the above studies comparing the academic ability of edu-
.:ation majors with non-education majors follows. During high school, pro-
spective education majors in one study had about the same grade point
average as other students who went on to college, in two studies they had
a higher class rank, in two other studies a slightly lower class rank, and
in another study a lower class rank. In one study they were more often mem-
bers of the National Honorary Society. In one study they had about the same

scores on State Regents Tests. In one study they had the same AC: scores
and in another slightly lower scores. In one study they had higher SAT
scores and in another lower scores. In one study they had lower scores on
National Longitudinal Studies Tests.

During college, education majors in two studies were no more likely to
require remedial work. In one study they had the same reading ability and
in another slightly higher reading ability. . In one study they received higher

grades in introductory English. In three studies they received the same grades
in their academic majors. In one study they read more for recreation. In
one study they had a slightly higher grade point average in general studies
and, in another, the same grade point average in general studies. In two
studies they had me same upper division grade point average. In two studies
they had a higher cumulative grade point ave;age and in three studies the
same cumulative grade point average.

Personality characteristics of preservice teachers. Book, Byeis, and FLA.

man found that lower di% ision education majors were generally ...onfident
in their ability to teach, with 24% expressing complete confidence and 66%

being moderately confident.

Callahan queried 120 elementary and secondary preservice teachers at
Washington State University. . He found preserv ice teachers to be Lonfident
before student teaching and even more so after that experi.. ace. He also
found that they possessed many of the attributes of good teachers ("friend
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ly, , knowledgeable and poised, lively and interesting, firm control, and
democratic").

Dumas and Tiedeman cite studies comparing education majors and non
education majors that find no significant differences with regard to
personality.

Dravland and Greene report in their study that education majors ..:e

more submissive when compa:al with non-educaton majors. Also, male
education majors were more conscientious, group dependent, and had higher
self-concepts when compared with male non-education majors.

Using a sample of 78 student teachers at the University of Minnesota,
Henjum studied the relationship between certain personality characteris
tics of secondary student teachers and their succeas in that role as perceived
by their pupils and super% isors. He conducted correlational analysis and
analysis of variance of student teachers' responses to Caters Sixteen Per-
sonali.) Form Questionnaire, pupils' responses on the Hoyt-Grim Pupil
Reaction Invehtury, and the university supervisor's assigned letter gradcs
and rankings of the student teachers. Among the findings are. In order to
be perceived as successful at the senior high level, it is important for stu-
dent teachers to be "highly intelligent and enthusiastic", and at the junior
high level, they should be "emotionally mature, experimenting, somewhat
extroverted, and socially adjusted."

RIchardson and Briggs zsked cooperating teachers to describe the attrib-
utes of secondary student teachers at East Texas Sta University by using
a 31-item semantic differential scale. On a five-poin ccale, the student
teachers were perceived to be courteous (4.64), coer aathe and trusting
(4.56), friendly (4.53), good-natured (4.51), shrt.re and kind (4.46). In
fact, the means for each of the 31 personal attributes was 3.61 or above,
indicating that cooperating teachers generally found these studeat teachers
personally acceptable.

Attitudes, values, perceptions. Bontempo and Digman .,...nd undergradu
ates entering ...tacher preparation to view teaching as important (43%), re
warding (39%), underrated (28%), and difficult (12%).

Pigge and Marso investigated relationships between I. haracteristics of be

ginning education majors at a medium-sized Ohio university and their atti
tudes, anxidies, and confidence level about teaching. Among their many
findings are. elementary majors have a more pc aive attitude towar4 teach
ing, those deciding to teach early -on have more positive attitudes toward
teaching, respondents are most anxious about finding teaching satisfy ing,
having pupils follow their directions, preparing lessons, and having the abil
ity to control a class, respondents were least anxious about being happy
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with teaching, differences in backgrounds between themselves and their
pupils, answering pupil questions, lack of pupil rapport, their major con-
cerns were lack of instructional materials and meeting the needs of differ
ent 'pupils; and they had minimal concern about having too many
non-instructional duties, has ing too many pupils, routine, and the inflexi-
ble nature of teaching.

The Research About Teacher Education Project examined the attitudes
of preservice secondary teachers toward teaching as a career and found the
vast majority to have positive or very positive attitudes.

Skipper and Quantz studied changes in the attitudes of 45 education majors

and 63 arts and science majors at Mialui University by administering au
attitude survey to freshmen in 1980 and again to the same students when
they were seniors in 1984. Comparisons within and across the two groups
resulted in the follow ing findings, as freshmen, education majors were s:6
nificantly less progressive regarding educational practices than arts anu
science majors, as seniors, both groups became more progres, e but with
the greater change occurring among education majors. Education majors
were more progressive with regard to professional Issues, such as support
ing acad, :Mc freedom for teachers and ,iewing teachers as experts on teach
ing and learning, while arts and science majors were mon_ p.,,,Iressive with
regard to teaching democracy and criticizing our political and economic
system.

Book, Byers, and Freeman, in their study of preservice teachers' atti-
tudes toward teacher preparation, repo:t that their sample expressed as an
Us erriding belief that experience is the best teacher. Thei; subjects expected

"on-the-job training and supervised teaching experiences to be the most alu
ablt sources of professional knowledge" (p. 10). They also report that
eleinentary majors mostly value coursework in educational psychology .nd
instructional methods.

Callahan found that elementary and seconiary education majors value
teacher characteristics that researchers have determined to be lesirable.
These iaclude knowledge, poise, friendliness, being lively and interesting,
h-, ing firm control, and using democratic procedures. Ho'Never, they per-
ceive their preparation programs as only marginally contributing tu their
attaining these characteristics.

A Carnegie study based on national surveys of college students in 1975
and 1984 reported that. education majors were pleased wita the teaching
and education they receive, they were less inclined to feel they are treated
like "numbers '- book", they reported greater int-raction with their profes-
sors, they felt tner., were faculty to whom they could turn, they felt faculty
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took special interest in them, and they trusted professors to look out for
their interests. More so than students in othei majors except perhaps en-
glmenng, those intending to have loag careers as teachers want a "detailed
grasp of [their] Jpec ialized field." Clearly, they want "training and skills"

for their occupation.

Yarger, Ho%Azy, and Joyce report that their subjects felt competent in class-

room management, in teaching their specialty, and in their ability to relate to

colleagues. They fel* the need for additional preparation in diagnosis and
remediation of learaing problems ane in using human and material resources.
Other perceived shortcomings in their professional Lourses related to lack
of preparation in classroom management an.: .o multicultural education.

Regarding teaching goals as perceived by presei-N ice teachers, Bontem-

po and Digman indicate that the most mentioned a. e motivating pupils to
learn (34%) and preparing pupils for the wcrld (26%). Book, Byers, and
Freeman report that their subjects' major teaching goals are enhancing pu
pil self-image (46%) and promoting academic achievement (31%).

To determine student teachers' perception of what constitutes a succ,-
ful lesson, Borko examined the journals kept by 26 elemental-% adent
teachers from a Southeastern university. . The journ24 of seven s Alger and
seven weaker students were examined to see if there were d erences in
perceptions of successful lessons. Both stronger and weaker st Lents shared

similar perceptions that successful lessons were characterized , having in
structional uniqueness or creativity, , good organization and I ie manage
ment, appropriate pacing, effective grouping for instruca , adequate

planning and preparation, proper pupil management or colt 1, and ap
propriate outcomes in terms of pupil learning and satisfacti(

Preferences. Regarding where they wished to teach, Book, Byers, and
Freeman report a preference by 56% of preserv ice teachers from suburban
and rural areas to return to those settings. By contrast, only 25% of preser
vice teachers from urban areas indicated a preference to teach in such areas.
They more often express interest in teaching in suburban scilools (29%)
or have no preference (33%). Caucasian students more than noir% hites prefer

suburban teaching, few (6%) indicate interest in an urban twaing posi
lion. Another finding was that 75% percent would prefer to tuch within
the state. The Research About Teacher Education Project also looked into
geographic teaching preferences and found that 75% of preserv ice teachers
would prefer to remain within 100 miles of their home communities and
that 82% prefer teaching in rural or suburban areas.

Phillips, in a study of the learning style preferences of Ohio State Unher
sity preservice teachers, reports that 65% of her subjects like "handa-on"
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experiences and that females express a stronger preference than do males.
Skipper and Quantz also surveyed preset-vice teachers at Miatai University
regarding pretence :earning styles and found differences between elemen
tary and secondary preserv ice ted_hers. Elementary preserv ice teachers pre

fer to learn in a group situation, place a higher priority on well oiganized
courses that stay on schrdule, and prefer not to give oral reports.

Regarding cognitive style, Frank found female education students with
teaching majors in sciences, mathematics, business, and physical educa
tion to be more task-oriented and analytical, whereas students with teach
ing majors in social science, humanities, family and child development,
home economics, special education, and speech pathology tended to be more

socially oriented and to be global processors of information.

Summary of Research on the Preservice Teacher

Extrapolating from the studies on preserv ice teachers rev levy ed above,
the following tentative generalizations can be made.

Persons who decide to teach do so mainly because of their social service
orientation and their likina, for children. Additionally, , they do so because
of positive job-related factors, such as school hours and vacations and a
liking for an academic subject. On the other hand, persons who drop out
of preserv ice programs do so bet.ause they perceive they have personal short

comings, they don't like the extra duties and low salaries, and they per
ceive teaching to be monotonous.

Females and elementary majors are more likely to express a long term
commitment to teaching. Overall, about half of those in preserv ice pro
grams intend at least a 10-year stint in K-12 classrooms.

Preservice teachers can be characterized mostly as Caucasian females who
have had prior experiences with children. They are graduates of suburban
and rural public schools. They come from larger families, like to read, and
are rarely fluent in . foreign language. They are educated in small to
medium-sized universities near home and are place bound in their ..hoice
of where they wish to teach.

Compared with non-education majors, preserv ice teachers arc equal on
the usual I aeasures of academic achievement such as grade point average
in high school and college but do less well on standard tests of academic
aptitude.

Regarding personal qualities, preserv ice teachers are positive about teach

..ig as a career, confident in their ability to teach, and are somewhat more
submissive and less progressive. They are anxious mostly about whether
teaching will be satisfying and whether they can handle pupils. They re



gard on-thejob training and coursework related to pedagogy as most valu
able, and they respect the professional preparation they have received. Their
goals are to enhance pupils' self image and academic learning. They hope
to teach in suburban or rural schools near their homes.

Preservice Curriculum and Instruction

Curriculum and instructico constitute different variables in the researc'a
on teacher education, although at times they overlap as in student teaching,

a subset of the teacher prcparation cuiriculum. In the following rev iew of

research, curriculum and instruction will be presented together.

Preservke Teacher Preparation Curriculum

Although the preserv ice teacher preparation curriculum is often talked
about, most of what is said about it can best be described as conventional
wisdom or expressions of opinion th. what is common. ), Delieved to be true.

The review by Lanier and Little (1986), for example, is replete with asser
tions made with great confidence by stakeholders but without supporting
data to back them up. Among the assertions made about the teacher prepa
ration curriculum are that. co, .e content is unctable and tends to reflect
the personal ideology of the instructor, coursework is not intellectually rig
orous, curricula are heavy with experiences that reinforce conservative and
present-oriented approaches, preserv ice teachers are taught to think nar
rowly about the scope of their work, field experiences promote trial and
error learning and an apprenticeship approach, recent research on teaching
effectiveness is conceptualized aarrowly, , is presented as truth, and denies

teacher wisdom; and general education is neglected.
Lanier and Little are able to identify few, , if any substantive studies of

the teacher preparation curriculum. At one point they admit, "existing dat,...
du not allow clear portraits of the explicit teacher preparation currir alum

to be drawn" (p. 54A`.
Koehler (1985) a:so was frustrated in her efforts to aggregate research

on the comparative merits of teacher education curricula. Hcr ERIC search
(circa 1980-84) proved to be mostly steri. with regard to significant find

A large number of studies she found and reviewed were not com
parative studies but rather were evaluations of one course or method using
pre- and post-testing or Just post testing. She did identify comparative studies
wherein the comparison groups receive different content treatment in a
course. Although most of these studies found differences in treatment ef
fccts (one treatment was superior to another), Koehler notes that "none of
the stuck, involved long-term follow up of the [preserv ice) studen:s into
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classroom teaching, nor did they include descr:ptive research on thc
treatments themselves" (p. 24). Medley (1982) offcrs thc samc criticism
of such program evaluation studies, because they fail tc take into account
program validation or hcther thc program's treatment effect makes a differ

ence in preserv ice teachers behavior oncc thcy take postions in ic-r.
classrooms.

Evertson, Hawley,, and Zlotnick (1985) searched for studies that address
the question. Do preserv ice preparation programs teach teachers to teach
effectively? They idcntifed two groups of ..tudies. Thc first group compared
thc effectiveness of regularly certified teachers with provisionally certified
teachers. They ,regated thc results of 13 studies conducted between 1958
and 1984 and found that in 11 of thcm regularly certified teachers wcrc
judged more effective on the basis of pupil achievement gains and ratings
of administrators or trained observeis. However, thc investigators t.aution
that most of thcsc studies do not control well for othcr influential v aria
blcs, such as length of thc teachers' classroom experience, intelligence, or
general academic competence.

Thc second group of studies aggregated by Evcrtson, Hawley, and Zlot
nick sought to determine whether specific instructional strategies lea-ned
by prescrv ice teachers arc subsequently reflected in thcir K 12 classroom
performance. They notc that "numerous studies show that particular efforts
by education schools to structure preset, ice teacher learning have desired
effects on [preserv ice teacher] behavior in thc short run" (p. 4). However,
they report mixed findings as to .vhether the newly a-quired abi'ities trans
fcr w student teaching or to teaching 'n natural classrooms.

Evertson, Hawley, , and Zlotnick also report studies on thc relationship
between preserv ice teachers' subject mattcr knowledge and thcir
ncss. Here, thcy rely on th,. work of Druva and Anderson (1983), who con
ducted an extensive investigation analyzing 65 studies u icnie education.
Druva and Andcrson conclude:

I. There is a relationship between teacher preparation programs and what

thcir graduates do as teachers. Scicncc courses, education courses,
and overall academic performance arc positively associated with but.

ccssful teaching.
2. The relationship between tcachcr training in science and cognitive

student outcomcs is progressively higher in highcr level science
courses.

3. Thc most striking ove:all characteristic of thc results is thc pattcrn
of low correlations across a large number of other ariables involved

(p. 478).



However, Evertson, Hawley, , and Zlotnick report thai in other subjcct
fields the relationship between tcaehers. Jubject mattcr knowledge and either
teacher performance or pupil learning is not clear. They also re,. ..-t they
could not find any ev idence to support thc premise that thc general cduca
tion curriculum helps to promote desirable teach?r characteristics. With rc
gard te pedagogical preparation, they cite considerable eN idcncc that there

is a "knowledge base that might bc covered in thc preparation of teachers"
(p. 6), which, if properly structured, could be used in preparing presen icc
teachers to become effective in the classroom.

A few efforis have been madc to dctcrminc the prccisc cuntent of the
presen ice teacher prcparation eurri alum and state education dcpartment
certification requirements (Dumas and Weible 1984, Howey, , Yargcr, and

Joyce 1978, Ishler 1984, Ishler and Kay 1981, Kluender 1984, Research
About Teacher Education Project 1987, Weible and Dumas 1932).

Howey, Yargcr, and Joyce surveyed 175 teach= kirenaring institutions
to determine content distribution requirements. They focrid thc norm to bc

61 semester hours in general studies, 35 in professional studics, and 18
in applied or clinical work.

Ishler surveyed 66 mcmbcr institutions of thc Associatioa of Colleges
and Schools of Educimon in State Universitic:. and of Land Grant Colleges
and Affiliated Pr'.vate Universities. Hc found that demcntary majors take
an av :rage of 51 semester hours in general education (rangc of 33 81), for
secondary majors the average was 47 scmestcr hours (range of 30-65). In
the nea of content speeialization, elementary majors averaged 29 scmcstcr
hours (range of 12-38), and secondary majors averaged 35 se=ster hours
(range of 22-66). Eleme.itary majors spent an average of 200 hours in fled
experience prior to stk. .7nt teaching, white secondary majors spent an aver
age of 92 hours. Both elementary and secondary majors receiv ed an aver

age of p'.ne semester hours ,:dit for studcnt teaching.

In a related study, hhler and Kay surveyed 550 teacher preparing insti
tutions to determine norms for early field experienets (pre student teaching',

Responses from 240 institutions indicate that 99% require early field
experience involving from 100 to 160 clock hours. Thc instructional
activities carly experience students er., ;ged in most frequently arc obser

anon (99%), tutoring (98%), periodic reporting on thc field experiences
(95%), non-instructional tasks (91%), operating media (86%), planning
instruction (84%), ano designing instructional materials (82%). Activ ities
engaged in least are detennag pupil grades (1%), participating in parcnt
eonferenees (1%), teaching thc whole class (2%), attending professional
meetings (3%), tcam teachi (4%), and teaching mini lessons (5%).
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The Research kbout Teacher Education Project (RATE) surveyed 76
member institutions of the American Association of Colleges km Teacher
Education to determine the curriculum distribution requirements of preser
vice teachers. This study ..eports that the average number of semester credit
hours required for the baccalaureate is 135. However, secondary majors
on average take 10 more credit hours than do elementary majors. Second-
ary majors take an average of 26 credit huurs in education courses com-
pared to an average of 50 semester hours for elementary majors. This
includes an average of 10 semester hours for student teaching, which typi
cally involves 12 full weeks in the schools.

Galluzzo and Arends (1989) in a later report of the results of the RATE
Project provide additional related data. Elementary education requirements
include. 58 credit huurs in general studies, 42 in professional studies, 20
in an area of concentration or academic minors, and 12 in student teach-

Secondary education majors typically are required to take 54 hours
in general studies, 34 in their teaching specialty, 20 in a minor, 7 in methods

courses, 4 in foundations, and 12 in student teaching.

The RATE Project also investigated mondary irliors reactions to their
teacher preparation curriculum. It reports that nearly 90% rate their courses
as "important" or "extremely important." Secondary majors felt they were
well prepared to use proper teaching methods, plan, evaluate pupil learn
ing, and respond to pupil differences. On the other hand, they felt less pre
pz d to use computer. handle misbehavior, develop curriculum, .md
diagnose learner ne.Pe-. The majority (66%) consider their education courses

as rigorous as their non-education courses.

Kluender rev iewed university catalogues and their program descriptions
to determine the content distribution requirements of the teacher prepara
tion curriculum. He reports the majority of coursewerk taken by preser-
% ice teachers is comprised of general education and the teaching specicay. .

For elementary majors the programs are div ided roughly as follows, general
education (40%), other related requirements (14%), and professional studies

(44%). For secondary majors, the distribution is general education (40%),
teaching specialty (39%), and professional studies (21%). Within profes
sional studies, curriculum and methods courses account for 21% for elemen
tary majors and 6% for secondary majors. Foundations courses in education
are also more prev alent for elementary majors (11%) compared to second
ary majors (7%).

The major studies of state education department teacher certification re
quirements are those of Dumas and Weible (1984) and Weible and Dumas
(1982). The 1984 Dumas and Weible study identified state requirements
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for elementary teacher certification in 46 states. Of the 34 states prescrib-
ing general education requirements, the breakdown is as follows. history 'so-

_ cial studies (100%), science (88%), English/composition (82%),
mathematics (79%), and oral communication (17%).

Specific coursework in professional studies required by number of states

is shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Coursework in professional studies required by states for
elementary teacher certification.

Number of states
Area of Study (N =46)

Student teaching 41

Teaching of reading 41

Educational psychology/growth and development 38

General curriculum methods, materials 27

Social foundations 23

Teaching of health and physical education 21

Teaching of math 20

Teaching of English 20

Teaching of :dren's literature 20

Teaching of science 18

Teaching of social studies 17

Teaching of exceptionality 17

Teaching of art 14

Teaching of music 12

Educational measurement 11

In adlition to the data in Table 9, ten or fewer states require work in
the following areas. educational media/technology (10), early field ex-
periences (10), classroom management and discipline (8), community 'par
ent relations (7), and school organization/administration (5). Some states
require specific courses to be taken while others allude to study in a broad

area.
The 1982 Weible and Dumas study sought the same information from

states for secondary teacher certification. Of the 45 states providing usable
data, only 23 listed specific courswork requirements in general education,

broken down as follows, history/social studies (100%), English composi
tion (37%), natural sciences (77%), humanities (74%), mathematics (69%),

and oral communications (30%).
Specific coursework requirements in professioral studies are shown in

Table 10 by number of states. Only 39 states provided specii.4tions.
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Table 10. Coursework in professional studies required by states for sec-
ondary teacher certification.

Number of states
Area of Study (N =39)

Student teaching 39

Educational psychology 38

General teaching methods 29

Social foundations 27

Special teaching methods 23

Reading, in content area 21

Tests and evaluation 15

Early field experiences 15

Teaching exceptionality 14

School organization/administration 12

Multicultural education 12

Educational media 9

Instruction in Teacher Preparation Programs

Lanier and LittL did not include instruction in teacher education in their

review of research. Neither did Koehler's survey of research on teacher
education address instruction per se, although her category "course/pro-
gramJmethod evaluation" would seem to be related to the topic. Neverthe-

less, several studies do exist on instructional alternatives used in teacher
preparation programs. Some of the alternatives studied include behav ior
modification, demonstration teaching, heuristics or inquiry, interaction anal
ysis and other forms of classroom observation, mastery learning,
microteaching, protocols, reflective teaching, simulations, and directed field

experiences.
Behavior modification. Research on the effectiveness of behavior modifi

cation in teacher preparation has been synthesized by Allen and Forman
(1984). Individual studies have been conducted by Andrews (1970), Bowles
and Nelson (1976), Brown, Montgomery, and Barclay (1969), Cooper,
Thomson, and Baer (1970); Cossairt, Hall, and Hopkins (1973); Horton
(1975), Johnson and Sloat (1980), Ringer (1973); Sloat, Tharp, and Galli-
more (1977), Thomson and Cooper (1969), and Woolfolk and Woolfolk
(1974).

Among the findings from these studies, mo.t of which used inservice
teachers as subjects, are. teachers can be taught to use the principles of
behavior modificaton, teachers report that when they use the principles pu
pil behavior is more posithe, teachers seem to need reinforcement in -,rder
to continue to use the principles, teachers tend to use the principles when
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t.:.aching in subject matter areas used during their training, and use of the
principles is improved when teachers can practice them by role play ing and
viewing videotape feedback of their performance.

Demonstrarion teaching (modeling). Lange (1971) studied whether preser-

vice teachers' observation of a videotaped tzacher demonstrating indirect
Ntrbal behavior during reading instruction would affect their subsequent
student teaching behav ior. His subjects were 40 randomly selected female
student teachers. Half of them (experiment:1 group) were shown the
20-minute videotape, the other half (control group) viewed a "neutral movie"
on reading instruction. Follow ing the treatments, all suhjects prepared and
taught a reading lesson to their elementary pupils. The cxperimental group
demonstrated significantly more indirect verbal behavior than did the con
trol group. Thus a single 20-minute videotap demonstration of inti.uect
verbal behaviors produced significant amounts f f the target behavior, making

a cas.. for the potential of modeling in teacher preparation.

Putnam (1985) studied the attitudes of preserv ice teachers toward use of
demonstration teaching done by the university education faculty. . SubjeLts
were 50 preservice teache:s enrolled in one uf several alternative teadier
preparation program at Michigan State Univeisity. . The subjects observ ed
10 faculty members present lessons to K-12 pupils live and on videotape.
The subjects preferred v iewing 1.e rather than v ideotaped demonstration
lessons. They also reported that tht.. only limitation to their involvement
was loss of some of their own instructional time with the pt.pils. Putnam
(1987) also reviewed earlier research on using films to demonstrate teach
ing skills and concluded that "training programs incorporating demonstra
tion are more effective than those which exclude it" (p. 578).

Heuristics or inquiry. The effectiveness ot inquiry as m instructional meth

od in teacher preparation programs has been studie0. 'uy Cotten, Evans, and
Tseng (1978), George and Nelson (1971), Hurst (1974), Lombard, Koni-
cek, and Schultz (1985), Porterfield (1974), and Zev in (1973), among others.

Those :,tudies that examined efforts to t.nch mostly inserv ice teachers to
use mure inductiveinquy approaches conclud, that sudi instruction results
in subjects using more higher-order and probing questions and fewer lower
order questions. It also was found that less exi,erienced teachers are more
likely to use more inquiry approat.hes and that modeling the target behav iors

enhances their acquisition.

Interaction analysis. Interaction analysis took the teacher edmation world
by storm in the 1960s. Its effectiveness has been studied by Bondi (1970),
Flaixlers (1963), one of its inventors, Furst 3967), Hough and Amidon
k 1967), Hough, Lohman, and Ober (1969), Hough and Ober (1966), Kirk
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(1967); Langer and Allen (1970); Lohman, Ober, and Hough (1967);
Luebkemann (1965), and Sandefur, Pankratz and Couch (1967), among
others. Most subjects in these studies were preservice teachers. Among the
findiags are that instruction in interaction analysis tends to increase use of
indirect teaher influence (accepting pupils feelings, praising and encourag
mg, accepting and using pupil ideas, and question asking). Conversely, such
instruction tends to reduce use of direct teacher influence (lecturing, direc
tion-gi% ing, and criticism). Also, those who are more "indirect" prior to
receiving instruction become even more so after receiv ing instruction, and
those who receive instruction have more spontaneous pupil talk in their class
rooms. Another finding is that knowledge of and skill in interaction analy
sis are associated with positive attitudes toward classroom observation by
those who use it.

Masten Learning. Research on the ase of mastery learning (well-planned
and executed instruction with adequate pacing and monitoring and immediate

a-id cJrrntive feedback, in preservicc teacher preparation is reported by
Clark, Guskey, and Bennings (1983) and Robin (1976). To determine the
effectiveness of mastery learning, Clark, Guskey, and Bennings used a var
nation of it described as group- and teacher-paced, rather than individual
and self-paced. Subjects were 197 education majors enrolled in six sections
of a course in educational psychology. Two sections compri,ing 55 sub-
jects (experimental group) were taught by instructors who v olunteered to
Implement mastery learning. The t,i1ier four sections (control group) were
taught by instructors in their usual fashion. Pretests of all subjects indi-
cated no differences between the experimental and control groups with re
gard to knowledge of educational psychclogy, self-perceived academic
ability, arid interest and attitude toward edacation. Following the experi
ment all subjects took a common final exam. The results indicated that "on
the average, students in the mastery classes attained higher scores, receiv ed
higher course grades and had fewer absences" (p. 212).

Robin reviewed 39 studies in which mastery learning approaches were
compared with traditional approaches at the college level. It is assumed,
but not dere., iin.ble from the rev iew, that some education majors were
involved in one oi more of the investib.,tions. The studies investigated use
of indiv idual rather than group based instruction. According to Robin, thc

gregated findings indicate that individual based instruction is superior to
traditional instruction in that learners are more likely to achieve higher fi
nal examination scores, retain the content longer, have aore fav orable at
titudes toward the course, and spend more out-of-L.1as% time study ing. On
the negative side, this instructional apprcch seems plagued by a relatively
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high student withdrawal rate. Evidently, , working alone and at one's own
pace is not suited to certain university students.

Micro:caching. Definitions of microteaching vary . Here, the original
meaning is used. a laboratory teaching encounter wherein a preserv ice teach

er dcmonstrates one of several specified technical skills of teaching (for
example, set induction, stimulus variation) when teaching a short lesson
to a small croup of peers and receives feedback regarding his or her profi-
ciency level in the target skill.

A large amount of research has been condicted on microteaching
and is reviewed elsewhere (Copeland 1982, Macle xi 1987a and b , Turney
et al. 1973). Copeland reports the following generalizations regarding the
use of microteaching. When preservice teachers are to learn a technical
skill, they should first have an example demonstrated tor them. Use of peers
as learners is adequate for the initial ,-ractice of a skill, but practicing the
skill with K-12 pupils is more useful in transferring the skill to a natural
classroom. The provision of feedback regarding level of skill proficiency
is important, but no feedback mechanism (v ideotape N ersus audiotape) has
beel nown to be superior. The presence of a supervisor enhances skill
learning.

Copeland also reports the following generalizmions regarding the es, alu
at ion of microteaching. The process does increase initial acciaisition of the
targeted technical skills. Preserv ice teachers will more likely use the skills
learned through microteaching when, as student teachers, their cooperat
ing teachers demonstrate such skills or encourage their use. Finally, , the
attitudes, confidence, and self-esteem of preset", ice teachers seen, to bene
fit from participation in microteaching.

MacLeod published two res, iews aggregating research on microteaching.
With regard to the microteaching process Itself, he concludes that. visual
displays or demonstrations are preferable to w linen descriptions of the tar
get skills, use of both examples and non-examples are essential to dis
criminate between what are appropriate and inappropriate behav iors, a
modeling:discrimination treatment may tic just as effective as prov iding par

ticipant practicefeedback, and self-viewing or self-confrontation follow
mg the ,eaching skill episode, although not supported explicitly by studies
he revit.wed, is reasonable. With regard to the overall outcome, he notes,
"What has become clear from the accumulated resear..1 i that the prepara
tion phase of microteaching, incorporating modeling and discrimination
training, can be of critical importance to the acquisition of tt aching skills
and that the role of practice . . . may be less critical than it has been as-
sumed to be" (MacLeod I987a, p. 538).
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Protocol materials. Cruickshank and Haefele (1987) synthesized research
on protocol materials (audio, visual, or written records of some important
classroom or school related event or phenomenon accompanied by theo-
retical knowledge that makes the event understandable). In their sy nthesis
the studies are organized into four categories. One set of studies examined
the effects of use of protocols by K-12 teachers on the subsequent behavior
of their pupil learners. Another set examined the effects of use of protocols
on teacher behavior itself. A third set focused on the effectiveness of pro
tocols on concept acquisitic... The fourth set investigated user reactions to
the technical qualities and relevance of protocol materials. Among the gener

alizations from the studies are that. persons trained in the use of protocol
materials find the experience enjoyable, they acquire the target ncepts,
they are able to demonstrate only some of them when teaching, and they
benefit most from training that includes both concept acquisition and
practice.

Reflective Teaching. This instructional approach refers to efforts that en
courage preserv ice and inservice teacl-ers to becume more thoughtful and
wise practitioners (Cruickshank 1987, Zeichner 1987). The original RefleL-
tive Teaching instructional model was developed at Ohio State University
w ith support from philanthropic foundations. ResearLh on Reflective Teach

ing has been generated by Beeler et al. (1985), Cruickshank, Kennedy, Wil
liams, Holton, and Fay (1981), McKee (1986), Peters (1980), Peters and
Moore (1980); and Troyer (1988).

Beeler and his colleagues focused mainly on improving the process of
Reflective Teaching and found support for learner groups of 5 to 8 per-
sons, rotating the membership in learner groups from lesson to lesson, Lhoos

ing an espeLly interesting initial Reflective Teaching lesson, and selecting
as the first ik.,ignated teachers persons who will be enthusiastiL about un
dertaking the teaching task.

Cruickshank and his colleagues compared pre student teaLhers w ho had
participated in Reflective Teaching sessions with those who had not and
found that they differed in two ways. They were able to produLe propor
tionally more analytiL statements about tuLhing and learning, and they were
"less anxious," "less frightened," and "more confident" about commencing
student teaching.

McKee also studied the Reflective Teaching process and reLommenu.
N ideotaping the lessons so that the variety of teaching methods used by thc
N arious designated teachers Lan be rev iewed and prov iding a summary uf
the main disco% eries about teaLhing and learning posited by partiLipants.
Additionally, M..,Kee reports that there is a high level ef satisfaction among
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preservice teachers workina. wi... the Reflective Teaching model, and that

it is an effective process fc zloping and refining skills in lesson prepa

ration, delivery, and eva:t.i..tzion.

Peters compared Reflec leaching w ith microteaching treatments (al
though they differ in purr .,tc and means) and reports that subjects did not
differ on the following cr.,erion variables. attitud toward teaching and the

role of teachers or attitui.t,. toward Reflective Teaching and microteaching.
One Reflective Teachin,, ...oup evidenced a higher self-perception of them-
selves as teachers. Peters and Moore in a similar study found essentially
the same things, namely, no difference on the criterion variables studied.

Troyer investigated the effect of Reflective Teaching and a modification
of it (the addition of a conceptual component) on the subjects' level of cog-
nitive thought about teaching and learning. Her results st -ongly support that
both Reflective Teaching and its ..todification have substantial effects on
preserv ice teachers level of reflection when analyzing classroom teaching.
The treatments also had a significant effect on raising the explanato-
ry/hypothetical, justificatory, and critical abilities of the subjects.

Simulation. Research on the use of simulation in teacher preparatior. pro
grams was last su:nmarized by Cruickshank (1971), although Copeland
(1982) has addressed the topic briefly. Others who have studied this topic
include Brand (1977), Cruickshank and Broadbent (1968), Emmer (1971),
Gaffga (1967), Kauffman, Strang, and Loper (1985), Kersh (1963), Morine-
Dershimer (1987), Twelker (1970), Vlcek (1966), and Wood, Combs, and
Swan (1985).

Brand compared the effectiv eness of two treatments (simulated encoun
ters of classroom problems and traditional lecture:discussion of them) on
pre-student teachers' attitudes toward pupils and teaching, on their responses
to written hypothetical behav ior problems, and on their later performance
during student teaching when actually dealing with classroom problems.
Following treatment, nu difference in attitudes was found, but management
behav ior during student teaching favored the grout ing simulation

training.
Cruickshank and broadbent compared the effectiveness of a normal nine

week period t,f student teaching with a nine- week period consisting of two
weeks of practice with simulated classroom problems plus seven weeks of
regular student teaching. The primary dependent variable was the frequen
cy of problems encountered by student teachers based on reports by their
cooperating teachers. They found that the group provided exposure to and
analysis of simulated problems prior to student '....aching had fewer prob
lems during student teaching.
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Emmer investigated whether instructional behar iors learned and prac
ticed while teaching college peers in a campus laboratory setting would trans

fer when early adolescents were brought in and became the warners. The
results indicate that the target behaviors were learned while teac!"-,:, peers
and that their use was at least maintained when working with the early
adolescents.

Gaffga used one of Cruickshank and Broadbent's field trials and found
preservice teacher behavior during simulation to be a better predictor of
subsequent student teaching performance than were simila predictions made

by their former education professors.

Kauffman, Strang, and Loper developed a computei simulation in which
preservice teachers teach a spelling lesson to four pupils portrayed on the
screen. They found that the si=lation meets specific criteria for realism
and that the subjects teaching the spelling lesson respond in much the same
way as they would if teaching actual children. Thus the simulation is suc
cessful in soliciting natural teaching behavior from users.

Kersh was interested in how authentic or realistic a simulation of class
room events must be. He compared the effectiveness of pic.entations of
problematic classroom events in four formats. large "life siz.c" motion pic
ture images, small motion picture images, large tii1 picture images. Id

small still-picture images. The object was to dcamine the number of prat.
tice trials required by pre-student teaching subjects to respc,nd ..,orrectl)
to the simulation when presented in the Iffercnt formats. This stuck, pro-
vided mild support for use of simulations that portray problems using s:nali
still-picture images.

Morine-Dershimer's computer simulation was designed te train teachers
in instructional decision making. Subjects were engaged in two computei
generated tasks, "Grouping for Instruction in Reading" and "Allotting Time
for Instruction." The investigator reports that, in general, student reaction
to the simulations is favorable. Also, the subjects are able to use computer
generated information to rer ise decisions about reading groups they har e
established.

Twelker made a major modification Kersh's Classroom Simulator in
order to make the regimen less labor intensive and thus less expensir e to
conduct. Two sets of simulation materials were der eloped, one presenting
problems of classroom man., ement, the uther focusing on discurery teach
ing. Field tests reveal that the products are timely and credible but that their
use did not cause all users to achieve proficiency.

Vlcek used a reproduction of Kersa's Classroom Simulator to assess its
impact on preset-% ice teacher users. Like Kersh, he Lund the simulator Vlo as
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effective in shaping teacher responses to classroom problems. Furthermore,
longer engagement w ith the simulator vv as rated to subsequent, success
ful student teaching. The simulator experience seemed to be a factor in de
veloping confdence in one's teaching -Nifty.

Wood, Combs, and Swan assessed an interacthe computei simulation
that provides practice in planning and conducting a special eduzation class
in a hypothetical elementary school. It is intended for use by preservice
and inservice teachers of severely emotionally or behav loran) handicapped
pupils. Results include that the simulation is useful in meeting the target
criteria (content validity, learning effectiveness, and efficiency).

Field experiences. Field experiences in teacher preparation programs are
a much talked about but little studied phenomenon. However, according
to Koehler (1985), there is an extensive body of research on supervising
or cooperating teacher5. Among her findings are that supervLory confer
ences are mostly sterile events, the cooperating teacher is the primary in
fluence on the student teacher's instructional style, and university supervisors

and cooperating teachers often share similar beliefs about teaching.

Early field experiences. Early field experiences (EFE), those taken prior
to student teaching, have been the topic of studies by Applegate and Lasley
(1983), Bates (1984), Denton (1982), Galluzzo and Arend (1989), Hed-
berg (1979), Ishler and Kay (1980, McIntyre and Killian k1986), Scherer
(1979), and Sunal (1980), among others.

Applegate and Lasley sur :yed 291 preserv ice teachers in eht Ohio col
leges to determine their exi xtations of EFE. Subjects reported they want
to learn the complexities of teaching, to see if they can model good profes
sional practice, and to understand how education takes place in diverse,
multicultural classrooms. Further, they intend to gather ideas about effec
live teaching and managing, to develop their ovvn instructional style, and
to work directly with pupils. Clearly, these subjects did not see distinc
tions between EFE and student teaching.

Bates investigated the attitudes of preserv ice teachers tovv aid tutoring as

an early field experience by hav ing them tutor secondary pupils in reading
in the content fields. Resuhs revealed that ON erall the subjects' attitudes to

ward and expectations about tutoring were positive.

Denton investigated whether participation by secondary education majors

in an EFE would affect their attainment of course objectives in a subse
quent methods class. He fowl that the experimental group of 6i EFE preser

v ice teachers outperformed the non-EFE ont rol group on the criterion
measures. They achieved greater cognitive gains and met a gi -ate r number

of the course objectives.
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alluzzo and Arends note that data from the Research About Teachei

-acation Project reveal that special education preservice teachers aver-
age about 166 clock how ; of EFE, followed by early childhood and elemen

tary education majors with 140, and secondary majors with 90.

Hedberg investigated w'aether preserv ice teachers enrolled in an educa

tional psychology course who participated in EFE (tutoring, small-group

instruction, etc.) in lieu of part of the_ regular classroom instruction on

campus would achieve as well on the final exam as those enrolled in a par

allel course without field work. He found the EFE swdents peformed just
as well, even though they had one-third less time of regular classroom in
struction. In their survey of EFE practices, Ishler and Kay report that 99%

of teacher preparation institutions offer EFE, and 80% of those require up

to 150 contact hours in the field. The most commonly used EFE activities
in urder of frequency are. observation, tutoring, reporting on the classroom

experience, performing non-instructional tasks, operating assess

ing pupil characteristics and activities, planning instruction, designing in

structional materials, superv ising extracur.__alar. acthities, assessing teacher

characteristics, reviewing education literature, superv ising laboratory work

and field trips, and planning non-instructional activities. The least used EFE

activites are. determining pupil grades, turticipating in parent conferences,
attending professional meetings, teaching the whole class, and teaching small

groups. Major problems associated with EFE incLde scheduling and trans

portation, not ,nough university personnel for supervision, and lack of
cooperation by some local education ag:.ncies.

McIntyre and Killian compaed EFE of elementary and secondary ectcation

majors. They report that elementary majors are more likely to be involved in

EFE, to spend more contact hours in schools, to be gradually inducted into

teaching, and to receive more feedback and correction regarding their wurk.

Scherer investigated whether preserv ice teachers who elected to partici

pate in EFE differed from those who chose t to in terms of seif-concept
and classroom performan,x during student teaching. He found that EFE
was assocrted with more positive self-concepts but not w ith better student

teaching performance.

Sunal compared subjects in an elementary teacher education sequence

consisting of methods courses suppkmented w ith EFE w ith subjects in the

same sequence of courses without EFE. Sunal found that the sobjeas w ith

EFE demonstrated more and higher quality teacher behav iors at the end

of the course sequence (before student teaching) when buth gioup: ere

given the task of planning and teaching a three lessun science unit tu pupils

in elementary classrooms.
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Student Teaching. The literature on st ' nt teaching is vast and mostly

polemic in nature. Several research rem. ., have captured the essence of
the studies on this topic (Davies and Amershek 1969, Galluzzo and Arends
1989; Hersh, Hull, and Leighton 1982, Michaelis 1960, and Turney 1987).

Historically, the Michaelis review makes a good starting puint. He makes
clear that critical, evaluative research on student teaching is weak (p. 1473).

Much of his research synthesis deals with demographic data about student
teaching. For example, he reports that. the student teaching program typical
ly has a university administrator, student teacher college super% isors usually

are members of the education professoriate, assignments of student teachers
are made cooperatively by university and local education agency personnel,
the median student teacher college supervisory loa<:. aras 13 in one study and

12 in another, and cooperating teachers receive a small honorarium or tuition

remission. Among the critical problems identified are. obtaining qualified
cooperating teachers and prov iding them w ith staff development, obtaining

supervisory time for university personnel, compensating cooperating teachers
adequately, and obtaining full school district cooperation. Admission to stu
dent teaching programs typically requires completion of prerequisite courses,

a grade point average of C or better, and a health examination.

Studies to identify predictive criteria for preservice teachers success in
student teaching, which would be useful for admissions decisions, reveal
some small promise for such personal factors such as high morale, confi
dence, social adaptability, , and favorabk attitudes toward children. Difficul
ties encountered by student teachers include classroom discipline, guidance
of group activities, lesson preparation and presentation, routines, and rela
tionships with superiors.

Davies and Amershek note an increase in student teach:ng related research
reported betv een the mid-Fifties and the mid Sixties, but the actual num
ber was small, with only 42 studies reported between 1964-66. Many of
the studies, like those reviewed by Michaelis, provide demographic data.
For ex..mple, few ack or Caucasian education majors have opportunities
to observe or s lc:ent teach in :ntegrated classrooms, most school districts
prov ide student teaching opportunities, little onjormity exists in the proce
dures for administering student teaching programs, cooperating teachers
prefer all-day, , semester long engagements, admission criteria for student
teaching usually include grades : ,fessional courses and physical, emo-
tional, ethical, and moral fitness, universities finance the prigrams, and
student teaching is required for certification in all states.

With regard to student teacher supervision the reviewers note. college
supervisors (at that time) mostly were giv en one-half of a credit hour to
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ward thcir workload for each studcnt teachcr supervised, cooperating
teachers usually were required to be approved by thc building principal,
40 states had no certification requirements for cooperating teachers, thc
typical load for cooperating teachers was two student teachers per year,
and cooperating teachers influence on student teachers is greater if thcir
relationship with them has been formal.

With regard to student teachers, the reviewers found that student teach-
ing can affect preservice teachers' attitudes depending on a number of fac
tors. "Sharp positive change in the attitudes of student teachers toward
children is associated with interaction with certain col'._ .,e supervisors, place-

ment in lower grades, and a single rather than multiple student teaching
placemenr (p. 1382). Student teaching can affect preservice teachers' self-
perceptions and perceptions of othcr teachers with regard to becoming more

trusting and acccpting and perceiving others as becoming so also.

Galluzzo and Arends report that the typical studcnt teaching experience
lasts 12 weeks and provides 12 hours of university credit, that the average
ratio of college supervisors to student teat.hers is onc to 18, and that col-
lege supervisors make an average of six visits to each studcnt teacher.

Hersh, Hull, and Leighton offer a more extensive review of research and re-

port on the dynamics of student teaching as well as provide demographic data

Thcy report that most student teachers are placed in self-contained class
rooms in small towns or suburbs but have few opportunities to work in kinder

garten or middle:junior high schools. Studcnt teachers typically are college
scniors and spend 30 hours per week for 12 weeks in a school setting. Selec

tion criteria for cooperating teachers include teaching competence, knowl
edge of subject matter, and willingness to serve. Cooperating teachers usually

receive a small honorarium, but their primary reward is having the student
tea ,her as a helper in the classroom. Studcnt teachers oftcn participate in
weekly seminars conducted by the college superv isor, however, the impact
of the seminars is unclear for the most part. There is a trend toward placing
student teachers in centers or single schools, but no evidence exists that this
centralization results in better su6ent teacher performance.

Student teachers who have had early field experiences and simulation op
portunities tend to perceive :hemselves as better prepared, as do thcir cooper

ating teachers and col:...5c s..., .1.isors. Student teaching in inner-city schools

has a negative cffect on self .atage, is associated w ith custodial attitudes
toward children, lowers self-confidence, reduces child-centeredness, and
heightens a sense of self-protmtion. Student teacher in four year baccalaure
atc programs usually are rated higher by their pupils than those from post
baccalaureate programs. Certain instructional experiences provided before
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or during student teaching that arc reported to be beneficial include, self
analysis and awareness training, classroom observation, training in inquiry

methods, non-verbal communication and enthusiasm, and use of simtla
tion. Student teachers who received more indirect supervision and feee
back seem to retain dtsired teaching behaviors aver time. No relationshi,)
is apparent between supervisory style and succcss in student teaching. Col
lege supervisors, cooperating teachers, principals, and student teachers ex
press substantial agreement on how student teachers should be evaluated.
Poor management and discipline strategies are the most commonly cited
rcason for failure of student teachers.

Over time, student teachers' concerns change from anxiety about per-
sonal survival to concern about the results of their instruction and finally
to the well-being of their pupils. They are anxious mostly about their rela
tionships with pupils and superv ors but also are concerned about insuffi-
cient autonomy. The most notaole shifts in student teachers attitudes are
away from idealism ar ,.! ven-mindedness and toward custodial and
bureaucratic functions. Student teachers who are either extremely submis-
sive or dominant arc not likely to bc judged successful teachers at a later
time. Low levels of moral development arc not associated with effectiv e
student teaching. Positive self-concept and being seen as v entures ma are
related to student teacher success. Student teachers arc most effective when
they share a common view of the teacher's role with their cooperating teach

er The cooperating teacher substantially influences the behavior of the stu
dent teacher mostly b) iodeling behav iors. Student teachers become more
like their cooperating teachers in their behav ior, attitudes, dnd expectations
as time goes by.

Thrney organizes his resean h rev iew of student teaching under five head-
ings. complexities and conflicts in super% ision, superv isory influence, col-

lege supervisors, concerns of students, and clinical supervision. The ,..linical

supervision section is mostly a description of the process and is not dis-
cussed here.

With regard to ,upervision, Turney notes that conflicts arise whcn one
member of the student teaching triad (student teacher, cooperating teach
cr, aid college superviscl excluded, when there are different percep-
tions regarding their roles, when there is a lack of opportunity to carry out
their roles, when there are conflicts that inhibit carrying out their roles,
and when there are 1A..sona1ity differences, poor communication, find differ
ing views with regard to effective practice.

With regard to supervisory influence and college Jupen isors , Turney, ,
like Hersh et aL, reports that cooperating teachers play a pivotal role ir
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influencing student teachers. He cites a number of studies that found th.:!,
over the short term, the attitudes and instructional practices of student
teachers become increasingly similar to their cooperating teacher models.
Additionally, he notes that a superv isory style that emphasizes indirectness
is related to high student teacher morale, that student trichers want ana-
lyses of their teaching performance but seldom receiv e it, that they need
help from cooperating teachers mostly in the area of planning, and that they

are concerned about the shortcomings of superv isory techniques. Supervi
sory techniques student teachers would like to see employed include taping
lessons for later review and reflection and listing at the beginning of stu-
dent teaching of what is expected of the student teacher.

With regard to the concerns of student teachers, Turney cites the research
of Fraaces Fuller in which she it4entified three progressive phases of teach
er concern. 1) concern about sclf, 2) concern about self as a teacher, and
3) concern about pupils. Additional concerns noted by 'Raney include, in
terpersonal relationships with the cooperating teacher and college super", i
sor, receiv ing clear and consistent expectations, and obtaining positiv e
feedback, trust, support, understanding, and consideration.

Summary of Research on the Teacher Preparation Curriculum

Among the tentative findings related to the teacher preparation curriculum

are the following. Regularly ct led teachers are judged more effective.
Student teachers in baccalaureate degree education programs are given
higher marks by K-12 pupils than those in post-baccalaureate education
programs. There is a positive relationship between teacher preparation
coursework in science education and successful classroom performance.
The curriculum is comprised mostly of general education, courses in the
teaching content field, and courses in pedagogy including field experiences.
The most frequently cited component of the curriculum required for state
certification is student teaching, followed by courses in educational psy
chology, , general methods (pedagugy), foundations, and teaching of readir

Tentative findings for instruction include the follow ing. Use of behavior
modification in teacher preparation has promise, preserv ice teachers can
learn to use it and when they do it works. There is support for the use of
demonstration teaching with preserv ice teachers being able to later model
the target behavior. Use of heuristics or inquiry approaches results in higher

lzvel questioning in the classroom, particularly with less experienced
teachers. Use of interaction analysis is associated wit:. increased use of in
direct teacher influence and more positive attitudes toward classroom ob
servation. Mastery learning generally results in higher aLltievement. Use
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of microteaching results in increased acquisition of target teaching skills,
and the acquisition process is enhanced when cooperating teachers use and
reinforce student teacher use of the skills. Preserv ice teachers find protocol
materials enjoyable, and they ..ome to understand target concepts through
their use. Reflective Teaching is valued by preserv ice teachers, it seems
to promote higher-order thinking about teaching and learning and results
in increased confidence in teaching. S:mu:ation seems to result in desirable
outcomes, including a reduction in the number of problems encounterzd
during student teaching.

Preservice teachers are positively disposed toward field experiences. Early
field experiences seem to be associated with cognitive gain in professional
coursework and better pre stukient teaching, but not necessarily better stu
dent teaching performance. Student teaching seems to be enh nced by such
instructional practices as self-analysis and awareness, classroom observ a
tion, training in inquiry,, non-verbal communication and enthusiasm, and
use of simulation. Student teachers tend to become more like their cooper
ating teachers in behavior, attitudes, and expectations. When the student
teaching assignment is in an inner city school, .he effect seems to be a more
negative self-image, a more custodial attitude toward children, diminu-

tion of child-centeredness, and a perceived need for sei:-protection.

The Education Professoriate

Troyer (1986) summarized research published since 1979 on what has
been leamed about teacher educators or the education professoriate. In ad
dition to hcr work, other studies she did not identify or that have been pub
lished subsequently are summarized here (Blanchard 1982, Clark and Guba
1977, Condition of the Professoriate 1989, Darter 1980, Galluzzo and
Arends 1989, Katz 1982, Myers and Mager 1985, Nussel, Wiersma, and
Rusche 1988, Rams 1985, Research About Teacher Education Project 1987,
Schuttenberg 1985; and Tamir and Peretz 1983).

Troyer's summary follows a taxonomy of professorial characteristics dc
veloped by Cruickshank (1984). It covers formative influences, present per
sonal characteristics and abilities, present professional characteristics and
abilities, and teaching behaviors and style.

Formative Influences. Teacher educators are mostly from lower-middle
and middle-class families with parents who are les., well 1. For the
most part, they are from rural dreds and smaller cities. They tend to work
in universities close to their home origin. Ab a group they hold a greater
proportion of doctorates than their counterparts in other university
departments.
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Present personal characteristics and abilities. This category includes ac-
tivity and energy level, physical and mental status, self-confide:, e, and
social success. Most teacher educators report that they devote morc than
40 hours a week to professional work and that teaching and advising oc
cupy most of their time. Typically they teach three or four ci_rses per aca-
demic period and spend four to nine contact hours each week in the
classroom. They have heavy graduate advising responsibilities with much
time devoted to doctoral candidates. One study found that education faculty
s a whole have lower intelligence scores compared to those holding the

doctorate in all fields. The same study reports that holders of the doctorate
in education have lower mean high schoLl class rankings and lower grade
point averages in mathematics and science.

Present professional characteristics and abilities. This category covers
ability to establish mutually satisfy ing relationships with professional col
leagues, level of interest in teachiiig, knowledge of subject, and academic
productivity. The majority of teacher education students report their edu
cation faculty to be experienced and able to offer clinical help, and they
are very satisfied with coursework provided in education. One study notes
the less experienced faculty at lower ranks tend to be less valued. Novice
teacher educators engage in little interaction w ith their ,olleagues and par
ticipate little in professional organizations. Most teacher educators view
teaching as their primary responsibility and prefer working with students
to engaging in research or other professional activities. In one study, , less
than I % of teacher educators polled indicated primary interest in scholar
ship, 75% repord that they had spent no time on scholarly activities in
the week they were polled. Also, few reported they were involved in con-
sulting or in pursuing grants or contracts.

One study reports cy one-third of teacher educators had either authored
or edited a book, fewer than half had written an article recently, and only
20% had written three or more articles in a designated three-year period.
A parallel study reports 52% had an article accepted in the past year, 45%
had published six oi nsore articles during their career, 76% had published
at least once. Another study found less than 20% if university teacher edu
cation units had faculty who were doing resea ch or development work.
Although rzacher educators have a background of K 12 teaching experience
providine, elem both contextual and clinical knowledge, some are assigned
tv teach in ct ntent areaz, in which they are not prepared either through aca
demic coursevork or staff development.

Teaching behaviors and style. Teacher educators rePort limited use of
instructional alternatives, preferring instead to use whole class instruction
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(lecturing) and small-group work. Rarely do they use laboratory (r. . actice
fwdback) regimens such as mictsaLhing, simulations, and protocols. Nei-
ther do they report researLh to preserv ice teachers or assign the reading
of same.

Blanchard's study of the mental health status of teacher educators betw.
976-1978 is based on questionnaire responses from 31,857 fan:4
representing 656 universities. Among other things, he reports that 30% have
c,ntemplated suicide, 50% are annoyed by their peers most of the time,
6. 70 say students get on their nerves, 42% report tension and irritation are
ongoing conditions, 38% worry a good part of the time, 42% experience
mood swings, and about half have trouble sleeping.

Clark and Guba studied the education professoriate primarily to deter-
mine its scholarly productiv ity , but they also provide certain demographic
data. Their sample included 8.6% of the then estimated 33,841 members
of the education professoriate. (The sample intentionally over represented
institutions offering the doctorate.) They received responses from 1,387
faculty from 131 universities :nvolved in teacher preparation. Data ana-
lyses revealed the following. The Nast majority of education faculty hold
the doctorate, ranging from 96% at private, research center, doctoral-level
institutions to 62% at public institutions offering only preserv ice teacher
education. The large majority of factilty received their doctorate at another
university inv olved in teacher preparation. DeLtoral-lev el Institutions had
the most experienced faculty. . In general, most education faculty are as
sociate professors and professors and therefore hold tenure. Turning to the
scholarly productivity of the sample, the investigators note that "the evi
derke is overwhelming that knowledge produLtion and utilization produL
tivity . . . is concentrated in t' do:loral-leve institutions and particularly
in . . . research center institutions" (p. V-29). They also point out that, over-
all, education faculty are dissatisfied with their Lurrent level of knowledge
production and utilization.

The survey, , C'ondtiohs of the Professoriate, revealed that education
faLulty differed from faculty in other fields as follows. Fewer thought that
them had been a low ern.; of aLademic standards t universities, that students

ill-suited to academic .ife are now enrolling, that students are serioasly
underprepared in bask skills, that undergradtktes ar. willing to work hard,
that students do onl, encabr to get by, and that undergraduate .. are more
wiEing to cheat. On ; other 1K ncl, more thought undergraduates today
are more academically competitive. In other matters, only 3% of educa
tion faculty said they were primarily interLsted in teaching. (Interestingly, ,
60% of faculty in mathematks and 53% in business:Lommunications were
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primarily intPrested in teaching.) Edu..ation faculty were least likely to serve

as paid consultants for business and industry, , but 47% said they had been

paid consultants in K-12 schools.
Darter examined the validity of the criticism that the K-12 school ex-

perience of education faculty is e.tdated and inadequate. A questionnaire
designed to investigate education faculty qualifications was sent to 62 schools

of education in public and private institutions in Texas. Results indicate
that, for the most part, teacher educators have been removed from pc _mai

K-12 classroom teaching experience for some time. According to Darter,
only 39% of his subjects had taught in lower schools within the previous
10 years. However, respondents reported they used a variety of activities
to remain up-to-date, including supervision of field experiences, inserv ice

work, and interactions with K-12 teachers and administrators.

Katz investigatt:d the reputations of teacher education faculty among their
students and amonj th,:ir university faculty peers. Results from her survey
indicate that student, rate the reputations of their teacher educators' more
highly than do facultv peers in arts and sciences.

Myers and Mager 1,1vestigated how education professurs viewed their
workplaces. Their ..,Inple included 537 education professors from 350
universities. Amot..1, their findings are that their respondents had insuffi
cient time to do teating, administer programs, do committee work, work
with students, and engage in scholarship.

Nussel, Wiersma, and Rust.he studied the work satisfaction of education
professors. They obtained responses from 426 subjects representing 64
unr,ersities. Among their findings is that being a college professor is more
satisfying for men, for tenured faculty, , and for persons with rank of either
professor or instructor. Overall, the investigators .eport a "rather high lev
el of satisfaction, with certain administrative fa tors contributing to a de
crease in satisfaction" (p. 50).

Raths queried 98 teadier eduLators fron. 32 institutions to determine their
involvemm in research. He reports only a small rsoportIon carry out teacher
education research. but they may be involved in reseach in their respec

tive comer,: fields.

The Research About Teat.her Edut.ation Project (RATE) provides demo
graphic information about eduLation fat-ulty and self reports by fat.ulty of
secondary edu,...ation methods regarding what they do and how they spend
their time. Demographically, thc total edmation faLulty is 93% Caucasian,
70% Caucasian male, 75% tenured, has been employed in their present
position an average of 13 years, and has an average of almost nine years
experience in K- I 2 st.hools. Further, the report points out that the educa
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tion professoriate increasingly will be populated by women, since Women
faculty are more likely to be younger, hold lower rank now but will ad
vance in due course, and "dominate doctoral programs," which serve as
the pool for new faculty. Regarding how seconuary cducation faculty mem
bers spend their time, 60% is given to teaching, 22% to service, and 15%

holarship. They report they spend 13 to 18 hours per month supervis-
:ng six to nine student teachers, which is equated to teaching a three-credit
course. The average number of courses taught per year is 7.5 at bacca-
laureate-level institutions, 8 at institutions where the .7.aster degree is the
highest awarded, and 5 at doctoral-level institutions. Secondary education
faculty report they would like to teach less and do more s.Tholarship. Vith
regard to scholarship, 25% of secondary teacher educators indicate that they
have published 10 or more articles in refereed journals, while a like per
centage has published none.

Galluzzo and Arends report further data about the education professori
at- collected in the RATE Project. Notably, ti..; professoriate is about two-
thirds white male and one-quarter white femle, males are in the _najority
at the rank of associate and professor. Average ages for assistant, associ
ate, and professors respectively are 42, 47, and 53. About 90% of associ-
ates and assistant., and two-thirds of assistants hold doctorates, mere than
75% have tenure Ind females are paid less at every rank.

Schuttenberg investigated the self-perceptions of 391 education faculty
from 38 institutions regarding their scholark, produLtiv ity . Demographic
data from the sample indicated the median age as 47, 65% are ma:e, and
75% are tenured. Younger faculty perceived themselves to be more produL
live. The majority of the samples perLeptions regarding productivity had
Lhanged over the years with sLholarship ar.d serv iLe assuming inLreasing
impoitance. Males were more aLcurate u. their perLeption uf aLtual sLhol
arly productivity.

Tamir and Peretz al.io studied the reputation of teaLher eduLators. This
study, done in Israel and reported by Stewart (1986), reveals that the repu
tation of teacher eduLators was at least as good as that of other Lollege in
structors.

Summary of Research on the Education Professoriate

Members of the eduLation professoriate might best be desalbed as pedes
trian in terms of their origins, abilities, academic primess, and sLhelarly
interest., -nd productiv ity. They also Lould be LharaLterized as hard working

and dedkated to their teaLhing and ising. Interestingly, , although dedi

Lated to teaching, they do not exhibit muLh variety in their use of instruL
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tional alternatives. They are perceived by preserv ice teachers as compe
tent. Some researchers raises questions about their emotional well being
and about administrative factors that undermine work satisfacticn.

The Context of Teacher Preparation

Of the principal variables constituting the field of teacher preparation,
the one least studied is the context or environment where it takes place.

Clark and Guba (1977) conducted what is probably the most ambitious
investigation of the context of teacher preparation. They found 72% or 1,367
of all U.S. institutions of higher education were in the business of teacher
preparation. By contrast, according to Clifford and Guthrie (1988), in 1983
there were 202 university programs in business, 143 in engineering, 172
in law, and 74 in mass communications. Clark and Guba found that the
state having the most was New York with 128, the state having the least
was Wyoming with one. Institutions involved in teacher preparation fall
into eight categories as follows:

I. Public doctoral level 112

2. Private doctoral level 51

3. Public master's level 248
4. Public master's level regional campuses 36
5. Private master's level 278
6. Public baccalaureate level 66

7. Private baccalaureate level 550
8. Private taccalaureate level regional campuses 26

Total 1367

A different categorization with greater specificity provides 12 options
as follows:

I. Public research center institutions (doctoral level) 23

2. Private research center institutions (doctoral level) 11

3. Other public institutions with advanced graduate
study (doctoral level) 89

4. Other private institutions with advanced graduate
study (doctoral level) 40

5. Public pre/inservice teacher education centers
(master's level) 183

6. Private pre/inservice teacher education centers
(master's level) 75

7. Other public pre/inservice teacher education insti-
tutions 101
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8. Other private pre/inservice teacher education insti-
tutions 203

9. Public preservice teacher education centers (bac-
calaureate level) 32

10. Private preservice teacher education centerz (bac-
calaureate level) 104

11. Other public preservice teacher education institutions 60
12. Other private preservice teacher education insti-

tutions 446

Total 1367

Overall, 62% of the institutions were members of the American Associ
ation of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE). Membership in AACTE
was best represented by the public institutions offering the doctorate (95%),
compared to only 48% representation by the small, private baccalaureate
level institutions. Regarding accreditation by the National Council for Ac
creditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), only 39% of all the teacher
education institutions were accredited.

From a sample of 135 institutions, which was purposely non representative
in that it included 40 doctoral level universities, A was found that the bulk
t,f education graduates come from public institutions and that the largest
producers of preset", ice teachers are institutions offering the highest degrees
in education. However, the prot. *)pical teacher preparing institution is a
private, baccalaureatelevel college with an enrollment of fewer than 1,000
students, graduating 67 to 70 pre.crv ice teachers each year, and havirg
from one to five full-time equivalent faculty.. Most of the education profes
soriate (69%) were found to work at public institutions that offer master's
and doctoral degrees.

When deans of education in the study were asked to rate the emphasis
given to knowledge production and utilization activities, they responded
as fellows. Deans of private research center, doctoral level institutions saw
the generation of both basic and applied research to be "centr.:.," while deans

of counterpart public institutions saw the conduct of applied research and
effecting change in schools as central. Deans of public doctoral level edu
cation un:ts ranked effe.-Aing change :n schools, conducting insen ice pro
grams, and field service projects highest. Deans of public master's level
institutions also saw effecting school change and inset", ice work as central.
No tendencies from baccalaureate institutions were noted.

On the matter of faculty load, 11 of the 12 research canter, doctoral level
institutions reported that a minimum of 20% faculty time was alloeated to
knowledge production or utilization activ ities. Median teaching loads were
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eight hours per semester. Other doctoral level education units also reported
20% to 25% of faculty time for scholary activities but larger teaching loads.
Other types of institutions required a teaching load of 12 to 14 hours per
semester.

Clark and Marker (1975) provide the following information about the
teacher preparation workplace. Teacher preparation occurs in about 80%
of approximately 1,400 four-year colleges and universities. Half of the
universities preparing teachers graduate more than 175 to 200 teachers per
year and the other nalf less than 175 to 200. However, the most typical
program graduates 50 to 75. In all institutions, teacher preparation has both
low prestige and low financial support. Only 40% of teacher prep -ration
provams are NCATE accredited, but 85% have regional accreditation.

Peseau and Orr (1980) provide data from several studies showing that,
for fiinding purposes, most states view teacher education as less complex
and therefore less costly than other university programs. In une study, of
the nine univer,! providing data, four teacher education programs were
underfunded by 40% or more on the basis of return of tuition dollars gener
ated by those programs. In fact, all nine were underfunded in the range
of 12% to 62% T . another study of 46 teacher education programs in ma
jor state and land grant universities, .he investigators found that university
officials do not share the beliefs of teacher educators regarding the role
and needs of the teacher education program. They also report wide varia
Cuns among the 29 institutions that provided complete data with regard to
such things as class size (range from 2.89 to 25.34) and credit hours (range
from 189 to 1,991) generated per faculty member. In these 29 institutions
the cost of preservice teacher preparation w as least in the programs with
the highest enrollments. Notable is the finding th.:t ihe average cost per
student for an academic year in teacher education was $927. During that
same year (1977-78), the national average per pupil expenditure in K 12
schools was $1,400, and in 1978-79, the average expenditure per full time
equivalent student in higher education wis $2,363.

The Research About Teacher Education Project (1987) provides more
recent data about the context of teacher preparation. Preservice teachers
constitute 12% of undergraduates in baccalaureate level teacher prepari.,,-,
institutions. Institutions preparing teachers offer several routes tu becom
ing a tenher. completion of a baccalaureate degree in education, comple
tion of one of a variety of master's degree programs leading to certification,
and completing a baccalaureate in an academic field and earning suffkient
credits in education to meet state cert'fication requirements. Ninety per
cent of the institutions surveyed offer teacher preparation in elementary edu
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cation, 72% in physical education. At baccalaurote-level institutions, en-
rollments in the preserv ice teacher education are as follows. elementary
education (35%), secondary education (18%), special education (12%), early
childhood education k7%), and 28% in other specialties including K-12 phys

ical education, reading, and home ct.onomics. Secondary eduwtion majors
at the same institukions choose the following majors. mathematics (26%),
English (25%), social sciences (24%), sciences (21%), ant' foreign lan-
guages (6%). Approximately three-fourths of the 76 AACIL institutions
participating in the study had some or all of their programs nationally
accredited.

Summary of Research on the Context of Teacher Preparation

Clearly,, a large percentage of higher education institutions in this coun
try are involved in teacher preparation. As many as 15% of them are not
accredited by regional accrediting agencies and less than 40% ae accredited
by NCATE. Teacher preparation in many cases is poorly funded within
the university.. Data seem to indicate that less is spent to i -zpare a teacher
than is spent to prepare the average university student or even a K 12 pupil.

Shortcomings of Research on Teacher Preparation

Evertson, Hawley , and Zlotnick (1985) address the limitations of research

on teacher preparation. They note, "We acknowledge at the cutset that al
though the number of studies related to teacher education is large, the re
search often is of dubious scientific merit and frequently fails to address
the type of issues about which policymakers are most concerned" (p. 2).
Koehler (1985) also sees a number of problems related to reseirch on teacher
education. She terms most of it `Ivotstrap research." "Most of these studies
[those identified in an ERIC search], if funded at all, v.t..ie small university
grants possibly support for a graduate stude:-..., some computer funds,
and clerical help. Others were dissertations" (p. 25). Like Clark and Guba,
Koehler contends the research is done on top of an already comparatively
heavy teaching and advising load. She also faults the research for such tech
nical problems as nature and size of samples, lack of reliability and v alidi
ty checks, and faulty assumptions. Finally, , she describes it as "particularistic"

and corner-cutting (p. 28).

How Inquiry on Teacher Education Can Inform

Research on preset-vice teachers. Knowledge gained froii. the study of
preserv ice teachers has many uses. First, in a descriptive sense, we can
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learn a lot about them their backgrounds and formative influences, their
personal chdracteristics, why they choose to teach, and how long they in-
tend to commit to teaching. Such information provides a profile that might
be used in recruiting and retaining the future teacher force. It can be used
to forecast teacher supply, to estimate the balance of males to females and
of minorities to majority. Finally, it can be used to ascertain the quality
of teacher candidates with respect to their abilities, attitudes, values, per
ceptions, and preferences. Such information car. serve to guide futher re-
search on who is most likely to be effective in the cid.... Using one
of the research models described in Chapter One (Dunkin-Biddle or
McDonald-Elias), i, should be possible to predict which preserv ice teacher
characteristics are associated with effective classroom behavior, thus gic
ing us a better basis for enlightened admission into the teacher education
program.

Research on the education profes.soriate. The few studies available in this
area suggert that teacher -ducators are more oriented toward teaching and
advising .hai. too ard scholarly endeacors. Further, conditions of the work
place, such as heavy teaching and advising loads, tend to deter the educa
tion professoriate from pursuing research that would provide a better
knowledge base for their field. We also know that teacher educators as a
group are relatively conservative in their approaches, rely ing
primarily on large group lecture and discussion and neglecting some of the
promising instructional alternatives. Of concert, to the field in general are
tiie findings of one study that suggest that the mental health of the educa
tion professoriate is precarious.

Research on the context of teacher preparation. Other than demographic
data, little information is mailable on this topic. What we do know is that
teacher education is big business in higher education institutions in this coun

try. It also is one of the least expensive programs to administer, which may
account for its presence on so many campuses. Unfortunately, , we do not
know whether big business equates with good L.siness. We do know, , how
ec er, that many teacher education institutions are not regionally accredited
(about 15%) and that less than half have national accreditation. We assume,
but do not knocc, that accreditation equates with effecticeness. That assump

tion might well be on the research agenda of the future.

Re:earch on curriculum and instruction. Despite the la:k of research,
assertions about the weaknesses of the teacher preparation curriculum arc
commonplace. What research dues tell us is that those who hace completed
a regula preserv ice program are more likely to be judged effective upon
entering teaching, that coursework in education is positively associated with
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successful teaching (at least in science), that teachers can acquire the re
.:veloped knowledge base on teaching (sec Chapters Two, Three,

and Fs..r), and that preservice teachers generally have positive attitudes
toward their professional preparation and consider it to be relatively
rigorous.

On the other hand, the propensity of researchers to collect endless amounts
of demographic data about the teacher preparation curriculum has not oeen
particularly useful. To know only about the broad areas of the teacher prepa
ration curriculum or the percentage of time given to these curriculum areas
is of no particular significance. Given the models (see Chapter One) now
available for guiding research on teacher education, we should be seeing
more significant studies on the tcacher preparation curriculum. Clearly, , an
enormous amount of inquiry needs to be done.

Research on instruction in =cher preparation is more promising. Re
search done to date on an array of instructional alternatives provides a meas
tire of confidence for their use with preservice teachers. These include
behavior modification, demonstration teaching, heuristics or inquiry learn
ing, interaction analysis, mastery learning, microteaching, Reflective Teach

ing, simulation, and field experiences.
With regard to student teaching, research has shown that the coopc

teacher has a major influence on the professional behav iors of studc.a
teachers. Therefore, great care must be given to the selection of coenffat
ing teachers who can serve as positive models. Also, because of a .rse

conditions in mar), inner-city classrooms, care must be exercised in plac
ing student teachers e-lre unless they can be placed with cooperating teachers
witl- demonstrated effutivne5s in urban teaching.

What Else Do We Need to Know?

Much remains unknown about teaching and teacher (....ucation. We know
very little about teacher educators as a group, particularly the qualities th,u
enable them to help preserv ice students become effective teachers through
their professional courses and later in the field. Simply put, wc de not know
what constitutes an effective teacher educator. Neit..r do wc know very mut h

about the specific nature of the teacher preparation curriculum, that is, what
precisely is communicated to and learned by preserv ice teachers. We cer
tainly do not know much about the relationship between what aLtuall) is
taught and learned and later success in K 12 classrooms. In other words,
the specific curriculum first needs to be determined and then validated.

Although we have some knowledge of instructional alternatives in teach
er educk. 'on, it remains to be determined which alternatives are most ef
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fective for the various curriculum components. Also, we do not know the
optimal conditions, both physkal and psychological, for the context of the
teacher preparation program. Most importantly, we need to know %hat per
sonal attributes should be considered for admitting students tn the preser
vice program. What characteristics, beyond completing th.. required courses,

predict success as a K-I2 teacher?
Finally, we need to know how the five principal var. Nes in teacher prepa-

ration (teacher educators, preservice teachers, contexts where teacher prepa
ration occurs, curriculum 4.ontent, and instruction) interact and influence
each other. And we need to know how and how much the variables, in-
dividually and collectively, contribute to thc preparation of effective
teachers, however defined.
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aReview and
Recommendations

In this work I have attempted to contritute to the generation and use of
knowledge that informs K 12 teaching and teacher preparation. One way
to generate this knowledge is to employ inquiry models that take account
of the principal components or variables operating in the systems known
as teaching and teacher education. Once the components of each system
are known and understood, each can be studied, as can their interactions.

In Chapter Om. three inquiry models for study of the system of teaching
were presented. Dunkin and Biddle (Figure 1), McDonald and EEas (Fig
ure 2), and Medley (Figure 3). These three models have many commonali
ties. All include the principal actors (pupils and teachers), events, and
contexts; the interactions among them, and the places where the interac
tions take place. Beyond that, the models suggest other variables affecting
each of the principal ones. For example, Dunkin and Biddle suggest that
pupils present behav lors are functions of heredity and env ironmental fac
tor.,. AcDonald and Elias see teachers' classroom performaaces as ful.c
tions of a great many factors, including their attitudes, aptitudes,
expectations, and knowledge of subject matter and teaching methods. Medley

sees learning as being affected by indiv idual pupil characteristics and by
the kinds of experiences provided. Another common feature of the models
is the recognition that teacher education is an important factor influencing
what teachers are like and what they do. Thus teaching and teacher educa
tion are intertwined and, to a point, inseparable. Tables 1 and 2, which
organize and expand on the principal variables, should be of particular in
terest to persons disposed toward knowledge production.

Additionally in Chapter One, several models of the system of teacher
preparation are described. They, , too, share many commonalities as to the
principal components or vanables that are operating in the system of teacher
preparation. The Cruickshank model (Figure 4), posits significant interac
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tions among the components or v. riables. To encourage know ledge use,
selected research that can serve to it. form teaching and teacher preparation
is presented in Chapters Two, Three, Four, and Five. This research can
help to answer the questions. What is known abou, effective schooling'
What is known about educational practice? What is know a about teaching')
What is known about teacher preparation? For teachers, the research is a
source of data that can guide instructional decisions and behavior. For teach

e educators, it is a source that car. inform the selection of 4. andidates for
the preservicd program and the substance of the professional curriculum

From the research on effective schools reported in Chapter Two, a num-
ber of investigators have found certain school processes to be p:omising
These processes deserve special Lortsideration. As other variables art studied

more fully, they also may come to be considered promising.
Chapter Three summarizes research on what is known about effective

K 12 education& practices. It reports a number of instructional practices
that seem to hold promise for greater pupil learning and lists home and school

pram__ ..onsidered to be effective based on reseach and opinion compiled
by the U.S. Department of Education.

Research reported in Charter Four identifies many behav iors associated
with effective teaching. Several studies lend support to the effectiveness
of certain teacher bthaviors. Although not all behav iors were examined in
all studies, even behaviors with support from a single study cannot be dis
missed. ResearLh on teacher eduLction reported in Chapter Five is rele
vant primarily to teacher eduLators, although K 12 teachers should find it
interesting since they have been through teaLher eduLation programs and
many of them have served, or will serve, as cooperating teachers. Research
on reasons for choosing teaLlung as a career, on Lomparisons of education
and non-education majors, and on state LertifiLation requirements a% con
tinuing concerns for the profession as a whole.

Recommendations

Compiling, reviewing, and presenting thc resea.Lh reported in this vol
ume has led me to suggest ..ome aLtions, which I will make in the form
of eight recommendations.

I . Although inquiry modeis for the study of teaching and teacher
preparation, for tht. most part they are preliminary and tentative in
nature.

Recommendatiun. All inquiry models related to the study of teaching

and teacher education should be identified, studied, and to the extent
possible, verified and updated.
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2. Research on effective -hools, educational practices, and teaching
offers findings that are p. raising, although some hold greater promise
than others.

Recommendation. All investigations related ta effective schooling,
educational practices, and teaching should be sajected to rigorous
review by impartial observers to judge their reliability, validity, and
generalizability. Further studies in these areas should be encouraged.

3. Some of the research findings on effective schooling, practices, and
teaching square with what teachers do or say they belkve, some do
not.

Recommendation. Special efforts must be mad:. to encourage prac-
titioners and policy makers to consider (with an open mind) promis
ing practices that are not consistent with their beliefs and/or
experiences.

4. Existing research has little to say about what constitutes effective
teacher preparation. As far as could be determined, there are no
studies that show definitive relationships between .,ome form of
peofessional preparation and effective classroom teaching. Thus teach

er preparation programs, for the most part, are not empirically
val idated .

Recommendi..n.on. Higher education institutions should validate their

teacher preparation programs in rigorous ways related to the effec
tiveness of their graduate., in the field.

5. Most research that informs teaching is fairly recent and appears in
spurts, most likely reflecting political pressures for school improve
ment or perhaps because of the advent of new teaching methodolo-
gies and technology.

Recommendation . Federal and state governments and foundations
should make research that informs teaching .!nd teacher p; eparation
an ongoing priority.

6. In many cases, researchers seem unfamiliar with or choose not to
mention related work conducted by others.

Recommendation. A criterion for publication of research should
be that the findings be discussed extensively in the light of relatcd
work of others. Further, primary investigators studying a certain vari
able should be identified and invited to contribute to a clearinghouse
serving all related investigations. Each clearinghouse might serve as
a repository of related research and would disseminate state-of the
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art papers, billiographies, and other materials that would reinforce
and extend related work in an organized, efficient manner.

7. There seem to be few investigators involved full time and over the
long term in the subsets of research that inform teaching or teacher
education. Rather, that research seems to be conducted by a cast of
hundreds all playing bit parts.

Recommendation. Faculty in doctoral-level and especially research
center un:v asides should be expected to declare an area at* inquiry
and to maintain it over an extended time. Whenever possible, they
should guide their doctoral students in pursuing studies in their area
of inquiry.

8. The research that informs teaching and teacher preparation varies
greatly in quality and significance. There are many reasons for this,
including the fact that some investigators are not well prepared to
conduct studies.

Recommendation. To ensure greiter research competence, all can-
didates for the doctorate should attaill a broad array of research com
petencies and should be mentored by faculty who themselves either
conduct significant inquiry or teach research methodology.

These few observations and recommendations are made in the spirit of
the purpose of this volume. Others in the researth community might have
other recommendations. But of one thing I am convinced. Teaching, school
ing, and teacher preparation are vital human activities. As such, they call
for the very best research effort.
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